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CIVIL SERVANTS' STRIKE AVERTED
★  ★ ★ ★  ★ ★ ★  ★ ★
BRIDGE BUILDING FASCINATING W O RK
Pontoons with forms stripped Top deck form in one of pontoon cells
Photo Story
Of
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Placing collapsible deck forms
Building bridges has long fascin­
ated mankind.
But spanning Lake Okanagam 
between Westbank and Kelowna is 
a little more than fascinating—it’s 
unique.
Before builders even approach 
the bridge site, building the pon­
toons on which Okanagan bridge 
will be supported is, in itself, a 
major operation.
Four priricipal highlights of the 
pontoon building operations are 
depicted in The Courier’s pictorial 
spread on this page today.
Shot for The Courier by photo­
grapher Paul Ponich they show:
Upper left—first operation: this 
view shows first concrete pour of 
a pontoon with forms stripped 
here the pontoon now is ready to 
receive top deck forms‘and the pic­
ture shows only half of pontoon. 
The cable anchor track is seen in 
slot in wall in immediate fore­
ground. ,
Upper right—picture shows shor­
ing for top deck form in one of the 
56 cells of the pontoon.
Centre—shows workmen placing 
special collapsible deck forms to 
support top ^cck.
Bottom left-shows top deck 
forms completed and reinforcing 
steel being placed in position.
Kelowna Bridge Company offic­
ials said today they will launch the 
third of 12 pontoons next week. 
The second was launched on Tues­
day.
It takes a little over a month to 
complete construction of a single 
pontoon in one basin find since ihe 
company uses two basins, their pro­
duction l.s two pontoons monthly, 
Completion date for pontoon con­
struction is January 31 and offic- 
lals expect to have no trouble 
winding up pontoon erection on 
time.
A government source said today 
they expect Dominion Bridge Co., 
of Vancouver, to commence steel 
work in April.
All I’hotos by Paul Ponicli
W ill Consider Bargain Rights
v i c t o r i a  (CP)— a  wage increase and a government pro­
mise that civil servants’ bargaining rights would be reviewed by an 
independent body averted a  strike of more than 11,000 British 
Columbia government workers.
The pledge was made following a meeting between the cabi 
net and representatives of the B.C. Government Employees’ Asso­
ciation.
The civil servants had voted earlier to strike at 7 a m. Friday. 
Association president George Horridge announced at 5:35 p.m 
Wednesday the strike had been called off.
The government employees, more than 14,000 strong in B.C. 
gained a !'/> per cent wage increase retroactive to July 1. The 
money won’t be delivered to them until the increase is approved 
at the next regular session of the Legislature, probably early next 
year. ■ ■ . '
While the BCGEA had requested a 13 per cent increase, 
they made it plain they were chiefly concerned with bargaining 
rights. At present they have no fccoursc in a labor dispute except 
to appear before the cabinet.
Premier Bennett announced after 
the meeting that Cliief Justice 
Gordon Sloan of the B.C. Court of 
Appeal will be head of a board of 
reference to review the civil ser­
vants’ case. Representations will
Nurses Will
LAKE LEVEL
July 11, 1957 ........    102.07
July 4, 1957 ................    102.18
July 11, 1956 .................    102.64
Agreed Max. i........    102.50
Agreed Min...................  09.50
High, 1948 .........................  104.82
be made by tlic workers and the 
government.
ABIDE BY DECISION 
Mr. Bennett said both sides in 
the dispute had agreed to abide by 
recommendations for a change in 
the bargaining procedure made by 
the chief justice.
Chief Justice Sldan will concen­
trate his investigations on the 
•‘limited form of negotiation,” now 
available to the government em­
ployees, Mr, Bennett said.
Thc'premier said he had no idea 
when the chief lusticc would put 
thc board of reference on an active 
See GOV’T AWARDS Page 6
Registered nurses of Penticton 
General Hospital will strike Mon­
day.
The Walkout has been scheduled 
for 8 a.m.
But an emergency stall has been 
established consisting of two 
nurses per shift—six daily—and 
operating room nurses will answer 
emergency calls.
This development in the wage 
dispute between the ,53-nursc start 
and thc hospital board was an­
nounced at 11 a.m. today by Miss 
E. E. Hood. Vancouver, personnel 
director, B.C. Registered Nurses As­
sociation. She is in Penticton to 
help arrange walkout and emer­
gency establishment.
Thc Kelowna situation Is "un­
certain" she told newsmen, adding 
Kelowna nurses Will await results 
of thc Penticton strike before tak­
ing action. But an official of the 
Kelowna chapter of BCRNA told 
Thc Courier, Kelowna nurses will 
support their Penticton colleagues.
Miss Hood elaborated strike 
news with the following statement: 
"At thw stage thc dispute In 
Penticton is not a wage dispute. 
The officers of thc registered 
nurses’ as.sociaton are convinced 
See PENTICTON NIJIIHES Pago 0
Work has sUirlcd on a Trans- 
Canadg highway link through Glac­
ier and Rcvclstokc national parks 
which will eventually cut 100 ntlleu 
from thc driving divtanco botwecii 
Vancouver <md Calgary.
Scheduled to bp completed by 
Decenibcr 31, I960, a great deal of 
thc Culgary-Vancouvcr traffic is
DbcIi IbH P  completed
Red Cross Seeks 
Whereabouts Of 
M arcel Baginski
Lficfil branch of Ihe Red (.'ro:<s 
society Is aiixiouiv to got In touch 
with MHJvel Haglnski, wlio Is he 
lieved to be in this urea.
Mr. Bugfiinlu was born in Poland 
and came to Kelowna from Soskat- 
cbewftn. Anyone knowing h is  
whereabouts is asked to contact 
Wiiliain Metcalfe, telephone 7338.
THE WEATHER
CONTRACT AWARDED
Okanagan W ill Benefit
expeetpd to funnel throuBli 
Okanagan.
Many coast-bound prairie visitors 
will probably branch off nt Sjea- 
mous and travel through the lush 
orchard country before driving 
over the Hopc-Prlncelon lilgitway 
cn route to the Pacific coast, Dis­
tance between Slcanious find Van­
couver, via thc Fraser Canyon or
PLAY WAITING GAME
They Invade Kelowna After Gas 





Mosquito batulUon.s In the Kel­
owna urea don’t care a hpot about 
poison gas attucka.
Tliry play a waiting game and 
invade the city In the dciid of 
ntgbt-rfifter the gas smog lifts.
Authority for Utls Is n seven-ipan 
delt^alion to the hMarterly meeting 
of Oklniagan Valley Munjelpal A»- 
soclutlon. ^̂ 'hlch, convened In Rcvel- 
bldkc’ today,
Tim dolfgatloii la armed sr'ilh « 
motion p«oUonlng Um icrvernment 
V> Mt up tnoc<)iuito,oootrol In un- 
orNAnlwd to or-
fiunlred numiclpallflct'. 'Hicy'll ask 
the 0V;MA to pass It and tackle the 
municipal affairs minister directly 
and through Iho Union of B.C. 
MunIcIpallUea,
NO nilRAE CONTROI,
Tire resolution Bays mosquito con­
trol in organired eitlea is useless 
when no control exists In territory 
just outijide city Unills. Tlilw Is be­
cause the Huy . [testa break ihrciugh 
to, city hotnea almost immediately 
after DDT has ItTted or evapofaUd.
, The Kelowna, delegation main- 
b m  B iQ hiiuitoia jt* 0  •
Uio Uie Okanagan is abitut the same. 
Federal departinenl of public 
works has awarded two contracts 
totalling 111.113,000 lo Mnimix Ltd., 
of Calgary for clearing and grub­
bing 20 mih's of thc new route 
througli Rof̂ ers Pass. Cost of, the 
work in thc natloi a| parks is 
borne entirely by Uio federal gov­
ernment.
A seven-mllc section In Rcvcl- 
htokc park has yet lo go lo tender. 
The rest of (he* work Is being dono 
by the national parks department 
Itself and Ihe B.C. government, 
vylth OUawn putting up 00 jHirccnt 
of the cost. , ' '
It will T)c a two-lano highway. 
Federal officials arc confident tho 
road win be eoinpleled by the Dec­
ember 3|, 19W) dcadtlne.
Meanwhile Works Mlnlstei; P, A, 
Gaglardl recently Inllmated that 
work on B CMs portion of Iho road 
will get underway immOdlaloly. A, 
consldeiahlc amount of heavy road 
eqiiipnieiU Is now In (he HlcamoiiS- 
Rcvelstoke area, Tlic Mara roSd 
section between Orindrod and Bic- 
iimmis has now Iwen brought up to 
tnoiiern highway standurdn, and la 
ready to be black topped.
Thc tourist hustness In the Okuii- 
ugan Is ixpix'led lo Jump coiisid- 
eribbly when the Tfanii-Canadu 
lilgliway link lit completed.
The pratilc section of Iho ,all- 
Cahadlen tratis-dontiii^hUl Jilgh-w a y w w o s t  o f  t h e  
grio hoxdar-^mui hem
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C r o w e 's  C re w  
"U p " a n d  S e t
Inter-squad game day, the bruising unveiling of the unknow-n 
factors In the algebra that composes a football team ,15̂  rapidly 
approaching in the Orchard C*ity training camp of the B.C. Lions.
Next Saturday, July 20. is slated for the date of conflict 
between the Ogos and the Pogos. two picked squads of the 50-odd 
players now working hard for a spot on the 1957 version of Van­
couver’s answer to western Canadian football. Kick-off t|me is 
6:30.
Coach Clem Crowe and his staff will have a lot of questions 
answered for them, as the hard pace of body contact for a <S0- 
minute encounter does the final operation in the separation of 
the wheat from the chaff.
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The players themselves will have 
the answer to one big question that 
has plagued some of them outright, 
and lurked back in the iuibcon- 
ciousness cf others- “Can I (ill a 
pan on this football clubV"
The victors, however, are Ifol 
actually the Ogos or the Pogos but 
loh'i and Jane Doe. who will be 
given the opportunity of seeing 
.401110 of the linest players who will 
curry Canadian football colors 
down the trail to the Grey Cup in 
action fighting for a berth.
The city will be filled with band 
music, visitors and excitement as
Jay Rays Keep 
P layoff Chances 
A live , Beat Ads
ORIOLE^TO GRAPPLE WITH 
SOETBALL a ll-s ta r s  SUNDAY
The Kelowna Orioles are going to answer a challenge 
from the AlUStar softball club lo an exhibition match, slated 
for this Sunday at 2:30 in Elks Stadium.
Th^ tcanjs will play baseball rules in this match, and 
the Orioles, league leaders in the Okanagan Mainline Base­
ball League, will return the compliment in the near future, 
playing softball rules in the city park oval.
The softball team will be composed of players from the 
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Two dazzlers in the field gen­
eral’s spot are gladdening the 
heart of coach Clem Crowe in the 
B.C. Lions’ football currently 
coming to the end of its first 
week in Kelowna. Left, Maury 
Duncan, ex-San Francisco 49er, is 
a tall personable ‘‘take charge” 
guy with a rifle arm and a smooth 
handling technique. Crowding 
him in talent, but lacking in pro














experience is Gerry Duncan, ex- 
Cal. Poly Tech prospect. A third 
import prospect is Toppy Vann, a 
shorter version of the field gen- 
ei\al, from Georgia Tech. The 
camp comes to a close next week­
end, climaxing the training with 
the inter-squad game Saturday, 
July 20 at 6:30.
—Photo by George Inglis
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By MILT MacPHAIL 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
The football follies are underway 
—training time for Canada’s nine 
major professional teams.
Scrimmages will be the order of 
the day during the next few weeks 
in the camps of Big Four and West­
ern Interprovincial Football Union 
clubs. /
Competition for jobs is going to 
be rugged.. Most of last year’s 
players are back. Add to them 
some 200 new American imports 
and twice as many Canadian rook­
ies battling for berths and you have 
an idea of the amount of talent the 
coaches must assess.
With Big Four and WIPU player 
rosters set at 28, including 12 im­
ports, the coaches have to wield a 
big axe in training camp. Players 
who survive training are not safe, 
however. The cutting continues 
through the exhibition season and 
early regular season games,
NEW FACES 
But when the lineups are all set 
gridiron fans will sec some new 
faces.
Two new imports considered most 
likely to succeed are Johnny 
Majors, Tennessee’s All-America 
back who signed with Montreal 
Alouettes, and Bill Glass, All 
American guard from Baylor who 
signed a Saskatchewan Roughridcr 
contract.
Ron Stewart, high-scoring half­
back from Queen’s University, is 
perhaps the hightest of the Cana­
dian crop—if lie plays. Montreal 
drafted Stewart but the Queen's 
star wants tP study law in Toronto 
and try out with Argonauts.
Canadian football is dominated by 
American stars—such players as
Jackie Parker at Edmonton and 
Etcheverry with Montreal. There’i 
no reason to think that imports 
won’t still be in the. front line this 
year, either.
But all clubs—and all with U.S 
coaches—will have a hard core of 
Canadians. Not because the coaches 
think merely that it’s good policy 
to carry Canadians but because 
many of the homebrews can hold 
their own with the best of the im 
ports.
Normie Kwong of Edmonton and 
Gerry James with Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers a re  prime examples 
They're two of the best crashing 
fullbacks in Canadian football 
James, who returned to the grid 
iron this season after two years of 
pro hockey with Toronto Maple 
Leafs, was sought by the New York 
Giants, champions of the National 
Football League. •
And there are others—Don Getty, 
the former University of Western 
Ontario .star, who quarterbacked 
Edmonton's Grey Cup victory over 
Montreal last year. Bobby Simpson 
of Ottaivn Rough Riders, regarded 
as one of the best two-way ends in 
the business. Cam Frasey, Hamilton 
Tiger-Cat punting s ta r .
STAMPIN' EX-STAMP
A hard-charging Canadian full 
hack proapcct with two year# of 
Ctthadian football with Colgnry 
Slafhl>^ohi‘ under hta .,belt 1» Joe 
Yamaueni, pictured obove c.arpy- 
in« the ball in Uio Lions* Kelowna 
tfalhlng equip. Described by
conch Clem Crowe ns a boy with 
a lot of "drive and do.slre,' 'Ya- 
mnuchl came to' Vancouver by 
request of a trqde, in order to be 
able to take architecture in 
U.n.C, (See story on next png*?.)
—Photo by George Inglls.
Two Cities
A Serdeh (wo-ball founomo will 
h« foaturod al the Twilight OoU 
ttda Wednt#d*y al Iho Clenmorc 
groiffiA hWMttH Um« At 4 p.m, 
Vfafltoni fo Kelowna wUl b« w«l- 
comod to the meet. Entries should 
jplaced with ladldC captain. 
Beilin »fe|&MnaJ«, phona 7H0. or lo 
| t i ^  ,C^«flih «)<ib pxa, »t P6L
,>'j, ....... '
Wnril STAMPS AGAIN
CALGARY (CP)—Lynn Bottoms 
23, Catgary-hom halfback, has sign- 
<xl' for hlq fourth season with Cal­
gary Stampedem of the Western 
Intcrprovlncial Footboll Union. A 
gradpatc of Calgary Junior ranks, 
he scored five touchdowns last sea- 
aim and hak played defence twice 
In Shrliic all-star games.
The Ijkurentlan region of Quebec 
Is a vast moutain.playgirouhd famed 
fAr Its all-year vacation attracUons. 
In winter it is’ the centre o^ skiing 
activlUce in Eastern Canadai In 
summer it ia cqnally aa |s9pular as 
a pleasant ploc# to relas and en|o)r 
magniGctht ocaaet/.
Labor Day Races 
To Establish 
" f ir s t "  In West
,Tho first hord-top International 
stock car race ntect In Western 
Canada is being planned for Labor 
Doy in Wostbonk.
. 'T h e 0 a r 8, from Bellingham, 
Seattle, Abbotsford, Kelowna and 
Penticton, will race from the Co­
operative growers packinghouse 
along the lake and up the hilt lo 
the vlllago.
Pre-race entries indicate a field of 
50-00 cars will be present for the 
meet, with both Kelowna and Pen­
ticton officials sliowing interest In 
the, course.
.Television and sound coverage of 
the race are' being arranged, and 
the roads over which U»e cars wilt 
race ore to be closed off for the 
time of the race.
Name cars from both the UJS. 
aiM Canada will be entered in. the 
rMOk Uka first of ft* ktibl In the
The Kelowna Orioles hove po.st- 
paned their |coguc' game against 
Vernon Clippers next Sunday, in 
I'avor of an exhibition gnlpe against 
the All-Stars from the city soTt- 
boll league, this, Sunday ol 2:30 in 
Elks Stadium,
The Rutland Adanacs lost a tough 
one on Sunday afternoon, when 
Kamloops Jay-Rays edged them 9-8 
in a ten inning contest, that saw 
both teams battling it out right 
down to the wire.
The Jay-Rays needed a win to 
keep alive their chances of getting 
into the play-offs, while Ads want­
ed the win to cinch a play-off berth.
The first inning was scoreless, 
but in the second Kamloops got a 
one run lead, and added to this in 
the third when three hits brought 
in three runs, to put them in front 
4-0. The Adanacs got into the scor­
ing column with two runs in the 
bottom of the fourth, but dropped 
four runs behind once more when 
the Jay-Rays got two more runs on 
two hits and an error.
The game was all tied up how­
ever in the last of the fifth, the 
Adanacs getting four runs on two 
singles, a walk and two errors. The 
top of the seventh was scoreless, 
pitcher H ugh  Stewart retiring 
Kamloops with three strike-outs, 
while the Ads' went into the lead 
when Ottenbreit drew a walk, was 
replaced as runner by Kitaura, who 
stole seccipd and came home on 
two passed balls. ;
The eighth was scoreless, but in 
the top of the ninth a walk P u t  
Shannon on. He stole second, and 
coach Mel pttem came in as a pinch 
hitter and tied up tbe ball game 
with a double to left field, after 
two were out, and the Ads appear­
ed to have the game in the bag.
A strike-out retired the side, and 
the Rutland team came to bat de­
termined to get the one run across 
to win the game.
An error and two walks filled the 
bases, when Ottem, who had taken 
over catching duties, changed pit­
chers, replacing Shollen with Kus- 
umote.
An attempted bunt by Mits Koga 
resulted in a pop-up to the catcher, 
and Senger fanned to retire the 
side. In’ the top of the tenth a walk, 
and a double by Rachal ■ put the 
Kamloops^nine ahead, Pachal scor­
ing Wbat proved ter be the winning 
run when he came in on a squeeze 
play,
Mits Koga took over mound du­
ties from Stewart at this stage, and 
the side was retired without fur­
ther score. In the last of the tenth 
the Adanacs gained one run, Dug­
gan scoring on a hit by Mende;. The 
Ads again filled the bases.
At this point coach Ottem brought 
pitcher Scholien back into the 
mound. The second out came on a 
force-out at home plate, and the 
Adanacs hopes of victory went 
glimmering when Morlo Ko£a 
grounded out shortstop to first to 
retire the side.
It was an exciting game to Wcatch, 
a good one to win but a heartbreak- 
er to lose. Chucker Hugh Stewart, 
the Rutland hurler, fanned no less 
than fourteen Kamloops batters, 
and should have won, but wildness 
was his undoing, as he walked 11 
opposing batters, and gave up eight 
hits.
Koga, his roller man, got one 
strikeout, and gave up one walk in 
his brief appearance. Scholien was 
the winning pitcher, getting eight 
.strikeouts, walking five and al­
lowing only‘5 hits. Kusumoto fun- 
ped one and walked three.
GAME CALLED 
Rc.sult8 of other games ployed 
Sundoy: at Kamloops, North Kom- 
loops 0, Mcrrit Nicolaks 0, game 
called at end of 0th due to pork 
closing rule. At Merrll: Mcrrit 2, 
Revclstokc 0.
the curlain-clo.dng finale of the 
19.->7 Kelowna training camp season 
of the Lions football caqip comes 
lo a elo.se.
Now in its sixth day of operation, 
ihc camp is ope of the best so far, 
adeb^ding to coach Crowe. *T think 
we’re having better practices th'ls 
year than other.” he said. ‘
The stubby Irish tup-hand said he 
’elt there were better prospects in 
camp this year, giving him the op­
portunity to select witRout run- 
•ling the sure danger of having 
uade a mis'.ake.
Speaking about the exodus from 
camp of Perdue guard Ed Voytek 
and ex-Texas (^istian end O’Day 
Williams, CrowS^aid he felt more 
keenly the loss of Voytek and 
Vince Scorsone. the import tackle 
who never did show up, than Wil­
liams.
"These desertions arc not an un- 
eotnmon thing.'' he head coach said. 
“They happen in every training 
camp.
Louisiana State’s Ah Wimberlcy 
aagreed heartily, saying he had 
seen boys arrive in school one day. 
all raring to go, and pull a mid­
night sneak for nb apparent reason 
at ail.
Both Vic Lindskog and Fred 
Owens agreed heartily with this. 
“It’s no cinch playing football for 
an education,” said Lindskog, and 
Owens said that plenty of boys 
found it easiet- to find a job and 
work their way through than play 
football.
Aside from the Involuntary thin­
ning of the ranks, one Canadian boy 
has been ordered by his doctor to 
give up football for this year at 
least. Gerry O’Flanagan, end who 
was traded to Lions from the 
Stamps, was ordered to retire tem­
porarily until he overcame the 
after-effects of a jaundice attack.
To O’Flanagan, the retirement is 
not all bitter, however, since he 
just travelled as far as his newly- 
acquired in-laws, Mr- and Mrs. W 
J. Archibald. O’Flanagan recently 
married their daughter, Kathy, for­
mer Lady-of-the-Lake and Miss 
Canada.
One of the brightest spots in the 
camp thus far has been the big 
quarterback front) the San Fran' 
cisco 49er^ Maury Duncan, whose 
rifle passing and smooth ball hand 
ling have already marked him 
down as a guy ot watch among the 
rail birds.
Off the field, however, Maury is 
the kind of fellow the players nat 
urally gravitate ipwards, a natural 
leader with the properties of “fol­
low me” the Lions have been seek­
ing since their formation as a ball 
club.
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Coach Crowe Has 
Voice Problems
Head coach Clem Crowe of the ■ him is a snappy “Down, set!”
B.C. Lions really has to be versa-] 
tile, with everything from weather 
to elocution problems occurring as 
his crew of muscle men come to 
the end of their first week of train­
ing in Kelowna.
The weather problem is the re­
verse of that felt in the two years 
previous to this—it’s loo cold, and 
the boys are suffering from pulled 
muscles.
The elocution problem is one of 
trying to get a snappy, terse sig­
nal out of potential quarter back 
with a deep South drawl.
In the pulled muscle department, 
Prlmo Villapueva, sophomore half 
back is out of the line-up, suffer­
ing from pulled muscles in his leg.
Jim Farrell, Jr., Palo Alto High 
half back, ajid Ted Hunt, UBC half, 
are also suffering from the same 
ailment, caused by the mercury 
hanging a shade lower than it 
should.
Gordie Mitchell, 233-lb. Canadian 
tackle, is taking it easy on body 
contact, still convalescing from a 
bad bapk earned in Vancouver’s 
prelim school.
Matt Phillips, 230-lb- tackle frohi 
Pepperdine College,.is also on the 
side-lines, getting his leg back in 
shape after qn operation to remove 
knee cartilage, ’ performed tw o 
weeks ago. .
In order to relieve the taeftW'shoi'-' 
tage the club is feeling, the Lions 
sent out a rush call to Sherman 
Hood, former Ottawa Roughrider 
who didn’t feel earlier that he and 
the club had anything in common 
He has ahsivered the call, arriving 
in camp Monday.
HERE. YOtJ-ALL 
The problem^'with Toppy Vann, 
“ramblin’ wreck" f ro m
What they get sounds more like 
“Da-a-*)wn, .se-c-yet!" Delivered in 
his deep South drawl, it sounds like 
another phrase altogether than they 
want, and certainly doesn’t have tli,- 
clipped enunciation they hiok for.
There is nothing slow about 
Toppy, however; when he takes off 
to go some place with the ball.
First nick-name stuck on one of 
the new arrivals in camp wa.s that 
of “Hoss’’ applied to Don Vicic, 
ex-Ohio State fullback candidate.
Sport fishing is at its finest in 
Newfoundland. In the fresh waters, 
salmon and trout abound. While in 
^he coastal waters, king sized tuna 
offer exciting sport to the deep 
sea angler. . .
5SU”
Maury is one of a trio of imports I Georgia Tech is quite another one 
trying out for the all-iirtportant ] What the coaching staff want from 
quarter spot—Gerry Duncan, a tan­
ned young giant from Cal. Poly 
Tech and’ Toppy Vann, a drawlin' 
young man froih Georgia Tech be­
ing the others.
Positions are straightening theni- 
selves out, the coaching staff are 
making their notes, and with heavy 
scrimmage starting toway, thefr 
notes will become a little more 
concise and personal.
Rut nothing in the whole two 
weeks of training will compare 
with that big intersquad 0ame, for 
which tickets can be obtained right 
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Golf Pro Stages 
Free Sat. Clinic
Kelowna kids up to age 18 liitcr-1 
ested iq playing golf will bfi able 
to attend n free clinic at the Kel­
owna Golf and Country Club ever;y. 
Saturday morqing ‘from now on, 
with the first le.sson getting under 
way at 10 n.m. this week. |
Golf professional Dave Crane, 
the man responsible for the con-1 
duct of the clinics, said clubs would 
be supplied for the boys, and any­
one who had the interest in learn­
ing the game was welcome.
. The clinic will be conducted | 
every Saturday 'morning through-] 
out the surpmer.
Suggests You 
TAKE THE TEST 
BUY THE BEST 
FORGET THE REST
SAND nnd GRAVEL 
TOP SOIL and P IIX  OlRT 
BULLDOZING 
I. W. DEDFOBD LTD. 
m i  SUrtlng Place
— - — ......W W '
The regular Icaguii game against 
Vernon wl|l be played the fhllnw- 
Ing Sunday at 0 p.m., on their vvny 
back from their 1 p.m. game against 
the Okonots In Komloops,
The Clippers are alatcd to play 
lliclr first week-day gntpo in Kel­
owna next Wednesday night, start-: 
lag nt 6.30 in Elks Stadium.
With the league half way over, 
the Orioles stand in n very favor­
able position, with n two-game leg 
up on the second-plnco Penticton 
lied Sox, and four games against 
ihe bottom place Clippers In the/ 
next six'weeks.
They also meet Kamloops twice, 
and Penticton twice. They have 
licatcn both clubs so far thlSi year, 
Thq Sox, on tho.ollwr hand, 
meet Oliver twice and Kelowna 
twice, Imth clubs that have beaten 
them. They tangle with the dark- 
horse Macatwhxi also, which makes 
Ihh latter half tot iha achedulo 
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Crowe Has Probteim ; /yisb 
Full Stocks o f Good ka^mid
By GEORGE m O L lS  . . .
lions Help
Ctiill • winds and rough- waters 
failed to dampen the enthusiasm of 
IjSOO spectators and a host of per­
formers. including some key mem­
bers of the B.C. Lions football club 
In Wedhesday bight's opening 
Aquacade of the 1957 Aquatic sea­
son.
The water skiing display 'by 
Chubby Downs, Canadian junior 
cbamptQn. apd Rob Abernethy was 
a terrific display In the choppy 
open water of the ruffled lake.
Lois Woods, Ernie Meissner and 
Lome Hale, three top Canadian 
divers presently training here, put
was
 ̂ s
tennis Court Curtain Raising 
Marks New Chapter In Kelo 
Sports, Golf Club History
Another page in Kelowna’.s sports I the opening, and it iS the hope of 
history will bo written next Satur-! the golf club officials that tennis; 
day at 2:30. when the Kelowna Golf I intei-est will be renewed in Kel-
" ' > ''‘t ■ V fi'' '  ̂ i ■ ■* '-i ’♦t ‘ ,t-»
I For further story on 
see Monday’s Courier.)
Aquacade,
Spinning Rods Revolutionize 
Ancient Art Of Bait Casting
By JIM TREADGOLD
Fixed spool spinnng reels and 
monofilament lines have practical­
ly revolutionized the art of casting 
and almost eliminated the need of 
the amateur to bother with messy 
baits in order to compete with the 
experienced angler.
Spinning is considered to be a 
“new” method of casting. Actually 
it isn’t. It has been known for 200 
years in Europe and our own Pad-
corner capable of casting a fair line.
The mechanics of a spinning reel 
make the‘playing of fish easy even 
for the beginner, so spinning tackle 
has made it possible to net more 
fish as well as cast wth east. 
There is, however, the need for
Coacn Clem Crowe has problems. Simple arithmetic win teR 
yxtu  that when you take close to three score athletes all trained in 
varying degrees to play the name game,.anti you havcito whittle 
them dowb to somewh^e around half with as (ew mistakes in eli­
mination as possible, you have problems. '
B»t the problems are not nearly so cmnpitcated of as impos 
siblc of solution as some of the side-liners vitruperaUvely Jpsijt.
He has plenty of help, almost enough to off-set some of the head­
aches and hindrances.
First of alt, he has a coaching staff it has taken him a while
tO’build up. When he came to tte  Lions he labofed one year i n ____ ____  .
the shadow of Anis Stukus, a man who is well-known for the sizejof* ® diving exhibition that 
of the shadow he throws, and last year he was .still emer^ng .slightly by the high
that’ ^adow  to some extent. | Two of the Lions ball players put
This year he IS r i ^ t  out Jn the :ppcn..with help oft the field,on a display of down diving that 
he has c b o s^  hirnsetfi aii^ ; had the crowd in stitcluvs, and re-
his xnliitinnx ' • ' . I lay teams from the football club
Vrl , . ■, . , . ... , , ,  ! showed they have olher talents be-
Vic l.indsko^, jus assistant, and the hnc.^C0 .ach,.yas \^ah him side those di.splayed on the grid- 
lasi year. T lie former asxislant coach with the Pliil^ddfdiia, Eagles iron, 
is a rtxk of a man with some very forcible ideas of playing which 
he seeks to iasiill in his beef-merchants.
Abner Wimbericy, the gravel-voiced, product, of the | / \ n r
regular duties as coach with Vancouver C o llie . - | ANGiJE L v R c
Walt Schlinkman, a solid little block fVom Dumas', Texaf,! 
who would have trouble looking over a tall horse, is Crowe’s 
regular backficld coach this year. A highly competitive player, 
country down in Louisiana, is a specialist on both ends of that 
line. Up here for the second time to the Kelowna training camp, 
he works with those all-imp>ortant, pass-snaring ends, and this 
year's materiaf is top-drawer stuff.
Freddie Owens, a blocky little former halfback with legs 
like outsize pistons, is up here for the school as a break from his 
who took coaching under Lou Little of Columbia, he played pro 
football with the Buffalo Bisons
Crowe himself brings a pair of eyes to the training camp 
that have a regular net-work of “crow’s feet” from staring out 
over hundreds of football fields at thou.saods of athletes, would- 
be athletes, and just plain dreamers.
A player would have to be pretty crafty to hide any defici­
encies from this quintette. I tie Coast Indians used the spinning
All this football lore is backed up by a general manager who principle. ,
is pretty well versed in the game himself. A native of Kelowna,
Herb Capozzi, genial master of a few languages other Canadian, lUament line, spinning would sUii 
has managed to crowd in a rather full life as a professional foot- have problems. Ten minutes with 
ball player with those “Larks” from Montreal (Alouettes to you.)i® spinning outfit will make a new- 
Thc foibles and fancies of a football player are not entirely un­
known to him as the result.
All this on the credit side of the ledger.
RED  IN K
All is not going swimmingly, however, for the man to whom
some thousands of Vancouverites will be looking to longin^y this I proper evaluation of water to be 
r 11 • fished and the technique to present
1 . . .  j . 1 11 1 I the right lure properly. Choice of
The weather has aided with one or two pulled muscles, over equip^eht is implant.
and above the regular list of injuries. It doesn’t exactly help a For .the trout fisherman a light 
coach make a decision on a man if he is on the side-lines, sweating rod about seven feet with good tip 
out an injury while the precious moments of the training period
tick swiftly away. . big, waters and heavy fish the gear
Add to this the perfidy of some of the players, who exercise must be heavies, 
the women’s privilege of changing their minds, even after they Spinning is now so popular that 
have made agreements. This can u ^ e t a coach's thinking to some ^  “ [ i r a n d S
extent, if he has a couple of spots he figures are covered by play-1 good quality standard lures wiU 
ers of NFL calibre, and finds out he has only a handful of fog, serve you through thick and thin,
Mix well with a whole batch of pressures—pressures exert- good ̂ days and l̂ean ^
ed-by pro ball clubs who have had playoB “M y .^ 0 ™ u jf t ,
them, and memories like elephants;—^pressures exerted by statistics -------------- —------------ -
over the past three years, which say the Lions should come up C | n | | | j p  ^ n f l r t r i l t  
w ith a winner this year-^pressures of not having Canadian baU
players for set positions like some of the more established clubs—  y  i C#*Ar a
andjthenc you have the recipe for gastric upset. 1 l U  L O W e r  J v U l C
Or maybe the chance to make some guys eat crow(e).
COMES ALONG T H E  DAY
The high point of the whole two weeks of sweat and run, of 
course if,the  inter-squad game, at 6;30 Saturday^-July-20, the 
finale of football for this year as far as Kelownians are concerned, 
unless they are lucky enough to make it across the mountains for 
some of the league games in Empire Stadium, y
It’s a thrill-packed 60 minutes from a spectator’s standpoint, 
whether he is a died-in-the-wool ball fan, or just a cricket fan who 
likes the sound of crunching bones. It’s not just an ’dfdUiary fdbt- 
ball game, it’s a duel for a meal-ticket, with all stops pulled.
There is nothing stereotyped or joutinp abpftk this dash of 
some 50 highly trained, well padded bodies, with lethal intent in 
every movement. Out of this conflict comes many big surprises to 
the side-line critic, and even a lew to the wiliest old football ex­
pert. There is nothing in the agenda to show what a player can do 
like a competitive-tangle. , .
Some of' the boys who look awkward and green in practice, 
when they arc asked to make movements in front of a bunch of 
men that ̂ they would normally be making just between themselves, 
a husky opponent and m ay ^  a referee. They freeze up slightly 
and l o ^  bad stacked up against the show-boats.
But when the chips are down, it’s the. guys who can deliver 
k the goods, the guys who have the intestinal fortitude and the 
ability to make it-all come true, that show up in their true light.
The coaches have all been waiting fox_this day in their sev­
eral ways and for iheir several reasons. It is their first real long 
look at what they have been working with for two weeks, seen in 
the light of keen competition.
The jHayers have been waiting for the day, too. They know 
in their own minds that this is it—the time when they deliver the 
goods, or else. They know they can wipe dut two weeks of preju­
dice built up in a'coach’s mind through inept practice, and show
they have something else a figliting heart and a lot of desire.
The s |« a a t0 B? Well, they Jujt h a ^  t o ^ ^ ^
who arc around to watch what will probably ̂  one I ‘V ‘n ‘his Bnme poslton until you
and Country officially open their 
new clay lennLs courts on the beau­
tiful Cflenmore projjcrly,
Alderman Ernie Whiter. “Mr. 
Tennis” of Kelowna, and the pix-si- 
dent of the golf club. Harold John­
ston. will officiate at the opening, 
which marks the first time tennis 
has been an integral part of the golf 
and country club.
Four lop Vancouver players will 
be attending the opening and will 
stage a free, two-day tennis clinic 
for anyone interested in learning
t me of the finer points of the me. In addition to their instruc­
tion. the coast group will stage ex­
hibition matches.
Jim Skelton, head of the group, 
has been, captain of the Canadian 
Davis Clip team for the past few 
years. Walt Stohlberg is an ex- 
Davis Cupper, and both Lawrence 
Barclay and Jack Pedlar are well- 
known in coast tennis circles.
Tennis players from various val­
ley cities will be invited to attend
it s not well undcr-stood by many, 
has led to the production of some 
weirdly designed so called spinning 
reels, sometimes very cheap. These 
cannot possibley give satisfaction 
and buying them is a waste of 
money, get a proven popular make 
for W'hich parts are available if 
you want satisfaction.
Most of our local lakes are being 
subjected to heavy fishing pressure 
at this time. It would be heavier 
if the weather was more suitable 
for outdoor living. The winds and 
the rains are still somewhat cur­
tailing the fishermen.
Okanagan Lake has been fair 
with the best catches reported be­
ing Kakanee, taken on the troll. A 
few trout are beng taken on the 
rock areas by the spin fisherman 
and caster. No large trout have 
been reported, most being in the 
one to two pound siz.
Beaver Lake reports are good 
with many limits being taken, on 
the troll and by fly. Favored flies 
are the Grizzly Kipg, the Carey 
Special and the Sedges, on the troll, 
flatfish and flatties, plugs and spin­
ner are all taking fish.
Oyama Lake has been fair with 
the odd good day. Last Monday 
was one of the good days, being a 
dull day with a small south wind. 
Trout were taking readily on the 
flatfish troll, but were not rising 
to the fly. The sound of the ham­
mer and saw is heard over the 
waters at Oyama these week ends 
as th new 12 special use permits 
are being improved with private 
fishng cabins.
The new cabin colony program of 
the B.C. Forest Service will prove
owna. . , i
Onct' one of the leading .siimmer 
.sports in the Orchard City, tennis 
has gradually diH reasixt in popular­
ity until last year, when ti mere 
handful participated in the .speexiy 
sport.
The decision to amalgamate the 
tennis club with the golf club was 
a happy one. giving the tennis play­
ers the advantage of playing in 
scenic surroundings comparable to 
any tennis court in the country.
Golf club members may belong to 
the tennis club for a slight extra 
fee, and tennis players may join the 
tennis club itself, without necessar­
ily belonging to the golf and coun­
try club. Their tennis club member­
ship, however will entitle them to 
the privileges of the club house. 
The clinic is the first move in an 
Intensive campaign to re-tgnite the 
tennis flame that has been waver­
ing for the past few years, and 
further clinics will be planned 
should this one be W’cll received.
Mr. Winter is one of the city’s 
former tennis greats, and he has 
evinced interest .in seeing the game 
come back into prominence in the 
local sports scene.
With increased interest in tennis 
that will come as the result of bet 
ter maintenance of the courts in 
their new location, there will be a 
possibility of Kelowna hosting the 
interior championships once again, 
something they haven’t done for a 
few years.
The amalgamation of the two 
clubs was planned to give the golf 
club more of a country club atmos­
phere. with the plan in the future 
of improving the facilities for 
members, with a swimming pool in 
the farther distant future.
Tennis club dues will be $17.-50 
for men; $15.00 for women; $5.00 
for juniors, with a family rate of 
$27.!)0.
Men and women golf club mem­
bers will receive tennis privileges 
for an additional $5.00, and juniors 
$2.50.
New members will pay a $20 en­
trance fee.
mo M O R E 'top  .CANADIAN 
DIVERS TO TRAIN here
Two more of Canada’s top divers arrived in  the Orchard 
City to train Under KclowTia’s Dr. George Athans, former
BF-b champ and Olynipk performer.
Mrs. Lois Wood, comely Toronto gal who was ninncr- 
up to Irene MacDonald in BECr championsliip and Canadian 
nationals, dived here in l ‘)54 at the BF.Ci show during the 
Regatta.
Frnie Meissner is the men’s champion of Western On- 
liirio and rated as an up-and-cofner at 20. Both lie and Kfrs. 
Woi>d arc, pluming to cater the Canadian championships in 
V;mcoiiver at the end of July.
Ilkdfi. Talt i t
Lions' New Fullback Threat Has 
Constructive Ideas For A Career
Allouettes Sign New 
Ex-McGill Centre Man .
MONTMAl. tCP) — Alahtt^al 
AlnUctR-s hale abftouaced th6 sign- 
in« of Vaughan hkVay, a lUx-tanl-. 
three centtx? who played the last 
two ^aJonJ v|lth McGill Rtdmen.
The Big Euur football cUtb also 
.ninounced reeeiitly that three other 
Can.ndians—all Alouette veterans— 
httve reUiriu-d tlieii' olgned eoh- 
iraels. They are Bill Bewl^, Tom 
Morkn opd MaeLellnh.
Saai Ekheveriy showed up at the 
workout of young Canadian play­
ers who are being sired tip at pre- 
training camp.cUnjc. . , .
The ace qyarlorbaqk ^reported 
early front his home In Albuquer­
que. N,M.‘, to gat living-quarters for 
himself and family. The regular 
training season. oponed last«Wed-
One of the best stroke savers is 
the simple act of placing the dub 
head properly at the ball add keep­
ing It there in takng your stance.
By ALEX MORRISON 
Daily Sports Service 
Golf Columnist
popular withthe _puyk and will 
create the best inTT̂ ecreati
It Is an extremely simple and 
easy thing to do. You can be sure 
that every time you do it you will 
save strokes. The longer you do 
it the more strokes It will save. It 
Is the simple procedure of properly 
placing the clubhcad on the ground
games that football fansi will watch all season. Tncyrc even luciC'* have taken your starting position 
Icr that they got to w atchll for a song, compared with the tariffs | The ciuWace should be pt right 
they would have to hear in a couple of months* time. ^
Complete with fanfare, excitement and thrills, its  a must
^ o u e tte  (jamp 
H ottest Race In 
C lub's H istory
MONTHF.AL <cip> — Fifty-one 
hopefuls, including . 33 Americans, 
took to the field In bids to make the 
1057 squad of the Big Four's Mon* 
treat AlouettfS. '
Coach Di)ua Walker calls the set 
Sion the .pstart dt the hottest race 
tor positions in Alouette hitiqty,
'Tliere’s no doubt that a fellow 
named Sam Etebevyny and another 
named Hal Fpttetwm (ten t̂ .ttavyt to 
wortF too much about their lobf,' 
aald’WaUter;,', - - r ' v ' * ' -  ;  "
M inor Baseball To
( ' ! ' ' I '
Hold General M eet
Minor bOiicball U holding a wind-j 
up meeting tonight at S, p-m. in the 
Memorial Room of the arena,\wlth 
all coaches, otflclala and interested 
penams welcome to attend.
riay-offs tor the kida in the 
minor association were eancelled 
due to the restrictions of the 
grounds with the Uona training tn|ln»)n, 30, acknowledged the epd- of 
the oval and the softball as«^a-|hia baseboll career M a major lea 
tion using Little L^gue grounds, Igue player ThunMay by taking 
. By general cmir*nt of the execu- job as coach and scout for BalU 
tlw, U was agreed to hold the can-lmore Orimes. 
celled ptay-egfa in Septombdr. in I Ho playpl foe six of the eight 
the first week the kids are back in I American Txiagub teama and In 
school. iseven ettiee—thO Athletics and both
Itohight'a tofMUMf.wiU lH',AIR<i'|l%ih>(iciphia and Kansas City and 
oral one. c»veniu( Iha-tegutor t o  Citotand. Washington. ChT
,of the tcafto, N«w Ytott nod DaU«lt.
angles to the direction you desire 
and the entire sole of the clubhcad 
should be resting naturally on the 
turf.
The clubhcad should remain In 
this position wthout any change un 
tU you have completed the urrang 
Ing of your feel and posture. Tills 
Is the best way of placing your feet 
at the right distance from the ball 
also in the pro|>er relation to the 
line of flight, Y
U affords you bettor posture and 
other advantagea in your starting 
position. It means better align 
mcni for a successful swing.
ORlOUSa
BALTIMORE (AP> — Eddie Rob-
many.
The Dee Lake chain reports are 
good as usual with limit catches 
coming, out of most lakes on the 
red bodied Carey, Sedge and Griz­
zly King flies and on the yellow 
and orange flatfish. The outlying 
lakes have been exceptionally good 
of late, with one party taking as 
many as 330 fish at Doreen in one 
day, the smallest being 2 lbs and 
the largest 6 lbs. Limit catches are 
being had each day at first and 
second Fly Fish lakes and on Loon 
lake. Dr. and Mrs. Stan, Hender­
son landed 10 beauties at Loon 
Lake recently, all taken on the 
fly.
Bear Lake has been better with 
trout up to two pounds being com 
mon. On stll warm evenings there 
is a very large rise of trout, which 
can be taken on the fly. Jackpine 
lake back of Bear Lake will be 
stocked with trout fry this week 
and should make a good fishing 
lake within two years.
Esperon Lake has been fair, but 
with the average size down from 
the last two years. There are now 
seven rental boats on the lake, 
road is good but watch for logging 
trucks.
Island Lake at McCulloch has 
been very good at tlme.s. Bob 
Buchanan took n lovely catch there 
over lost week end on the Montreal 
fly, with the largest going four 
pounds. The best \vay to Island 
Lake Is via the .Toe Rich road, 
Turn off to the right a mile past 
the Eight Mile Creek bridge.- 
'The other lako.s In the McCulloch 
arc Fish, Minnow, Hiiinea and the 
dam are nil being well used. The 
new , shiHrt rond Into Cariboo is 
good, right to the waters edge so 
that boat'unloading atid launching 
is now easy.
Woods lAke has been very good 
at limes recently for Kokanec 
Some excellent catches are report­
ed. Fish deep In the middle of 
Inko near the waterfall, using gang 
trolls especially Uie willow leaf.
Bhutwap has been proî ucing n 
few fair trout in the narrows area, 
but nothing big, the Inrgerfl report­
ed being six pounds. Most arc 
being taken on large plugs with 
one: hundred and fifty feet of steel 
lino, In the area between the nar­
rows and Aimalrong Point,yonc 
the cast side.
Postlll l.ake reports are very 
'good with mnhy anglers using this 
popular spot, A few large one are 
coming out ’of Twin Lakes, with 
Monty DeMara hooking the largest 
to date.
A few large ones are being taken 
and larger ones being lost at Oaehl 
Lake in the Graystakes.,
Allan Elliot and friend took one 
of six pounds and lost a bigger one 
this week. They were using small 
plugs, but report that there are 
not many fish In the lake, and that 
it should l>e re-stocked, Road in 
la fair for pick-up truck or Jeep,
RACER BLISTERS TRACK
MONZA, Italy (AP) — A 15-year- 
old veteran of American racing re­
cently burned up the “fastest track 
on earth'- at a blistering 177 miles 
an hour—perhaps the fastest man 
ever drove on a closed circuit.
Tony Bettenhausen’s super-charg­
ed eight-cylinder Nov i  Special 
seemed to be flying as he shatter­
ed records to lead 10 Americans 
qualifying for today’s Monza 500- 
miler.
Daylight showed under  his 
wheels as he . shot out from the 
steep-banked turns. The 1951 Am­
erican champion’s big car hit 196 
miles an hour on the straight­
aways. ,
Stunned by speed they could not 
equal, European competitors drop­
ped out of the race that had been 
billed as the long-awaited track 
test between American and Europ­
ean cars and pilots.
Left in the running against the 
”l“^ndianapolis - vdleran Americans 
*^were only three British Jaguars 
which made a clean-sweep of the 
24-hour race of Le Mans, France, 
recently.
B.C. Lions’ newest Canadian full­
back threat is a man who believes 
in rendering his all, whether it Is 
on the short-cropped turf or on the 
smooth surface of an architect's 
board.
Blocky Joe Yamauchi., 24-year- 
old former Calgary Stampeder hopes 
to be able to catch with the Lions, 
presently in their fifth day of train­
ing in Kelowna, and stay with tHcm 
until he has at least three years of 
architecture in U.B.C. under his 
belt. ,
Yamauchi came to the Leos on 
a trade which saw 'Ted DunCan, 
Canadan quarterback, going to the 
Stamps, and the 5’11“, 184-lb. Jap- 
anese-Canadian fullback coming to 
Vancouver, on his own request,
Joe arrived In Vancouver in 
February, and started working for 
Koyander and Wright, Vancouver 
architects. He hopes to continue 
to work for them until he starts in 
to U.B.C.. and to work his off- 
school time , with them during his 
five years of university. He is 
4anting his ambitions towards ar­
chitectural renderings following his 
education.
Asked what he thought about the 
new football surroundings, he said. 
“Well, they're a nice bunch of boys 
but we haven't knocked heads yet."
One of Joe's four brothers is 
married to a Vernon girl. ..His 
mother lives in Calgary, and he has 
two sisters as well. None of the 
other boys ever played football, he 
said.” I was the baby of the family, 
and the others never had the time 
or the money to play."
Born in Opal, Alta., 42 miles 
north east of Edmonton, Joe went 
to St. Joseph’s High in Edmonton, 
and played one year of football 
with Eastern Washington, where he 
took an arts course, since they 
didn’t have architecture. .
Joe came to the Stampeders in 
1955, and that year he caught 16 
for 16 passes, most of them from 
the hands of Don Klosterman. He
was only one point away from the 
rookie award that year, in spite 
pf the fact he broke a wrist in the 
third last game.
Coach Clem.Crpwe, the Lion's 
head 'mentor, said he is very pleas­
ed with Uie youn  ̂ fullback’s ap­
pearance so far. “He’s a dam go^  
kid,” he said.’ “He works his heart 
out, and he listens well-’’
“However,’’ the Leo’s top man 
temporized,' “we can't really say 
much till we see him in contact. 
We do know, hdwever, that he has 
played two years of Canadan foot­
ball, with a club in the western 
conference, and that in itself means 
something.”
; Joe just gave a lop-sided grin 
when he was asked about romance, 
his blunt, clean features lighting 
up. “I guess I’m just waiting to 







•  REPAIRS 
478 LEON AVE. PHONE 2107
■ .......... ........ ......... ......&lT{fc’
Mountains, plentiful snow, mod­
ern comfort and equipment, easily 
accessible are .all included in the 
Province of Quebec’s welcome to 




North Kamloops . . . . 5  1 .833
Nikolaks ... ..... 5 2 ,7T4
Rutland........... .... 4 4 .500
Merritt........ . . . 3  4  .428
Kam. Jay-Rays ; .. 2 4  .333
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BICES' CAniANO BKBWRRV UMITBD W-T»
St ntm |nd)G»lM<l or h r  th* U qntt
CboRot Bratil M bf rite Oonnksiciit «l D itto  Cahnnto
. . .  IS NOW AVAILABLE AT
Mountain View  Tiailer Park
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION NOW FOR TRAILER SPACE
Proprietors Mr. and Mrs. J. Akerlund 










BERNARD AVE. and VERNON ROAD̂  
Phone 2792
DAY'S SPORT CENTRE
The duty has been lifted on these famous 
Mercury Motors!!! Come in now and take 
advantage of this low, low price
I
WfPCURY





a/i to  24  f t t o iu h t  to  pay
a cylinders ... . 80 
horsepawer...powsr 
•nough for famify 
erulsors. Oreistest 
oporatidpal oom oI 
any outboard. A 
single laver h** 
controls! One bond 
operation with 
fhuiitb'button alec- 
trio elsriing -  push 
forward for speed, 
pull back for revetsA. 
Exclusive hnti. 
(rirlion l>earings el 





A Q U A  R IT E
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Courier Classified Ads Give Quick Results
t ' I
TB£ KELOWNA COUBOEB M 
Thur*, July 11. 1957 **
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale







One owner car. Premium




Can’t offer a more economi­
cal car than this.











1»  FT. HOUSE TRAU ER —  X C r t  r t f t
2 double beds, spring filled mattresses . . . .U J U u v U
1956 Volkswagen, like new ...... ...................................$1395.00
1950 Ford Sedan, a beauty ............................................ 895.00
1950 Plymoutti Sedas, new ring^ ...........................—  695.00
1949 Hodson Sedan, Radio, seat covets ................... ..  ̂595.00
1954 Dodge ^ -T o n  with box ........................ - 1195.00
1949 Hillman Sedan ....... ........... ............  250.00
1948 Dodge Sedan ...................  ...............................  395.00
1951 Pontiac Sedan, Radio ..... .................. .........  895.00
1950 Packard Sedan, Radio ....... .................................. 895.00
1951 Prelect Sedan . . ........  .........  175.00
1950 Austin Countryman ..................  ..................... . 295.00
1935 Chev Coach ........... - "*5.00
1947 WUlys Paael, good juotor . .................. ............  .295.00
1950 Austin Pkkup, lots Of miles y e t '.................  ......  295.00
MERVYN MOTORS LTD.
LAWRENCE and WATER ST.
Phones 2307 and 4207
Property For Sale
SPECIALS
11955 INTERNATIONAL TDHA 
dozer, winch, canopy—$16,000, 1955 
R.184 International Truck. 2 speed, 
electric shift, excellent condition— 
$4,500. G.M.C. 6x6 Truck, equipped 
logging arch and winch. Apply , Mr.





Big car comfort, small car 
economy. Radio, overdtive. 
Special
Price ............. $595
FOR SALE—1940 GJd.C. »/iJ ton 
truck in good running condition 
and good tires. It has a bull low 
and is just the truck for hunter or 
fisherman. Phone 7827 or call at 
3075 North St. W-tff
FOR SALE — ONE BRAND NEW 
GMC Tandem truck W-635, fully 
equipped with airbrakes, Timken 
rear end, big 6-cylinder motor 
504cc, extra-ions wheelbase, flat; 
deck, chains, etc. Will accept trade 
in pr ^11 equity at good discount 
for ca^. Easy financing arranged. 
Apply Louis Quaqt at Blind Bay 
Fishing Camp, or Phone Chase 25-T.
9l-8p
FOR SALE — DELUXE ’51 PON­
TIAC Tudor Sedan. Custom Radio. 
Phone 3119. 91-2p
11955 CHEV. 2-DOOR. POWER 
steering. Will take trade, arrange 




You have to see it to be­
lieve it. Immaculate 
family
special ................
I FOR SALE — 1950 THAMES Panel, 
Reconditioned motor. Phone 3394.
9^^c
“STOP" AT THE DEPENDABWT 
Used car and truck lot for the beat 
ideal In town. Reliable Motors kii4 





new engine ... $175
12-TON MERCURY FURNITURE 
Van in good shape. Cash or terms- 
Price reasonable. Contact George 




REASONABLE FOR QUICK cash 
sale—1948 maroon Plymouth' Coach, 
excellent condition, new paint, 
heater, 5 new tires. 1067 Glenn Avc; 
iPhone 8164. 92-lp
FOR THAT BETTER GUARAN- 
T ^ D  USED CAR see Victory 
Motors Ltd., Pendozi at Leoa Phone 
8307. M-tfc
WATCH •'CARS AND TRUCKS for 
8^". - t  there are some great bar- 
listed « v « / issue of the 
Couner. 32-tffl
FOR SALB-^1950 M ET^R sedan] 
in “A-4’.’ condition. Will' take trade 
and finance the balance. Phone 3942.
81-tfc
A. W . GRAY
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD.
l y ^  STOREY, 4 BEDROOM HOME in Glenmore district, 
located in the orchard district. Close to school and store. Large 
lot 75’ X 130’. House is stucco, has livingroom with dining 
area. 220 wiring. Part basement, full plumbing, city water. 
Garage. Taxes arc only $40. A good buy at only $8,500, terms 
available.
REVENUE PROPERTY. A 2 storey house, centrally located, 
with 4 light housekeeping rooms on top floor, 2 bedrooms, 
living room, kitchen and bath on main floor. 4 bedrooms in 
basement, all light housekeeping rooms, 220 wiring, gas furnace 
with blower. Net revenue around $3,000 and sale price— 
$25,000, terms available.
STOREY STUCCO HOUSE, 3 bedrooms up, 1 down, 
livingroom, dining room, hall, bathroom, 1 bedroom, large 
kitchen, and there is a part basement with automatic gas furnace, 
with blower. Nice corner lot with fruit trees, grapes, berries. 
Clear title with owner. Price $10,500, with at least $5,000 
down.
WELL BUILT, 2 BEDROOM STUCCO HOME, in good 
residential street. Full basement, 220 wiring, gas furnace. 
Interior is plastered. Nice lawn, garden, with 7 fruit trees, 
berries and grapes. Price is $ 10,5()0. Clear title.
\ y 2 STOREY STUCCO HOUSE, close in to city centre. 2 
bedrooms up, 2 down, full basement with fruit room and wash 
room. Wood furnace. 50’ x 125’ lot with fruit trees. Sluwo 
garage. On good street with cement sidewalks, boulevard. Price 
is $12,000, with $7,000 down, balance $75 per month.
ATTRACTIVE 2 BEDROOM BUNGALOW, built under 
N.H.A. Located in best residential district, short walk from the 
lake and a fine park. House has livingroom and dining room, 
there is a full basement, w|th wood and coal furnace, rumpus 
room, cooler, laundry tubs, and room for a third bedroorn if 
needed. Floors are maple throughout, and there is 220 wiring, 
full insulation. A vefy fine home for $6,500 down, and take over 
monthly payments of $79.00. Landscaped grounds, 50’ x 160’ 
lot.
VERY FINE BEACH PROPERTY, nice lawns, shrubs, 4 fruit 
trees. A modem home, with 4 bedrooms, library, kitchen, 
utility room, cooler, living room with large window looking 
onto the lake. Nice sandy beach, 50’ x 200 lot. House has 220 
wiring, floor oil furnace, insulation. A good buy at $15,300, 
with only $5,000 down.
ROBERT H. WILSON REALTY
LIMITED
VIEW LOCATION, LARGE LOT, MODERN HOME— 
three bedrooms, living room, fireplace, dining roomv and utility 
room on main floor. Full basement, new oil furnace, and 
recreation lOom. Sacrifice at $17,000 with $4,500 down.
NEW 3 BEDROOM N.H.A. HOMES under construction. Fire­
places, full basements, oil furnaces, nice lots and excellent 
location. Buyer has choice of finishes, inside and out. Call in 
and see these plaiis.
LAKESHORE PROPERTY— 150’ of lake frontage and half 
acre lot. A large modern bungalow, containing living and 
dining room, kitchen and nook, utility room and enclosed sun 
porch, three bedrooms, full basement and partly finished recrea­
tion room. Large lawns and driy^V pebble’ twach and perfect 
view, and only a few minutes drive from town. Priced at only 
$18,500 and good terms available.
ROBERT H. WILSON REALTY
LIMITED
543 Bernard Avenue .
APPUCATIONS ARE INVITED 
lor the position ol Stenographer- - 
Clerk in the office of Kelowna 
Junior High School.
Qaaliflcatloiw—High School gradu­
ation or equivalent, preferably pre­
vious office experience, be able to 
set up and take charge of general 
office routine, good typist and 
shorthand. Please apply in writing, 
giving age, experience, enclosing 
references and salary expected. 
Duties to commence second week 
in August.
F. Macklin, Secretary-Treasurer, 





SECRETARY REQUIRED BY firm 
in Kelowna. Must be able to pre­
pare all accounting records and 
books, type, compose letters, etc. 
This is not an onerous position and 
would suit an older or semi-retired 
person. Starting salary $250 per 
month. Reply in own handwriting 






FOR SALE—2 BEDROOM BUN­
GALOW. Apply 615 Francis Ave. 
after 6 p.m. 92-lp
Au>a Financing
CAR BUYERS! Our financing ser­
vice at'low cost will help you make 
a better deal. Ask us now before 
you buy! Catruthers & Meikle Ltd., 
364 Bernard Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
90-3c
A. W . GRAY
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD.
1459 ELLIS STREET KELOWNA, B.C.
Phone 3175 Residence 6169
Salesman: J. F. Klassen, No. 18 Dilworth Crescent, Bankhead
Phone 8885
Tires And Accessories
RETREADED TIRES, OR YOUR 
own tires retreaded by factory ap­
proved metiiods and materials. 
New tire guarantee. Kelowna Mo­


















New motor. A-1 ^ I I Q C  





Well kept vehicle. (FCOC 
Sale Price .....  ....
Wc have a large stock of 
Transportation Specials 
at Giveaway Prices
Open till 9:00 evenings
Phone, Write or Wire
ORCHARD CITY 
MOTORS (1956) LTD.
V O M >  -  MONARCH CARS 
ami TRUCKS
Paris - Sales - Service 
Phone 2340
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
FOR SALE
REVENUE ,
Duplex, south side, one side 2 bedrooms, other 3 bedrooms. 
Livingroom and fireplace each, basement and furnace eadh, 
set on beautifully landscaped lot. Price only $16,800—low 
down payment, excellent terms,
GROCERY STORE
Small rural grocery store, enjoying excellent trade, separate 
dwelling, fully modern, situated on paved road, 30 days pos­
session. Price $16,500 plus stock. Excellent terms available.
RURAL HOME  ̂  ̂  ̂^
Very smart 2 bedroom, full basement home on paved road and 
on one acre of land. City wat^r, fruit trees and beautiful shade 
trees. Price only $11,000. Terms available.
, CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
364 BERNARD AVENUE KELOWNA, B.C,
Office Phone: 2127
•' 92-lc|
I ■ ............. - - ■—  ——   ■■> -- «--------------------■ ■•■■■ - -----------------------------------------------------
• JOHNSTON and TAYLOR
FOR SALE
LET US SHOW YOU THIS—4 Bcdrob(n modem'\ousc  on 
lakcshoro lot, 50x200 with sahdy bcfach, close in. Full price 
$15,300.00 with $5,000.00 dowh puymept. Balance like rent.
2 BEDROOM HOUSE near Golf Course with 1 acre of or­
chard, Full price $ U ,500.00 with $7,000.00 down.
NICE 6 ROOM FAMILV ilO M E in Rutland district on I acre
. . . .  ^  . ^  ------. . t  pyjj $5,400.00
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS LTD.
V ESTABLISHED 1909
A young couple bought this five bedroom house, put it on a full 
concrete foundation on a city lot, and completely redecorated 
and renovated it, inside and out, even to rebuilding the hreplace. 
They now find themselves short of cash and too busy with other 
things to go ahead with their original plan, Avhich, was to rent 
rooms or suites? They will sell for a low down payment as is. 
All that a landlord will need to be in business is a furnace and 
additional wiring. Investigate this excellent revenue property 
today at the Real Estate Department.
FOR PROMPT ACTION IN SELLING LIST YOUR 
PROPERTY WITH US.
Phone 2332
Ask for BiU Jolley or Art PoHard
MR R. B. MacLEOD who passed 
away on July 10. 1944. Always re­
membered by his loving Wile and 
family. 92-lc
Card Of Thanks
NORFOLK HOUSE SCHOOL 
FOR GIRLS
VICTORIA, B.C. I ___ ____
Residential and Day Pupils Kinder- WANTED — HOUSEKEEPER FOR 
garten to University Entrance. 1 modern home .starting September. 
Beautiful residence, grounds, p l a y - 2746 or 7573. 92-tfc
Ing Fields. Fully qualified staff. .— —--------------------------------------
' p S ' e ' 1 Position Wanted
RUSS WINIFRED SCOTT, B.Sc., yoUNG TOP SALES AND AD- 
Headmistress, VERTISING executive, B.C. native,
620 S t Charles Street, presently located Toronto, desires
Victoria, B.C. to relocate in Okanagan. Will con-
89-4TC1 sider position in any type reput­
able business, or some capital avail­
able for participation or outright 
purchase. Visiting Okanagan second 
week July. Reply Box 3139, Kelow­
na Courier. 90-2c
WE WISH TO THANK DOCTORS 
of the Knox Clinic, staff of General 
Hospital, Day’s Funeral Home, re­
latives and friends for their kind­




WE. MRS. JACK SMITH. Margaret 
Kay and Joyce, would like to thank 
the doctors, nurses and the many 
good friends and relatives for 
their thoughtfulness and kindess 
bestowed upon us during oiir ever 
beloved Dad’s lengthy illness and 
his death. We are all truly grate­
ful. 92-lc
HELP WANTEEt-MALE and FE­
MALE. Part time work. Evenings, 
Saturday, Sunday and holidays, 
serving public. Age 21-30. Must bo 
courteous and consciengious. Air . 
conditioned building, pleasant work. 
Apply giving age, height and ex­
perience. Box 3145 Courier.
92-2c
EXPERIENCED STENOGRAPHER 
PiinMA t f  required immediately. Reply in own 
riione stating age, qualifica­
tions and when available. Ruther- 
.ford, Bazett & Co., No, 9 - 286 Ber- 
Bob Lcnnic 8768 |nard Avenue._________  88-tfc
WOULD SOMEBODY BABY SIT 
for a covipic of hours each night, not 
later than 10 o'clock. Reply 558 
1 Birch Ave., between 7-8. 92-lp
WANTED POLE LOGGING CON-. 
TRACTOR with own equipment. 
Long contract, good roads with or 
without trucks. Prefer 3 or more 
cats. (Contact Leonard at Taft Lum­





For free brochure & charts, write -----------------------—
FULL OR PART TIME BOOK- 
CAN. COLLEGE of MASSAGE KEEPING and clerical position rc- 
18 Farnham - Toronto 7 Box 3143. 91-2p
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER - 
Builder available. Phone 3495.
1 90-tfc
90-3c Lost And Found





187 Leon Ave, Phone 2107
medium sized tricycle, green, white 
trim and built up peddles. Phone 
3944. 92-lc
For Rent
74-T-tfc I BRIDGE MOTEL OPENED JULY 1
Coming Events
I t h e  SOUTH KELOWNA DAILY 
Vacation Bible School closing pro­
gram wiU be July 11, 7:30 p.m. This 
is sponsored by the Grace Baptist 




Bill Jolley 3463 .
1 OK. SOCIAL CREDIT GROUP 
PICNIC. Wednesday. July IT at
GREEN LANTERN CAFE
*  CHOW MEIN 
CHOP 8UEY
^  ALSO AMERICAN DISHES 
Orders can be taken out 
PHONE 2239
70-tfc
for business. First class motpl with 
moderate rates. Situated '/y mile 
from bridge Weslsidc on Highway 
97 across from the Okanagan Auto 
Court. Phone 5839 Westbank.
90-3p
fTj LLY FURNISHED SLEEPING 
rooms in Bernard Lodge, weekly 
or monthly. Phone 2215.
72-tfc
Art Pollard 2575 Winfield
S - A - W - S  1 FURNISHED CA BINS $40.00
r^ ^ ^ '" ’, „ r p 3 a n d ' 'p a r k  ' Foi’lSawflllng. gummink. recutUng.rmoSb: Modern trailer space. 200 
Summcrland-Peachl ‘R-n- chain saws sharpened. Lawnmower f^ct from sandy beach. 2801 Northtransportation at $1 a h c a ^ ^  , ^
early to 2317 or 4941. HcnicKcrs Cawston Ave,
meet at ferry at 2 p.m.
CUISBIFIKD AOVERTlBINa 
'  ̂ ' ' RATES '
Standard Type
No change of type, no while 
apace. Minimum 15 wonla,
1 Insertion ......... »*cr\word $ .03
8 Insertions or over (no 
change pC copy) per word $ .02'/̂
Scmt-DI«play
I Inijcrllon . .......... per inch |1.I3
9 to 5 laeerUou$....per Inch 1.05
($or more Inacrtlona, per inch M
No change of copy and cds to 
nm consecutively.
Offlee Plrectery
column Inch .........  6 .75
48 moftllni wlnimum contracO
of good land. Good gafdco with irtig4tlon. F 
with $1,200.00 down, Bulanco $35.00 per month ut 5%.
30 ACRE FARM AND ORCHARD, consisting of 13 acres) 
orchard. Balance, h^y and pasture, all irrigated. 4 bedroom 
house, bam, chicken house and full line of machinery included. 




Situated on Uic West Shore just south of new Bridge. Each lot 
100 ft lake frontage and averaging 175 ft. deep, handy, sate 
beach, shade trees, orchard btfliind and lovely Okanagan Lake 
in front. Invest today for tomorrow’s profit. Drastic reduction 
in pried of first six lots as introductory offer.
$2,000 DOWN —  5 BEDROOMS
Room to live and room to grow. Good sound buying in good 
area. Potential revenue or f a m i l y  home.
2 BEDROOM STUCCO HOME 
E x e d to t accommodaUon for rdired couple, d o ^  *»PPj"S-
in spodcss condilion and nicdy landscaped. New gas furnace. 
Real value at $10,500.00 with good terms.
It Pays to Deal With
CHARLES D: GADDES REAL ESTATE
288 BERNARD AVE PHONE 3227
Evening Calls:
Hclanc Carmichael ...... 4457 Ccc M etcalfe.............. . 316
Jack Carm ichael......4457, Frank Manson .............. 3811
Personal IWM. MOBS PAINTING _ decorating contractor, Kelowna, 4124. 
B.C. Exterior and interior painting.
57.tfc EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATION
------ by day# week or month. Reasonable
a n d ! rotes. Prince Charles Lodge. Phone
66-tfc
Wanted To Rent
"unwanted hair RENT-FURNISHED HOUSE
1 Vanished away^ with Saca-Pclo. 357̂  ̂ ^ 5 - tf c  tor Anniv°*lOT2Sara-Pclo is different. It docs .. . ------------- ------------ —— preferred. No children. Apply 12*j
S l v e  o r  remove hair from the SAW nUNQ, GUMMINO. RE- Ethel. Phone 6905. 90-3p
Srfoce but penetrates and retards CUTONO; planer knives, sclwra. 
crowth of unwanted hair. Lor-Beer chainsawB. etc., aharpene<L L a ^  
iLab Ltd.. Stc. 5, 679 Granville St.. |nmwer_̂ aeryl<M. E. A. Lealle,^^15|
Vancouver 2, B.C. 90-8p South PendozL______________^— WANTED TO RENT ABOUT Sept,
gentlem an . 45. WISHES TO VISIT O. L. JONES USED FURNI- hgt, unfurnished or partly furnished 
meet widow or miss. Matrimony if TURE Dept, for best buys! 513 Ber- three room suite or house. Retired 
I suited. Apply Box 3130, Courier, joard Ave, | couple. Best of references. Perman-
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT cnt. Apply Mr. R. Mongcau. Box 
and Commercial photography, de- 1̂ 2; Empress, Alto, ^  '
veloping. printing and enlarging, SCHOOL TEACHER WANTS 
POPKS PHOTO STUDIO, dial 2883, housekeeping room, near Pendozi 






REAL ESrA TE & INSURANCE AGENt S 
255 BERNARD AVE.
Next to Paramount Theatre
Phdnc2846 Evenings 2975, 71M  or 2942
I FOR SALE «4 SECTION OF land 
in the Cariboo with house ufid 
I cabins, farm muclnncry, bouts. Lt
cenced tourist resort. Ope hulf-inllc 
lake, frontage., May be used us a 
farm and tourist resort. Phono 4266.
0I-4p
IDEAL FOR COUPLE OR SMALL 
family. AUructivo well-built 9 room 
bungalow wltli car port, binalll 
suite can be made for revenue. 
.Soutli side near city centre. Apply 
165:i Bertram St. , 00-Jci
M O B ItE IIO M P
5$ down.
a y^ara t  , - ....




FOR SALE — YOUNG ORCHARD 
0 acres, 8 planted to pears llO ycXrs 
old to I year old: cherries 13 years 
old to 1 yiMpr old: Prunes 10 yet^s 
■■ ic beueii. I mile 
lias own Utlga- 
-f .clibtu 4nd IjVage. 
micMIaaiy. Ph<m« 
or 610 UUort Avo.
BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE proper 
ty. Safe, sandy beach, shade trees, 
atone Itreploco and Wall, 2 bed­
rooms, 2 utility roonui, attached
Krago. Automatic oil furnace, lly insulated, furnished. .Pltone 6140 ttfUfr 4 p.m. 90-8p
old, DO aphlixt. o 
Cirom RqUiud P.
fo r  sa le  o r  RENT -  3 BED­
ROOM house, root house, barn and 
I gartge.' Five acres, two in fruit 
|tr«(w. ruu  price gofioaoo. $500 down 
with tertna. Phone 25M Winfield.
604c
Property For Sale
FOR SALE-FOUR ROOM HOUSE 
breakfast nook, full buseincnl, saw­
dust furnucc. garage. Central Kwa 
tion. Full price $0,450, Phone 7540
£ 1
Ice is again available 






Accordion and Piano 
School
IWeTeaeh
•  PIANO ACC;OR|)ION
•  SPANIHII nUITAR
•  HAWAHAN OlIlTAB
•  RANiO
•  UKELKUB 
Enroll Now
Paramount
J U N ^  SHOE REPAIR. LOW Miss P. Davison, Oynmn, B.C.
prices. Skates, knives and scissors ___ ________^
sharpened, 20f; also hand saws. 287 doctor’ — SINGLE. REQUIRES 
Ufon Avenue, 24-T-tfc j buHc _  private bath and cn-
■YES, VoU su re  GAN save  trance. Phone 2877 day time. 2760
I money If you choose the Noubaucr evenings.^________ ______ ____
decorators for your paint JobsJ ^/yff'pKD — ROOM AND BOARD 
I Phono 6511 7I-T-tfc| h,r a W.M.S, worker. hy
AQUATIC DINING ROOM—Cater- August 1st. Please phone 3102 after 
ng to banquets, wedding receptions, 4 __ ' _ ____ _ ____ III
Board And Room
under Apply 2538 Pondozl. Phone 6876. ,
Dishes.’’
siFGER 8t SNOWHELL EXCAV­
ATING LTD. for ditches, pipelines,
I septic tanks. Phono 6895. Bl-tfc
Help Wanted
Articles For Sale
THREE bedroom  BUNGAIjOW, 
south /dd«'. Reasonable terms, Im
mediate possession, Phono 3Utl, . .
____ _________ -  "r-H M u s ic  Cenirp
NEW SUBDIVISION-NINE gaat 247 |k nun l Awa.
oidy. itisl 2 blocks frotn etty l l^ t i j  v ,7M«e
TRY oovnM L
^ t f o '  irpB 410I0S sEsinum
6n Quisaclian Road. APpiy, 28371 
Richter St. or phone 6059.
MKN REQUIRED 
TQ TRAIN











% II.P, COPELMATIO 
CKOhirREHHOR
for your own deep freeze with Dole 
plates, also Inchides door, llbor- 
glasB, etc. For more jnfornliallon—






hi good iibaiH', Used vt-ry little.,
J. PATT, BOX m :  
MneLEOD, ALBERTA
02«'2|i
FoI F haI^E - BABY
carriage, Uko new. Phone 876’/.
79*tU
try  courier  CXABSirtEDa




nr^L E R s m  a u . t v pe a  o i
tuvd equipment; mill, mine end 
lofitinf' tuppUet: new and uaed 
wire rope; pipe «n<| flttiam  chain 
ftcel Plata and idiapea. Atlas In* 
and Idelala Ltd, 250 Prior BU Van 
couvef, a c u  n«a»e PAdlle <057.
SALE -  RMAI.L MrCIJVRV 
kitchen range with sawdust burner 
—$15. Phone S7C0 or call at 2277 
Richter SL 83.tjfl
BEAUTIFULLY APPOINTED am 
completely ftirnuibeci 3<t f t  2 bed 
room, factory built, house trailei 
lived in only one month. Libera 
discount Low down payment 
Phone'3002 days and XSQS nights.
B0>3(
7 OllNAN WATER COOLED Ugh- 
pl.-mU 130 V. 1800 w. 3 |;dia.ie. re­
conditioned. Atlas Iron and Metal 
Ltd,, 250 Prior St., Vancouver, Pa 
citic 6357, 80>&
FOR SALE — MORE OUTSIDI 
white at the same, price. $4.65 gal­
lon. A s;>ecial at Warren's Pain' 
Supply. 547 Bernard Ave. Phone 
.*W.'9. 90-3c
Ft/M a/M,k -  *NEvy .VNi)~U8M» 
cliain saws a' vour, McCulloch 
dealer Day’s Sport Centre
38-tlf
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-  Price $80iW 
D2-U
FOR SALE-GAS RANCS and ' oT. 
heater, “ b5th In ' good condition 
Apply at 595 Lawrence Ave.









Vav ': k 'i ®
it % -fj
70P MARKS! PRICES PAID FOR 
scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, lead 
etc. Hones: grading Prompt pay­
ment made. Atla*. Iron and Metals i 
Ltd.. 250 Prior St., Vancouver. B.C.‘ 
Phone PAciflc 63.57 28-tfc [
ifiToHEST PRICES PAID FOR re-1 
treadable tires. We wilj buy out  ̂
rigm or make you a liberal allow­
ance on new or used tires. Kelowna 




CITY'S NEW STREET SWEEPER
Latiy't acquisition by the city 
is this modern street sweeper 
width went into operation last 
\Veek. In order to facilitate clean­
ing streets in the business area, 
council has prohibited no parking
in certain areas between 2 a.m. 
and 7 a.m.
Admiring the now piece of 
equipment, shown in front of the 
city hall are city works superin­
tendent H. M. Trueman, left, and
.\ld. .Arthur Jackson, chairman 
of the public works corniniflce. 
Driver of the machine is city em­
ployee Ken Doherty.
—Photo by George Inglis
FAST REPAIR SERVICE 
on power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws—and all small power 
equipment. Max«Dt)*p; Sport apd 
Service Centre, 233 Bernard Ave.
79-tfc
Boats And Engines
FOR SALE—CLINKER 16’ BOAT 
Wisconsin air cooled motor, reyer- 
, siblc gear, dual steering. $350. In­
cludes tarpaulin, seat life jackets, 
pump, anchor. Phone 4276 or 881 
Main St., Penticton- 92-3p
OUTBOARD MOTOR repairs  
Fast, efficient service. Maxson’s 





For Jam. Freezing and Pies.
ISe per ponnd.
Bring your own containers.
Rowcliffe Canning Co.
Limited





By C ity Man
A Kelowna man, R. F. Koenig, 
has passed first year examinations 
of the. University of British Colum­
bia’s course for certified genral 
accountants. Some 70 students 
throughout the province wrote ex­
aminations.
Students taking the five-year 
course must be working m an ac­
countancy job; out-of-town stu­
dents received thejr assignments 
by correspondence, Vancouver 
students attend eveping lectures.
The 1957 examination results and 
scholarship winners Were announc­
ed this week by the University of 
British Columbia.
A New’ Westminster accountant 
won the gold medal for highest 
standing in his final year. Ralph 
A. Greer, has topped his; class for 
five years.
Otlier scholarship winners are: 
Fourth year; Roy E. Popham, Ver­
non; ’Third year-, Marvin A. Carp­
enter, Vancouver; second year, Al­
bert Haziza, Vancouver, first year, 
Robert C. Wylie, Vernon.
One of the major attractions at 
the Quebec Winter Carnival is the 
unique ice canoe race across two 
miles of ice floes.
BING AND LAMBERT CHERRIES 
lor sale 2]/j miles south of West- 
side f^rrjr; ’ E. Edralek, ‘ WeStbankf 
Casa I,.oma Orchards. Phone 56}6
91-2p
RASPBERRIES AT BEIX'S, BEL- 
GO Rd., Rutland. Come and pick 
your own or phone 6(M7 noon or 
evening for orders. 89-tfc
NOTICE OF 
BAIUFFS’ SALE
Take notice that under and by vir­
tue of a Chattel Mortgage directed 
to me by the Clarkes Building Sup­
plies Ltd., of Penticton, B.G., under 
and by Virtue of the terms of a 
Chattel Mortgage thereon dated the 
I9th day of December, A.D. 1956. 
between Walter Holowaty of Pen­
ticton, B.C. and Clarkes Building 
Supplies Ltd., I have seized and 
will offer for sale by sealed bid
RASPBERRIES FOR SALE — Mr. 
C. Hcer. Opposite Black Mountain 
School. 92-lp
Legal
THE /'OnpORATION OF THE 
CITY OF KKLpWNA 
PROPERTY FOR SALE
Tenders will be received by the 
undersigned up to twelve o’clock 
noon on Monday, July 22nd, 1957, 
foe the purchase of Lots II, 12, 13, 
14, 13, 16, 17 and .18, Map 1304 
City of Kelowna.
Each of the said Lota has a fnn- 
tuge of 33 feet on Crowley Avenue 
and the depth varies from 142.67 
feet along the Westerly boundary 
of )Lot 11 to 139.70 feel along the 
Easterly boundary of Lot 18.
The highest or any tender not 
neccssorily occepted.
Tender;: to be enclosed in a scaled 
cnvtdope marked "Tender for 
Property,
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C iitis Take P art 
In "F ly ing U p" 
Ceremony
EAST KFXOWNA — A "Flying 
I Up" ceremony took place at the 
I Scout meeling in the Community 
■-laU Wedne.-uiay la.<5t, when cub.*', 
j 'fficially became scout.*?. They 
vere: Ricky Turton. David and 
Todney Taylor and Alan Porter. 
Parents and friends attended, and 
efreshments were served.. The 
jvening ended with games. .
Mrs. Ernest Davis and her two 
little sons of Outlook, Saskatch­
ewan, are holidaying at the home 
ef Mr. and Mrs. A. \V. Rowlcs, Mrs. 
Davis’ parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Maine and family, 
t Victoria, are spending their holl- 
'ay at the home of Mrs. Lccson, 
:trs. Moine’s motlicr.
✓
St. Mary'S Sunday Scliooi ha.s 
ecessed for the summer montiis. |
Miss Barbara Bailey, a mu.so in 
raining at the Royal Columbian i 
lo.spitur in New Westminster is 
pending lier holiday with her j 
laren's. Mr, and Mrs. H. J. Bailey' 
•iso holidaying at home is Pat- 
cia, their younger daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Warkenten and 
ittle sen, who spent this last week 
t the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. 
iilvester, have returned to their 
lome in Penticton.
Meetings of the 1st East Kelowna 
Brownie Pack will recommence 
next September.
Mrs. B. Forworn and family have 
moved into their new home in 
South Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Porter have had 
as their guests Mr. and Mrs 
Brumpton and family of New 
Westminster.
David Silvester and Terry Mad- 
disin, of Kelowna, have left for a 
sightseeing holiday in California.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Goldsmith who 
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. 
Wilson, have taken up residence in 
Kelowna.
Group Wants Arena 
As City's
Four Kelownlans think Memorial 
Arena’s interior shotUd be reno­
vated and devolot>ed into a civic 
centre a.< a R-C- cenfennial year 
project. ^
The ,qtiartette pttt tlteir view* to 
city council Monday night.
But Mayor J. J. Ladd told the 
delegation they would have to dis­
cuss' the matter with the centen­
nial committee and not council.
Arena commission members were 
C. O. Bouke, and P. G. Barlee. King 
Nell and R. J. Christian appeared 
as private citizens. Nell and Christ­
ian maintained Trail’s civic centre 
was a good example of "what can 
be done” with public money.
Christian told council he had 
just pair $2300 in taxes and so was 
“interested as a citizen.’’ 
PREPARE PL̂ VNS 
Alderman Jackson, who heads 
the centennial committee, set a date 
near the end of the month when
The further delay will enable a 
local architect to prepare a plan 
of what they'have in ihlnd. 
Christian said he w’os .strongly
kttOW NA COURIER 
Httttft., July M. 1937
against development ot the oldU project, 
badminton chtb op the north side 
of town, as oPiMatod to the arena’s 
development He told people hadn't 
heard mud: about the city’s plan 
for a centemilal project and that 
there had been Uttlo or no pub­
licity o ^ u t it.
Alderman R. P. Parkinson ex­
plained the centennial committee 
and council had agreed there was 
no point of circulating information 
about matters which had not jelled.
He pointed out a number of B.C. 
communities had pot Into ‘’jack­
pots’’ over premature press re­
leases. ,
NO DEADUNE
Also, he said, the government had 
set no exact deadline for centon- 
nia projects..but had stipulated only
Alderman purkinson said he l»cr- 
sonally favored the b.'tdminton club 
be turned Into a .swimming pt'ol 
for the city’s smaller fry, but this 
wo.* hot feasible at the present 
time. He agreed too the arena reno­
vation was a good idea but the city 
Just didn’t have the money for such
CALL FOR TENDERS
City of Kelowna has called for 
tendei'S for alterations and addi-
.............. . ....  ̂ ^ __________  ______   ̂ tlons to the comm':nity health
the four men ean meet with the j that they be completed by or in 'centre. Tendei s close 5 p.m , July 
committee and discuss their plans, the year 19.78, 15.
MEET1NO JULY 29
He |H)inltd out Trail's civic 
centre had been underwritten by 
Con.solidaled Mining and Smelting 
Company Limited.
Alderman Jackson said the cen­
tennial comn'ittee was just as an­
xious to got ahead ;\s Kelovvna 
citizens. He said he would furn>- 
ally invite all interested jm'isous to 
attend a nuH'ling of , the eonunitteo 
July '29 to discuss project plans.
Moreove:-. he said, only 20 per 
cent of B.C. comtmmities have their 
plans finalized.
City council is backing up local i 
merchants because of their sup­
port of the .annual Regatta.
The council refused Monday to 
grant a full-scale temporary licence 
to Campbell Brothers, of Penticton, 
for operation of a concession which 
would, sell fruit, confectionary, soft 
drnks, regatta hats, Hawaiian hats 
and lei.
Campbells will be permitted to 
operate the concession on Bernard 
Avenue from July 27 to August 12 
for the sale of fruit only, but will 
be restricted to the same closing 
hourf as all shops in the city.
Alderman Knox maintained ex­
cess crowds would require some­
thing extra in the way of caterers, 
but Alderman Treadgold opposed 
this Idea, declaring cty business­
men had spent thousands of dol­
lars to not only back up the Re­
gatta comniittee, but to acquire 
huge stocks for the week-long cele­
bration.




i returnee me by July 19th,
One 1947 Dodge % ton truck En­
gine No. T - 1166902C. Serial No. 
900471129.
One Roofing Kettle Aeroil Model 
E-1-115 Serial 252.
One G.M.C. Truck Model No. 0433 
Engine No. 333766, Serial No. 
0943301391.
One Universal Insulation Blower 
complete with 100 feet of Insulat 
Ing Hose,
The above can bo seen at Clarkes 
Building Supplies Ltd. Planer Mill, 
Penticton, B.C.
Terms cash plus 5% Sales Tax. 
Signed tills 4th day of July A.D. 
1937.
WALTER MAR-nN, Bai'ifI, 
P.O, Box 182,
PENTICTON. B,C.
AUCTION OF TIMBER 
SALE X73084
There will be offered for sale at 
public auction, at 1 LOO a.m. on Fri 
lay, July 20tli, 1937, in the ofAce 
of the Forest Ranger; Kelowna 
13,0., the Licence X73084, to cut 
97,000 Cubic Feet of Fir, Spruce, 
Dalsamt Lodgepole Pine and. other 
species sawlogs on an area situated 
approximately 2 miles north-east 
of Lot 4770. O.D.Y.D., Fern Creek,
.5 miles north-west of \Vestb«nk.
Three (3) years will be allowed 
for removal of Umber.
Provided anyone who Is unable 
to attend the auction In pc'raon nuty 
submit a sealed tender, to be open*- 
cd at UiG huiir of auction and 
treated as one bid.
F'lrthcr |>articu1ors may bo pb 
tallied from the District Forester, 
Kamloops, B.C.; or the Forest Ran 
|er, Kelowna, B.C. 92-2Tc
" keldw na  curlino  club
BEQUEATH TENDER FOR 
CARETAKER an« ICEMAKKR 
ONLY
' ' ■ or ' , 
SECRETARY MANAGER, 
including Carelaktng, lc« making 
Drawmaster. SCason approximately 
November 1st to March 31st, Phont 
7845 or 6287 for further partlculsto 
re duties. Submit tenders to Np s 
Clow, Bluebird Bgy Rftmrt, R.R 
Kelowna, l-pwcfil or gny MMulor no 
nceesaarUy acc^tod.
Tendm  to In prior to S«nt««nl9«r
1st. 1957. ftJ-arc
somebody come in and "hawk” 
vjares.
City council approved six other 
trade licences.
These included;
Dutton Williams Bros. Ltd., 
pipeline construction contractors; 
Imperial Appliance Company, Ltd., 
retail electric appliances trader; 
Carl William Schmok, bread, cakes 
ahd pastry peddler; Edward Smu- 
land, painting, paperhanging, in­
terior and exterioi; deorating; Gor­
don Latham, Ltd., heating contrac­
tor; Pollock and Taylor Construc­
tion Company, Ltd., bldg, contrac­
tor.
DDT Recognized 
Skeeter K ille r, 
Says Government
• DDT will kill a mosquito—dead!
So says the federal goverment.
Medical Health Officer Dr. D. A. 
Clarke reported 'to council Mon­
day a Canadian government scient­
ist had found DDT is still "an ac­
ceptable method” of mosqiulo con­
trol.'
He reported L. C. Curtis, of the 
Dominion Entomological Labora­
tory collected some larvae just be­
yond Mission Creek. Experiments 
showed mosquitoes of the' species 
collected have no resistance to DDT.
AT GLENMORE
GLENMORE — Correspondence 
from the provincial government 
chief gas inspector A. G. Kancen, 
confirmed the appointment of Sam 
Pearson as gas Inspector for the 
district of Glenmore at council 
mc'eling.Monday night.
Rqcve P. R. Moubray. Councillor 
B. M. Baker, superintendent Pear­
son and Clerk J. H. Hayes today 
are attending the meeting in Revel- 
stoke of the Okanagan Valley Mun- 
cipal Association.
Resolution to be presented at the 
association meeting from Okanogan 
municipalities were before th e  
council. Of interest to Glepmorc 
was n resolution from Summer- 
land, asking that district munlclpol- 
Ities haying a population not ex- 
peeding (6000, be permitted to have 
a council consisting of a reeve ond 
four councillors instead of a reeve 
and six councillors as required 
under the new municipal oct.
HOMEOWNERS GRANT
Another resolution asks thot the 
B.C. provincial government bo re­
quested to reimburse municipalities 
to tl^e extent of 5 per cent of the 
Amount pAid to each munici|>allty 
to osslst In the co.st.s of administer­
ing the homeowners grant,
A resolution will appear before 
the osSQcIntlon meeting asking the 
B.C.' government to repeal the 
shops regulotlons net us set forth 
in division 3 part 28 of the new 
municipal act and further asks that 
councils be given authority to legls- 
It>ta ahop closing hours in accord­
ance, with local i-equircments.
Nurses
MALE and ^
The Provincial Mental Health Services of B.G. School of 
Psychiatric Nursing announces a two-year course in Psychia­
tric Nursing which offers instruction to both men and women 
in preparation for a career in Psychiatric Nursing. Graduates 
of the course are eligible for licencing as a Psychiatric Nurse 
in British Columbia. There are opportunities for graduates 
for promotion to Assistant Charge and Charge Nurse positions 
within the Proviheiar Mental Health Services. The course 
offers: Subjects including Psychiatric Nursing, Psychiatry, 
Psychology, Anatomy, Physiology and Nursing Techniques. 
Experience in all the major fields of Psychiatric Nursing is 
provided by rotation through the Crease Clinic of Psycholo­
gical Medicine, Provincial Mental Hospital and The Wood­
lands School. Admission requirements: Education: Grade 10 
(Higher grades given preference). Age: 18 years (women), 19 
years (men). Good Physical and Emotional Health. Salary 
(monthly): during first 6 months, women $113, men $150. 
During second six months; women $158, men $195. During 
second year: women $173, men $225. Uniforms are provided 
for women on admission and for men at the conclusion of 
one year of the course.
Vacation: Two weeks with pay. Residence accommodation 
and meals arc provided at a very nominal cost. Recreational 
facilities are available at Pennington Hall in Essondalc and 
in nearby cities of Vancouver and New Westminster.
Classes will commence on Augu.s( 28t|i, 1957, and February 
26th, 1958. Further information and application forms may 
be ohtaiifed from: School of Psychiatric Nursing, Provincial 
Mental Health Services, F.ssondalc, R.C.
OIL CHANGES FACE OF 
ALBERTA
Ten ^urA ogo a discovery was 
made tqat hoe chonged the face of 
the province of Alberta. It woa In 
U'7 tha^ oil In quantity was discov­
ered At Leduc. According to the 
Book of Knowledge' this find touch­
ed off on Intensive search for oil 
and gas all over the province and 
in tl^ld succewUpn producUon was 
IlMt under way In such widely seal; 
I 'places oa the Peace River, 
iQ i^ , BtotiW. and. Plnpher 
h dlatricto
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR 
ASSISTANT MATRON and 
CARETAKER  ̂  ̂ ^
' ' nt '
David Idoyd-Jones Home, Kelowna, D.C., 
on or hcfoi;p Sept. 1, 1957.
An excellent ojpportunity for a married couple without child­
ren, interested in the care of Senior Cilizens.
Live in — modern suite supplied plus board and all services 
generous salary. - \
Desirable, but not essential, qualification, Registered Ntirsc 
with some experience in care pf the elderly,
Apply in writing,' slating fige, qualificalions arid references 
to T. Hamilton, Welfare Administrator, City Hall, Kelowna, 
B.C.




Fumerton's July Parade of Sheer Nylons
Butterfly 75 Gauge, Smart Side Out. a t ......................  1.95
Orient 60 Gauge Nylon Lan-o-Lux a t ............... . 1.50
I Burmil Cameo Stretch A.B.C. at ............................................. 1,25
/  Holeftroof Dress Sheer Seamless at ......................    1.50
Kayser first quality nylon 51-15 at ... .................................  79<
Corticclli Cort Lace Non-Run top to toe, 51-15 at ............  1.50
Corticelli Knee High, elastic top at ........ 1.00
\  California Beach Towels— 36x68 ..........................  3.95
¥ \  38x72, at .................      4.50
^  And the Amazing Terry Carry Jumbo Beach Fowel C 0 * ^
■ for wet suits at ................. ...... .............................. ............ /  J
UNBELIEVABLE 
BUT TRUE!
All our Hats are going at ' price. 
Hurry and choose one before they 
all go.
3 .49
3 . 2 5 -  2 .9 8
2 . 2 5 -  1.95
A NEW SHIPMENT OF
BLUE JEANS
Caribou and'Cowboy King .... . 3,98 up
Faded Blues, Khaki, also Black ........ 3.98
Stacks in a ir colors from ...............  7.50 up
Full Circle Skirts in colorful # Q P
Cool Sleeveless Blouses in crisp cottons , . 
blue, black, white, pink and yellow. Priced 
at ...........  ................  ....... 1.98 to 2.98
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIALS
S'l ORF. OPEN UNTIL 9  O’CLOCK
Coats to clearout at all one price. Pastel 
shades. Sizes 10-20. 1 0  0 ^ 1
Hats at ....  .......... . 1 4  PRICE
Cotton Skirts—Gay colors. Q  A A
Sizes 14-20 at .....  ............  L A l
LADIES’ LINGERIE VALUES
Sliortie and Waltz Length A  A Q
Cotton Plisse Gowns at ......  A * # 0
Cotton Plisse Gowns in floral and plain 
colors. Small, medium, large, over size.
Priced at ....  ......... 2.98 and 3.98
Clipper “Sniiforized*' Cotton A  A  A
Striped Pyjamas at .... ..................  i J « # 0
Lingerie Crepe Slips with nylon cycipt trim­
mings at ..........................2.98 and 3.98
Fine Colton Slips with double skirt. ^  Q O  
Made especially for white uniforms ^ * # 0  
Fine Combed Cotton Plisse Strapless Slips
— MMcvcr needs ironing” 4 .9 8
Sheath Slips in cotton and A  A  A
silk at ....... .
Crinolines in small, medium and large. 
Priced at .................... ........ 2.98 and 3.98
YARDAGE SPECIALS
36;inph Printed Beach 
Towelling in plain colors \  ^
at, yard ............  1.29
36-inch Fancy Bench
Towelling at ....... 1.95
36-inch Mexican and 
Hawaiian Fancy Prints 
at, yard .... 98p to 1.45 
,36-inch Dan River Tis­
sue Gingham at, yard—
- 1.25 and 1.29
36-iiKh Tootpl Dress 
Materials in plain and 
fancy at, yard ..... 1.49
DRAPERIES 
48-inch Plain Barkcloth
at, yard ........   1.59
36-inch Printed Bark- 
cloth at, yard—-
1.09 to 1.98 
Homemaker Cottage 
Sets ... ....  2.25 to 3.95
l v T
LINEN DEPARTMENT
"Ladv Christina" Embroidered PlllowshIps —
Priced at . .....  .... . 1.98, 2.25, 2.98 to 3.98
Chinese Applique Cotton Pillowcases. Priced
at, pair .............  .... ... ............  2,25 and 2.59
“Wabasso “Family” IMIlowcascs, pair 1.75 Sc 1.85 
Cotton Sheets In all .siz.c.s—
at, pair ................... .......... 5.75, 6.50 to 6.95
Caldwell Towel Sets at 2.98, 4..50 to 4,95
SHOE DEPARTMENT
Ladles’ IMnk Leather Sweater 
Pump — Real high heel In 
sizes 41/'. to 9.
B width nt ......... 5.95
5.95
Ladies’ Navy or Red 
Leather I'ump with 
clastic topline, high , 
heel In sizes 4r'j to 
, 9, R. width 
nt, pair . .
Ladles’ Summer Sandals in white or beige. N 
or M width with wedge heel, sling buck or 
strap across vnmp. All sizes from 3.49 to 5,95 
Children's White Leather Ilallerinas with one 
Strap, Neolite solo A
In sizes 0 to 3 nt ,,
Children’s Red, White and Beige Sandals — 
Closed heel, rubber or Neolite A QC
solo. Sizes 8 to 3 ot . .... .... ................ # J
OUR B0Y5
Hoys’ Pellon Fancy Bhirts 1 QIs
In coloretl strlptn nt .............  ......  I •#  J
Boys’ Fancy Stripe and Plain Shades Hiinforixed
Pyjamas nt .....  ..........  2,60 and 2,95
Boys’ "T’’ Shirts—Fnncy striped nt . L69
Boys' Sport and Baseball Caps ..... 050
Boyp’ Khaki and Faded Blue Knee T  QC
Shorts ah pair .......... ................... .......  I #“ 3
llopalong Cowboy Belts nt . .............  .....D6f
See Uie nice seleollon of Girls' Dresses ~  3-6X, 
Dainty pastel colored nylon dresses with motch- 
ing cun can slip. Also fussy little cotton In goy
colors, Priced nt ..... ..... 1,08 to 4J10
Little Nylon Ruffled Plastle LInfd Panties In 
white und pastel colors. Priced nt 2BV to UO 
New shipment of padded Plastic Bibs. nCg, 
Priced nt ..................... .......................... AJV
CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT
Sweet Baby Boll Pyjamas for Girls at isIz,<<h 
2-14 In cotton plisse, silk ptul Will o' Wisp col- 
ton. Priced nt I.Ofl to 2,50
Ever Pleat Skirts In 0 variety of cohirs, Sizes 
ranging from 2-14X. Priced nt . 1,98 to 0.50
Shop at Fumerton's for your clilld’s Clothes 
. . .  and also Straw Hats.
DEPARTMENT STORE
"Where Cash Beafs




Lions Ent^  
-of-Lake Contest
PENTtaON NURSES WILL
During pre-regatta weeks, the 
Courier will introduce the nine 
Lady-o£-the-Lake contestants. To­
day, an interview with "Mias Lions 
Club”, Joyce King, an attractive 
blue-eyed blond.
Although it would seem to be 
like carrying the traditional coals 
to Newcastle. Joyce was happy to 
be chosen as a Lady-of-thc-Lake 
entry because, as she explained. ”It 
will help me to meet^peoplc grac­
iously." ]
A graduate of Rutland Junior- 
Senior High School. Joyce was sec­
retary of the senior student's coun­
cil. assisted in the library, and was 
winner o£ the 1957 academic award. 
Last year, she took part in a high 
school commercial contest, and won 
the Trump cup for Okanagan stu­
dent stenographer of the year. She 
classifies shorthand as her favorite 
school subject, a very rear admis- 
sion.
Joyce was born in Vernon 18 
years ago, moved with her family 
to the coast when she was two, re­
turned to the Okanagan, and has 
lived in Winfield for 14 years.
The sports Joyce enjoys most are 
swimming and water skiing. This 
summer, she will work at Wood 
L*3 kc Lodfic.
At first undecided about accept­
ing the honor. Joyce was encour­
aged by family and friends.
•‘It was really a surprise, ’ she
said. , ,
Joyce seemed particularly pleas­
ed at the prospect of taking the 
modeUing course, required of all 
Lady-of-the-Lake contestants. She 
feels it will help her when she be­
gins her career, first as a steno­
grapher, then later, an airline 
stewardess.
As for the 1957 Regatta. Joyce 
predicted that it would be ‘‘bigger 
and better" than ever.
—Photo by George Inglis
GOV'T AWARDS
Continued from Page One
'^^A^eport on a lengthy royal com­
mission into the forest industry by 
the chief justice still has not been 
handed to the government
‘‘Whatever recommendations are 
madc^” Premier Bennett said, 
“will be submitted to the legisla- 
ture."
The government concessions dia 
not include any uniform reduction 
in the work week. The association 
included in its original demands 
one for a standard 40-hour week, 
claiming some employees still were 
working 44-hours a week.
J. V. Fisher, former deputy min- 
istc of finance and now economic 
adviser to the government, esti­
mated the salary increases will cost 
$2,452,000 in the fiscal year which 
started last April 1 and $3,270,000 
in each full year after that.
Here are sample salaries before 
and after the settlement: '

















Visualizes Civic Centre Being 
Used By Majority Local Groups
A civic centre in Kelowna should | proposed that arena facilities coUld 
be able to accommodate various 1 be expanded to accommodate these
groups.
Usually," he said, “people con-
types of organizations.
This was one of the ideas behind 
a plan presented to the Board of 
Trade Tuesday night by arena 
commissidrier .Vie Gregory who
Camping In Parks 
Taboo-Unless 
Situation Urgent
City council won't permit tourists 
to camp in city parks during Re­
gatta week this year, unless abso­
lutely necessary.
Council, at Monday's meeting, 
stressed this had been their inten­
tion, and it was bolstered after re­
ceipt of two letters from Kelowna 
Council of Women and from the 
Medical Health Officer.
Chief complaints arc limited san­
itary facilities, inadequacy of garb­
age disposal and potential health 
hazards; involved.
The women’s , council is opposed 
to use of parks as campsites be­
cause conditions in 1956, due to 
garbage strewn ' near residential 
arcus, were very bad, there letter 
to council stated.
Dr. Clarke supported this con­
tention and urged council to rule 
against camping in parks.
Council agreed btjth parties arc 
quite right and their letters serv­






Okanagan fruit industry is tak­
ing a ‘'second look” at the prac-. 
ticc of picking apples into bulk 
bins. '
This was reported at the annual 1 
meeting of the Okanagan Fcdcrati d ■ ‘ 
Shippers' Association held here 
this week. Earlier in the year a 
delegation from th e  Okanagan 
visited New Zealand and Australia 
where bulJf handling of apples has 
been in practice for many years.
It was reported that in some I 
areas in the U.S. bulk handling of i 
McIntosh apples has not been 
found satisfactory. Too much bruis­
ing was given as the rea.soh. It was 
stated this system is ideal for 
apples ear-marked for the proces­
sors or for the more hardier var­
ieties.
DlrectolH were re-elected for an­
other year. They are K, W. Kin- 
nard, Vernon, president; George 
Clarke. Kelowna, vice-president;
P, S. Sterling, Vernon; M. J. dc- 
Pfyffcr, Kelowna; Don Sutherland, 
Kaleden; Andrew Bennie, Pentic­
ton; and A. E. Hill. Oliver. L. R. 
Stephens was re-appointed secre­
tary-treasurer,
sider the arena only an ice palace, 
but there are many purposes .̂ or 
which it could be used."
These include: gymnasium, meet­
ing rooms for Scouts, Teen Town 
and other catering facilities for 
conventions, service clubs, and so 
forth, dormitories, and eventually, 
a civic auditorium.
Spokane and'Trail, Gregory ex­
plained. had successfully utilized 
their arenas.
"There's always a place for every 
organization in town," he said. He 
told of one visit to the Spokane 
arena where ho saw three ban­
quets being run simultaneously.
In Trail, he said, the arena houses 
a library, gymnasium, bowling al­
ley. It is the centre of recreational
CMtlnaed tvM» r« (e  One
that in all situations where nurses 
arc Evolved comjtulsory arbitra­
tion should be established; that is 
acceptance of the " conciliaton 
boai^'s recommendation must be 
mandatory for both the employitig 
hospital, or agency and the nurse 
employees.”
Vernon local hospital chairman 
Fred Fisher stated this week the 
Ptnticton strike is definitely a 
"test case."
He said other Valley hospitals 
would await the outcome.
Vernon hospital board members 
have admitted difference between 
their offer to the nurses and the 
nurses' demands Is not too great 
financially, but maintain this dif­
ference could be the proverbial 
final straw.
Earlier. Penticton hospital board 
announced it was “allowing" the 
strike to proceed ''in the hope that 
the government will realize its 
obligation to the nurses, w’ho, in 
effect, are govemmenf employees.’
A BCRNA official -in Kelowna 
told The Courier “we are hacking 
our organization to the hilt.”
Scheduled for Wednesday, the 
strike was deferred until Okanag­
an nurses could consider in Pen­
ticton. Wednesday night, a request 
to hold up walkout proceedings 
until a BCHIS team from Victoria 
arrived to study the situation.
A copy of a telegram sent to 
Miss Hood. Monday night by A. 
W. Lundell, Revelstoke, chainnan, 
Okanagan and District Hospital 
Council stated:
“Meeting called by Okanagan Re­
gional Council today for express 
purpose of endeavoring to reopen 
negotiations with your organiza­
tion to avoid strike action in Pen­
ticton Hospital, resulting in a 
definite offer from the four hos­
pitals, resulting in a definite offer 
from the four hospitals concerned 
namely Penticton. Kelowna, Ver­
non and Revelstoke to finalize an 
agreement for IfiS"! salary schedule 
on the basis of that already set­
tled with the Royal Inland Hos­
pital, Kamloops. This is a definite 
offer of settlement for the four 
hospitals named herein.”
BASIC SALARY
The offer referred to was a basic 
salary of $240 a month with four 
annual increments of $ 1 0  a month. 
(The second year a nurse would 
earn $250; third year. $260: fourth 
year, $270 and fifth year, $280; $25 
extra per month for those nurses 
who have taken university train­
ing, and a one-year contract.
Referring to the Penticton situa­
tion, Mr. Montcith, chairman of the 
Kelowna hospital board, said it is 
a matter entirely between Pen­
ticton hospital and the nurses. He 
declined to elaborate.
Penticton hospital board request­
ed deferment of strike action Wed­
nesday when BCRNA personnel di­
rector Miss E. E. Hood met with 
the t>oard.
Miss Hood arrived in Penticton 
Wednesday morning to also meet 
with nurses and to help set a defi­
nite ^rike date. She was also ex- 
piected to help arrange emergency 
service in the event of a strike.
At a noon meetiqg, she brought 
Penticton nurses up to date on 
BCNRA rejection of an offer from 
Penticton, Kelowna, Vernon and 
Revelstoke hospital boards made at
IBB XSLOIfllA COtOUSB A.
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the Vernon joint meeting Monday. 
BCIllS TE/Ua
Provincial Health Minister Eric 
Martin contacted Penticton hospi­
tal board Tuesday to advise a team 
of BCHIS consultants would arrive 
by Monday at the latest to examine 
the hospital's operations “ in the 
light of conditions as they now 
exist and to report whether econo­
mies or adjustments would' make 
further funds available" to meet 
the nurses' demands,
Mr. Martin’s telegram said:
“Your board is responsible for 
management and operation of hos­
pital. Hospital insurance service as­
sists in financing by payment of 
patients’ claims thereby providing 
approximately 85 per cent of hospi­
tal’s revenue.
“ Remaining 15 per cent is secured 
from other sources. Will consider 
fully your board's contention that 
addiitonal BCHIS funds required to 
meet requested nurses’ increases." 
^Mr. Martin preceded his telegram 
with a telephone call to the hospi­
tal administrator and was told of 
‘he nurses' rejection of the pack 
age deal made at Vernon. He said 
he hoped strike action would be 
deferred until after the BCHIS 
study.
Board members thought nurses 
would agree since the study can­
not be made adequately while tljc 
hospital functions with only emer­
gency staff.
But the nurses arc standing firm 
for all points recommended by a 
conciliation board report last fall. 
Miss Hood wired the only basis for 
settlement is the conciliation report 
The report recommended a basic 
salary of $244 a month; $25 per 
month extra for nurles who have 
completed university courses; five 
per cent annual increments for four 
years; sick time to 1 2 0  days and 
a one-year contract 
As far as Penticton hospital board 
is concerned the Vernon package 
offer represents three concessions. 
Basic wage and annual increments 
would have remained as the board 
had offered previously. '
Miss Hood's wired rejection to ' 
Mr. Lundell was channelled . to ! 
Penticton, Kelowna and Vernon | 
boards by Mr. Lundell.
P. E. Pauls, Penticton hospital 
board chairman, told newsmen the 
statement in Health Minister Mar­
tin’s wire saying 15 per cent of 
revenue is secured from sources 
other than BCHIS is doubtful.
He said he doubted very much 
if the locally-raised portion of re­
venue is that high because hospital 
boards are not permitted “to aug­
ment . our income from other 
revenue.”
Explaining this. Mr. Pauls said 
co-insurance fees and other small 
sources of revenue are limited "Xo 
•set figures.
Penticton hospital staff doctors 
have asked the B.C. government to 
"at least and at last send a qualified 
officer of government with author­
ity to act” to Penticton “to avert 
the calamity" of the threatened 
nurses' strike. >
In identical telegrams to Premier 
W. A. C. Bennett and Health Min 
ister Martin, the medical staff 
charged ‘‘any untoward results to 
the ill from a nurses’ strike, would 
be the full responsibility of the 
government.”
MOSQUITOES m i  CARE
D. R. Johnson W ill 
Attend Defence 
Course In East
Kelowna has brcn alloted a vac­
ancy at a federal Civil Defence 
training officers course, CD, coord-' 
inator J. H. Horn has a d v i^  city 
council.
Council Monday approved Mr. 
Horn’s nominee D. I t  Johnson, of 
the city staff, to attend the. Course 
at Canadian Civil Defence College, 
Arnprior, Ontario, Sepiember 9 ,to 
13.
In a letter he said appointment 
of a training officer for Kelowna 
and district had never been filled. 
He was anxious a good man be ap­
pointed, a n d  recommended Mr. 
Johnson.
Council also approved appoint­
ment within their respective de­
partments. four city officials to 
help’ o’an CD organization activi­
ties. These are electrical ittspcctor 
A. E. Guy: social welfare adminis­
trator T. B. Hamilton; city comp­
troller D. B. Herbect: and ,wqrki^ 
superintendent H, M. Trueman.
Coatlnttcd from Page One
tains the Local Services Act should 
b« amended by the Lieutenant- 
Governor-in-Council, to provide for 
setting up of local areas, so that 
mosquito control con be establish­
ed in unorganized territory.
■rbe motion tutys the Government 
Council can do this on requKtl of 
the municipal affairs minister and 
that the act already provides for 
unincorporated 'areas to be set up 
in this manner, for various pur­
poses such as garbage collections 
and ambulance services.
The delegation will tell the OV- 
MA meeting, that endeavors of 
municipalities to control mosqui­
toes within their corporate limits, 
have been nullified, by the pests 
breaking through from unorganized 
territory.
OTHER RESOLUTIONS
Vernon, Armstrong and Summer- 
land also will submit resohitions.
Summerland is asking that dis­
trict municipalities \vi h popula­
tions not exceeding 6 , 0 0 0  Xj per­
mitted to have councils of five 
members only, consisting of reeve 
and four councillors.
with the civil defence cqpfdlhator.
cillors.
T h e  , Summerland delegation 
thinks four councillors are suf­
ficient for smaller municipalities.
Armstron ghas taken a good look 
at two go\'ernmcnt acts and come 
up with two resolutions. One raps 
the provincial grants to residential 
home owners legislation, stating no 
provision has bwn made for muni­
cipalities to be reimbursed for ex­
pense incurred in handling the $23 
rebate.
The second Armstrong motion Is 
directed against the shop closing 
hours legislation and urges it be 
repealed. Tlic delegation will seek 
authority for communities to leg­
islate their own shop closing hours 
in accordance with local require­
ments.
UNNECESSARY N.OISE
Vernon’s delegation is hot on the 
trail of excessive and unnecessary 
noise n»eir fir«)' resolution de­
mands the government do somo- 
tliing about prohibiting use of muf­
flers on trucks and cars.
The motion says the Motor pro­
vides for such action bv the Licu- 
tcnant-Governor-in-Councll. 
Vernon’s second resolution asks
T he motion states the new Muni-,the B.C. Power Commussion to dc- 
cipal Act defines that a district vise a more equitable method of 
municipiality with a population • of | payment for high cost rural electri- 
50,000 or less shall have a reeve and ; fication.
The four mcn..;\i»ilL-<wpasat®|gjx councillovs, with pchnission tol About 60 delegates will attend
increase membership by two coun- the Revelstoke quarterly meeting.
ON EXECUTIVE
Mayor J. J. Ladd has been nam­
ed to the national executive of the 
Canadian Federation of Mayors 
and Municipalities, with his ap­
pointment running from June I8 y
1957. to termination of next year's 
conference at Victoria, June 4,
1958.
------ r — ^ : ' " ' T  -
NO blAJOR CR1ME8;
Crime and traffic situation in the 
Kelowna area has been, “very 
quiet” since the weekend, accord­
ing to Cpl. E. R. Hickman, . Kel­
owna detachment, RCMP. .
Insure in Y o u r  
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See Us First for Your Building
Needs
Lumber-Common and Finishing ^  Hardwood Flooring 
"Elk" Brind Portland Cement ^  Common and Face Brick 
Flue Lining •  Asphalt Shingles •  Rolled Roofing 
Gyproc Plaster Lath •  Gyproc Plaster Board •  Cedar Siding 
Fir and Mahogany Plywoods •  Cork Flooring •  Wall Pannelling 
Doors •  Arborite •  Builders' Hard.ware 
Pierson Windows •  Standard Windows
Kejopa Builders Supply Ltd.
1054 <EUis S t
SEE U8  FOR
GLIDDEN PAINTS
Phone 2016.
McLEOD RIVER HARD COAL
BUILDING OVERLAPS
Kelowna city council will ask the 
Kelowna Courier to undertake tol 
cut a foot off one portion of its 
new building at Ethel and Doyle. 
Aid. Knox told council it overlaps 
another lot.
A|r ConditioRcd Coinfort! — Phone 3111
NOW StlOWING TIIUR., FRI., SAt., JULV U , 12, 13 
2 SHOWS n ig h t l y  ~  7 und 9 P.M.
ktiie
Salurday Mtttlncc Continaom Iroiji I p.m. —  TAIra Cartooiw
c o Minc  ̂n i:?<̂ i m o n ^ t g e ., w e o . / jo l y  is . is . it
The Itory K'hind the scandal niag;u'.Uu‘»





Inly 10 .  11
DOUBLE BILL
"RUNNING TARGET"
Adventure Drama in Color 
With Arthur Franz, Doris 
Dowling and Richard Reeves.
Artliur Franz heads the po.sse in 
pursuit of four escaped convicts 
who have fied Into the Colorado 
Hills, The , story has a different 





With Frank Sllvera, Irene Kane 
and Jamie Smith.
Boy meets girl across the Court 
when she screams (or help, A 
prize-fighter und a dance hall 
hostess and a jealous mlddlc- 
nged suitor all enter the romance 
ring.
" V a c a t io n  T im e  C lo th e s ” fo r  th e  W h o le  F a m ily





Men’s Sports Shirts—by “Arrow" and “For­
syth” ...... . . . . . . ..................... 3.95 and up
Men’s “T ”
at ....... .
Shirts—-Newest styles and colors 
..............  1,50 to 4.95
Swim Trunks by “Jantzen" in boxer and cl- 
asticiz,scd styles. Smurt patterns and colors 
Sizes 30 to 44 at ............... 3.95 to 6
Sports Trousers in linen finish, 
khiiki drill denim. Sizes 30 to 44 
at ........ .............. 3.95 to 9.95
Nien’s Slacks in fine all wool 
English worsteds and flannels 
at . . .. ......  14.95 to 27.50
Men’s Summer Caps for golf or 
holiday wear at .... 69<f to 1.95 
Men’s Straw and Panama Hats 
at ................... ..... 2.95 to 7.50
Dolsned CMWclany far Ihow who hav* 
b«<n unabloiogel tb,e irenundouthcM- 
(ns aid power ihty need. Acia*U) .̂iha 
Regent provljet 3 l(m« the 
ouipul of any prevloue Zenith aid, 
Ingenlou* Zenith "Power Regoletof” 
ofTcn ipeeUI benefite for thotb with 
progreuive hearing Impaltmenta,







"ROCK, ROCK, W "
MUSICAL DRAMA
With Tuesday Weld, Teddy Ran- 
daizo, Jacqueline Kerr and Jaek 
Collins,
TIi Ih show houHla Iwcnly-one top 
eonga, fomicen top tuUmt groups 
and, Alan Freed, Uic original 
■t'Rtkfk 'n' RoU" Eincco and coiner 
of the Imits itunH!. Come und sec 
Uio greuteat “Rock 'it' RoU” tmi- 
sic played by Uic biggest Rock 
IIoU group.
X'ompletc stock of Boys’ Denims, 
“'l” .SIiirls, Swim Iruiiks, 
Summer Shoes, etc.
Ladies' Wear Department
SIIORIS in denim, plaids, terry, 
sharkskin and drill, newest colors 
and styles. Sizes 12 to 20 at—
1.95 to 5.95
•*T-SIIIR’I'S” by Jimtzcn and Pen­
man’s. Smart styles, colorful stripes, 
plains and .patterns. Priced at—
1.95 to 4.95
BATHING SUITS by "Janlzcn". 
Canada’s smartest styles. Sizes 12 to 
44. Priced at . . ....  9.95 to 30.00
BEACH COATS in terry cloth, 
white and colored designs. Small, 
medium, large at 5.95 to 10.95
PEDAL PIIHIIEICH In donlin and 
corduroy. IMalu and fancy ■ trim.
.Sizes 10 lo 111. I’rleed at 2.05 to 0,115 
8 KlllTM-'l'allured, eirele and (lard 
at,Vlea. In denlii\, ainart llural pat­
terns, etc. I’l'ieed at -
3.05 11,95
HLAt'KH of all wuol Enjillfh, wunit- 
ed llainielh, rayons. UharkbltinH, etc.
7.03 to 25,00
DLODSEH - - “Lillie Joe" tailored





AcUon golorO 03 the tlUib 
, cUggaî ts.






Men's und Boy.s’ l.»wlers.
Ideal for camii or sports wear "T.-TaJ lo
Men's Summer Dre.*.s Shoes - Ideal for aipialic 
wear. Nylon inc.sh in black and brown; Pair
lyicn’s Convas "Booster” — ( usliioncd InSolcs.
Sizes 10,12, pair • ■' ....  ...............
Men’s Faded Blue Convas Shoes—Cushioned 
solo with washable uppers. Pair
George A. Meikic Ltd. 
S T O R E  H O U R S
July l.stTo December 2.‘'lh, I9.‘i7 
Monday - I'ucsday - I hursdoy - Solurduy 
9:U0 u.m. to 5i30 p.ni. 
Wednesday — 9 a.in. lo 12 noon 
Friday — 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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Police Campaign To Improve Cycling 
In City Will Be Watched With Interest
Cyclists, we hope, read with care and avoid it. They simply put the onus on the car 
profit the remarks made by Sgt. W. B. Irving driver while in a large percentage (rf the cases 
in an interview with this paper which appeared tire responsibility is the cyclist's.
in pur Monday's issue. Kelowna has more bi­
cycles per capita than any other place in Can­
ada and cbm^quently has a traffic problem in 
proportion.
The police chief pointed out that cyclists 
arc bound by the rules of the road just as are 
other vehicles. They can’t ride abreast down 
the road, nor carry another person on the 
handlebars nor the parcel carrier. They must 
make their turns from the proper lane and they 
must signal.
That, unfortunately, is only the theory. 
Tlte practice is quite different. Each and all of 
these things are being ignored consistently 
every day by the cyclists on the city streets. 
Apd they do much more. For instance, they 
think nothing of wheeling around in front of a 
car in the middle of a block or cutting across 
its path at an intersection.
Bicycles arc very mobile and most of their 
riders arc youngsters with high spirits. One can 
forgive them much. Unfortunately, however, 
there are too many of them who deliberately 
do something to cause a car operator to jam on 
his brakes and then give him a definite look 
.which says “ Just you touch me!” They take 
advantage of their position knowing full well 
that no car driver is going to hit them if he can
It was cheering news for car drivers to 
have the police chief state that the police in­
tend to listen up their check on cyclists. Most 
car drivers will have been surprised to Icam 
that there has been a check at all and will be 
gratified to know that this free-wheeling sec­
tion of the traffic will be further checked.
The police department in this regard has 
a large task but it is in a very fertile field. One 
constable stationed at any street corner could 
issue a bushel of summons to cyclists any day.
A few stiff fines would prove a salutory 
lesson for all cyclists apd their parents—upon 
whom some of the responsibility must rest. In 
our opinion the tightened check-up should 
not be a spasmodic one but should be a con­
tinuous procedure until the cyclists realize that 
the laws are meant to be obeyed by them, too. 
Such a check could have a long term favor­
able reaction because the youngster who learns 
to obey the law while riding a bicycle will, 
when he takes over a car, have a background 
which will prompt him to be a careful car 
driver.
Most car drivers and certainly the cycl­
ists will watch with interest the progress and 
the success of the police campaign to improve 
the cycling habits in this city.
ROYALTY CANDIDATES
Looking mighty pleased with 
themselves, the four lovely young 
ladies seen in the picture above 
will be vying for the honors of 
being chosen as Lady-of-the-
Lakc this year. The girls, chosen 
by the various service clubs and 
organizations in the city, are tak­
ing training for their part in the 
Lady-of-the-Lake pageant Aug­
ust 7, the opening night of the 
Regatta, when thfe choice wilf be 
made. Left to right they are: 
Joyce King, Miss Lions; Heather' 
WatsQn, .Miss Gyro; Lorraine
Warren, Miss Kiwanis, and Nan 
Terai, • Miss ‘ Rutland Board" of 
Trade.
. —Photo by George Inglis
OHAW A REPORT
Prince Albert Voters 
Have Surprising Record
There's No Buster In The City Of Kelowna
..Traffic problems including parking are 
a problem for most cities and there is a wide 
variation in the manner in which they arc met. 
Many resort to parking meters and others go 
even further amplifyiny the parking meters by 
tow-trucks. Other cities, such as Kelowna, re­
fuse to have anything to do with the one-armed 
bandits—wisely we think—and endeavor to 
treat visitors with a little more consideration 
than is given local people.
It is perhaps true that the laxer local en­
forcement does lead to some abuses. Whether 
or not a car is a visiting car must be generally 
decided by the licence plate. Thus a few lo­
cal residents who purchase cars in Vancouver * 
do escape some fines for over-parking, but 
their numbers are comparitively small and the 
checking officer eventually recognizes the car 
as a local one and treats it as such.
A few weelu ago the difference in the 
. jiractices between Kelowna and -Feiuicton 
were discussed in the southern city. A group 
there wished the city to institute Kelowna’s 
courtesy card system. The suggestion, however, 
was thrown out after it was labelled as “ab­
surd". The publicity-conscious Peach City 
must have had a bit of a red face this week 
as it read an editorial in die Vancouver Pro­
vince lauding the Kelowna system. It was good 
reading from this city’s point of view and must 
have created much goodwill for the city among 
Lower Mainland motorists.
The Province, under the caption “There’s 
No Buster in Kelowna’’, editorially comment- 
cd: '
“In Kelowna, a community blessed not 
only with scenery and climate but also with 
a total absence of parking meters, they have a 
little form they give, in lieu of a ticket, to
visitors who commit minor automotive boo- 
boos.
“It starts: ‘Welcome to Kelowna. We are 
glad you are a guest in our city and we hope 
you enjoy your visit here.’ It then tells the 
visitor where he can obtain information, 
wishes him a pleasant visit, asks him to come 
again—and ends wtih a P.S.: ‘We hate to men­
tion this but we do have certain traffic regula­
tions which have been imposed through neces­
sity. We are sorry to point out that you have 
violated these regulations by (a blank for the 
officer to fill in). May we count on your co­
operation in the future, please?’
* * *
“This is not an entirely original idea— 
some other Canadian communities have var­
iants of it: in Brantford, Ont., for instance, the 
chief of police writes a personal not to offend­
ing tourists whose licence numbers, have been 
taken—and you could argue that it has a cer­
tain content of corn.
“Nevertheless it treats fhc Msift  ̂
human being and a friend 
he is on holiday and, in the holiday mood, 
may be forgetful of such things as parking 
times or unfamiliar with local regulations.
“It is also in rather startling contrast with 
the rigidity, with which the traffic laws are 
sometimes applied to visitors in, for instance, 
Vancouver.
“ Certainly the exigencies of big-city traf­
fic are greater than Kelowna’s, and for the 
sake of keeping it flowing it may be necessary 
to ‘busterizc’ by tow-truck a tourist’s car left 
in a-rush-hour nb-stopping zone,
“But mightn’t we follow the example of 
the apjpie-and-regatta city at least to the extent 
of doing these things with a touch of friendli­
ness and an understanding of the holiday 
mood?’’
ago, whenjust over 2 , 0 0 0  years 
England lay beaten at his feet.
Those same words could have 
been used last week by Hon. John 
Diefenbaker, when England knelt 
admiring at his feet.
. Never has any visiting statesman 
from any country made such a ter­
rific impact upon the Old Country 
as did Canada’s new Prime Min­
ister. Royalty, politicians, the pub­
lic and the press were captivated 
by this brilliant and sincere visitor, 
by this unknown Canadian with 
the Dutch name who only two days 
previously had become our Prime 
Minister. .
Twelve days in Enland were 
taken up by the gruelling round of
Pass Construction Is
The recent news item stated that work has 
started on thb Trans-Canada Highway section 
between Golden and Rcycistoke, This section 
will replace the Big Bend and will shorten the 
distance between the two points by just about 
one hundred miles.
Contracts have been let by the federal 
public worics department for the clearing and 
grubbing of twenty miles. The cost of the sec­
tions through the national parks will be bom 
entirely by the federal government while the 
remainder, a lesser mileage, will be done by 
the province with the federal government bear­
ing ninety per cent of the cost.
This should all be good news fbr the In­
terior which has in effect been cut off from the
the jump on the provincial highway depart 
ment in this instance. However, Highway 
Minister Gaglardi has stated that tenders for 
the provincial section will be called shortly 
so the two projects will be underway simultan-* 
cously.
This newspaper has long urged the adop 
tion of this—the Rogers Pass route, rather than 
the much longer and uninteresting Big Bend. 
The new route will tap one, of the most scenic 
mountain sections of the continent and, through 
its shorter distance, should save travellers 
much time and money. It will provide an easy, 
interesting and picturesque trip west for a large 
portion of the considerable pool of tourists 
who visit Banff every year. The Okanagan, if it
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
OTTAWA—Queen Elizabeth will 
open the first session of our 23rd 
parliament, on Monday, October 14.
This brief stay in her largest do­
main. her first visit to Canada 
since her coronation, means that 
many cities and towns will be dis- 
aippointed at not being able to wel­
come her.' Many opinions have been 
voiced here, that the Queen • of 
Canada should be able to spare 
enough time to stay in Canada at 
least as long a time as she will 
stay in the States, where she will 
attend the celebrations of the 350th 
anniversary of the founding of the 
first of those "revolting” colonies.
However, her literally flying visit . , . , l,-
here, to open parliament. wiU s e t  P^^vate conferences and pul^c re- 
two precedents. It will be the first ceptions with the ministers
time our monarch has ever per- the Commonwealth nation. But 
formed- that ceremony' in our his- it quickly and increasingly became 
tory; and it opens the possibility that the greatest event of
of more frequent, jet-age .-quicky” that ^ u su a lly  important pthering 
royal visits for ceremonial o c c a -  the debut of a world statesman, 
sioris such as opening the Calgary voice of Canada, sincere,
Stampede or dedicating our w o r l d  ^onstrucUve and co-operative was 
War ■ II national memorial. heard among the Commonwealth as
A PROMISE TO BE KEPT by any of those present.
Prime Minister John Diefenbaker -The new strong man of the 
promised during his election cam- Commonwealth”, was how o n e  
paigh that, if he were made prime heading London newspaper des- 
m in i^ r  by the electors, he would Lribed him. Reports fUter'ing out of 
It fe c o ^ z e s  that |st«nn«>h parliament in September the secret conferences told how the 
'to ciit,taxes. "John the Baptist” as lawyer from Prince Albert, the 
he has been called—he is a Baptbt new boy among the experienced 
—is a man of hiS word. He wanted commonwealth statesmen, to o k  
and intended to kee'p that promise, over the position of guiding star 
But now he learns that his prede- and inspiration for the ̂  Common- 
cessor, :Louis SL Laurent, had pro- wealth. ^
mised to lend oiir parliament build- The first Canadian prime minister 
ings to a jpostal convention for six L o t entirely of British or French 
weeks from mid-August. The un- ancestry, Mr. Diefenbaker sees the 
worthy and unwanted guest will Commonwealth with eyes uncloud- 
not vacate the Commons Chamber Ld by unreasoning sentiment. To 
in time for parliament to meet be- him it is no family homeland , or 
fore 30th September. To meet the Lose-tinted memory. It is quite sim- 
Queen’s convenience, theopening of L iy; and on.its merits, the greatest 
parliament wil be delayed a fur- bastion of freedom in the world, 
ther two weeks. But there will be He believes that it can offer us all 
no delay in implementing the pro- L  great degree of life, liberty and 
mise to cut taxes, for Hon. John the pursuit of happiness. And to 
Diefenbaker can be trusted to act achieve its maximum flowering, he 
honorably: he will give Canadians believes, each member nation must 
no grounds for demanding the head]attain, and be helped to attain, the 
,6 f John the Baptist on a charger.
ELEC'nON COMMENTS 
Many readers have written to 
me commenting upon the sensa­
tional results of the June election.
Mrs. E. J. Parker, of Woodstock, 




One' hundred Kelowna build­
ings were inspected for fire hazards 
in June, Alderman Don Horton told 
city council Monday.
Submitting a report for the fire 
depaftmept, hb said 2 0  i^rmits have 
been issued for rui^ish burning 
and 15 permits for gas installations.
The department answered eight 
fire alarms in the city in June and 
made 27 ambulance calls.
KNOW YOUR 
CANADA
Prepared by the research staff 
of Encyclopedia Canadiana
PERFECT CRIB HAND
F. C. Meyer of 1035 Laurler Ave­
nue, while playing cribbage with 
R. Sander recently made a perfect 
hand. He. held three fives, the Jack 
of spades and .the five of spades 




Turn-on date for natural gas in 
the Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd. 
system in interior B.C, will be on 
schedule.
This was assured by engineering 
infomnation supplied to Inland by 
Charles R. HeUierington, executive 
vice president of Wes*coast Ti'ans- 
mission Company Limited. Mr, 
Hetherington said construction and 
testing of th e , Wcstcoa.st line is 
proceeding ahead of schedule and 
that he expects the main line to be 
completed and tested early in Sep­
tember. . ♦
Last Westcoast pipe laying ' Ls 
scheduled for completion August 
The Westcoast main lino will be 
cleaned and purged from both ends. 
Westcoast has arranged to puixhase 
gas from the U.S. for the south; 
north cleaning and this operation 
is expected to bo completed past 
Savona by the third week in Aug­
ust.
CLEAN LINES
Inland will take its gas from the 
Westcoast line at Savona and this 
means gas will be available to tho 
Inland system at the same time.
Mr. Hetherington said Westcoast 
engineers have scheduled complete 
cleaning of their transmission sys­
tem for the second week in Sep­
tember and that from information 
supplied by bis engineers the West­
coast natural gais main line will be 
ready' for operation well In ad­
vance of the original estimated 
completion date of November 1 this 
year.
News
strongest possible economic posi­
tion.
Thus Canada's present dangerous 
imbalance of trade must be cor 
reeled, and our present unsold sur­
pluses of prairie wheat must find 
markets among the hungry mouths
I ent opinions, which are especially in underprivileged countries, espec
ially commonwealth countries—to 
mention the twin pillars of the em­
erging Conservative trade pro-
cast by the lack of an adequate highway. Tho is on its Ibcs« can divert a substantial proper
target date lor the opening of the new road is 
set ns December 31, 1960 and federal official, 
sny it will be completed on time. Construc­
tion work will take the next two years and pav­
ing will bo done in 1960. It is not known 
whether or not the road will be opened before 
paving is completed.
1'hc federal authorities appear to have
tjon of this traffic through the Valley. The 
Okanagan is well known as an attractive spot 
and the mileage from Sicamous to Vancouver 
is practically the same as that via the Frbscr 
Canyon. ^
The opening of the new higliway shoula 
provide a substantial fillip for the tourist busi­
ness in the Okanagan.
IbiblishW,
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Labor "School" 
Conducted Here
A school to educate workmen In 
the "ago ot automation" was held 
at Labor Ifcodquarters, 434 Ber­
nard Ayenuc, July 0 and 7.
Oltanagnn Labor Council. spon­
sored the project iind it was under 
the direction ot Ttom Gooderham, 
Vancouver, education director, Caiv 
udiun Labor Congress, British 
Columbia.
Instructor for the course was To»n 
AyUbury, principal, KlUarnoy High 
School, Vancouver.
Mr. Ayisbury said man had 
emerged fi*om pie mechaiiiciil ago 
into the auhxnatlc age, where 
machines not only do work, i>ut 
direct the work of more machines.
Council' vice-president W.' E, 
Darroch,' fatd plans are lor further 
aatomatton ‘ achooDi. under Mr. 
Aysbury's direction, to be held 
here, ■. ■ ,
Fruit Probe W ill 
Resume Sittings 
In Vancouver
Thô  Royal Commission, invest i 
gating the Okanagan fruit ' in 
dustry, will resume sittings in 
Vancouver Jiily 22. ^
Dates tenluUvcly set ore July 22- 
24-23-20 in the court house. The 
commission, under Demi E. D. 
MaePhee, concluded sittings in the
interesting as she is one of those 
rare voters who are older than Con- 
fedcration—she was born in 1861,
"I think we arc happily freefllgram. 
from the Liberal government,” she THE PUNDITS APPLAUD 
writes. “And now I look forward Prime Minister Diefenbaker rc- 
to .seeing Mr. Diefenbaker repair eelved "rave” notices in all the 
the loss to our country during the British newspapers. "Ho will lend 
last 22 years. The loss on CNR, the Canada to her destiny as leader of 
loss on our milk and cheese and the Commonwealth," It was writ 
wheat, and the loss of our foreign ten. He achieved his greatest pub 
markets, are a few of the things lie triumph during his London 
which now will be put right. And visit in a speech before the Cana- 
abovc all we will once again be dian Club. He brought his audience 
given the management of our own of over 600 men to their feet in un 
country, which has been taken over paralleled enthu.sinsm over his urg- 
by USA in these recent years.” Ing of Incrcnscd trade within the 
FXECTION FACTS Commonwealth.
While writing of the election,! Wc don't want to 
here arc two little-known facts 
about it which arc interesting.
First, the Conservative parly’s 
campaign, so vigorously and con­
vincingly carried to the people un­
der Mr. Dicfilnbakor’s leudcrship, 
led to a now voting record. It was 
the first election In which any pol­
itical parly gained seiitiT In every 
one of our provinces. Neither 
Laurler nor Borden nor Mackenzie 
King was able to Increase his sup­
port in all provinces, eVtn In tho 
most sweeping landslides In 
history,
IVhat Coiv^.lan Is known as "The 
fastest man on four legs”? J,
“The -fastest, man on four legs” 
has been used to describe Johnny 
Longden, who grew up in Alberta.
He lived in' the Taber district as a 
child, worked in a southern Alberta 
coal- mine after leaving school and 
later became a cigar store clerk..He 
began riding at the age of 15. In 
1936, on_successive days, he won 
both the Illinois and .Louisiana 
Derbies. Two years later he Iwame 
America’s leading jockey by rid­
ing 236 winners. He now has won 
Riore. than 5,000 racesH-roore than 
any’ other jockey in turf history.
Wlio ŵ as the* ft?st secular nurse 
in North America? '
A high' plade ' among pioneer 
Canadian wojnen is deserved by 
Jeanne Mance who, with several 
female companions, came to New 
France in 1^1 with the little band 
led by Maisonneuve. The Hotel 
Dieu, a wooden building 60 feet 
long and 24 feet wide, was construc­
ted in 1645. She endured severe 
hardships, including the ever-pre­
sent threat of Indian savagery, con­
tended with strong opposition from 
some French authorities, and made 
three trips to France to gather 
funds and recruit a staff. When her 
hospital was firmly established she 
placed it in the care of the Hospital 
Nuns of St. Joseph. Idealistic and 
gracious, but practical and strong 
minded as well, it has been writ­
ten of her: "Her energy stimulated 
the lazy, her courage shamed the 
timid, her sweetness comforted the 
sick.”
Wbat town was nicknamed "Snar- 
lington”?
Brbckvillc, Ontario received this 
dubious honor when its residents 
bickered fiercely over whether the 
name of the town should be Wil- 
llnmstown or EliMbethtown. Both 
factions finally agreed to name, it 
in honor of General Brock, follow 
ing the War of 1812.
Where was Ontario’s first Metho­
dist meeting house?
Hay Bay, near Bath, Ontario Is 
the site of the first Methodist meet 
ing house in Ontario. It was, erect­
ed in 1702 and still stands. An an­
nual memorial service is held 
there.
ORCHARD CITY MOTORS (1956) LTD.
U-DRIVE
•  Loxttrioos New Ford Sedans.
•  Available by day, week or month.
•  Low Rates — Adequate Insurance
•  Phone for Reservations.
ORCHARD CITY MOTORS
(1956) LTD.
QUEENSWAY AT PENDOZF PHONiS 2340, 3641
"Necessity Is the Mother of Invention"
Pharmaceutical chemists are not only creating new man-made 
synthetic medicines, but are also perfecting better ways of improv­
ing their action.
We now have "delayed action” drugs. Special coatings that 
dissolve at exactly timed intervals pernTit part of the medicine to 
act first and the rest of it at later hours. This gives us divided 
medication in one'dote. Your physician is entirely familiar with the 
progress being made and knows that as soon as each new discovery 
,is available we stock it in our prescription department.
Let us deliver promptly without extra charge. A great many 
people entrust us with the responsibility of filling their prescrip­
tions. May we compound yours?
% -
1
YOUR PHYSICIAN CAN PHONE 3117 
WHEN YOU NEED A MEDICINE
Gant's Prescription
Park Medical Building 1635 Abbott St.
cut U.S. in- 
vestment in Canada, he said; wo 
don’t want to halt our trade with 
the U.S. But wc do want to protect 
our own and our children’s future, 
by increasing our trade with coun­
tries whose economics are not 
largely competitive replicas ofj our 
own.
While our prime minister certain- 
ly stole tho show at the conference 
of Corntnonwculth, prime ministers, 
he created an atlrnctlve new kind 
of show at that Canadian Club 
our 1 mteilrig, 'Fhc audience there ore ac­






Wbal Is ycNtr life? Jauict 4tl4tt,
A worm can make a living, but U 
takes a man U) make a life. ,
Second, the coincidence forecast j tudes about Canada, written by 
some months ago Ip this column others to be spoken by some prom- 
netuHlly emne to pas's. In 1806, Sir Incnt; Briton who docs not know 
Wilfrid Laurler was elected ns MP the new Canada, 
for Prince Albert, and In that elec- The speaker announces that Cun- 
tlon he swept his party Into power ada is a great country, stretching 
and bccninc .prime.' minister of from the North Pole to the long- 
Canadn. 3ust thirty and one half cst unguarded frontier In the 
years later, Mackcn'/,io King wnsmorld; that Canada contains Im- 
electcd os MP for Prince Albert, menso mineral wealth; that Cnn- 
and In (hat election he swept his ada has « great future; and that 
party Into power and became prime Canada has demonstrated l« tho 
minister of CanadB, After a similar world that people of two races can 
Inivse of Huolhor thirty and one half live together In harmony under one 
years, on lOth Juno tlris year, John flag, (Imid but perhaps uninformed 
Dlefeniwiker was cleeted MP for applause)
Prince Albert, swept his parte into , But Jo|m Diefenbaker gave lhat 
power, and became prime minister audience a new diet‘'3n Inspired 
of Canada. No other community Und Inspiring phrases, spoken with 
can boast the record of Prince AI-|a vigor which Jolted them out of 
berVs voters, in selecting at regular their post-prandial somnolence, he 
Intervals such disilngulshed and showed, them that Canada con leadv 
suceeSNhil members of parlnmeni, And 'Inteijds. to lead, the emerging 
"i came,  ̂saw, 1 'conquered’’ hew'Commonwealth, the bastion pi 
Julius Caesar, leader of the Bo* 1 freedom for mankind and of wealth 




Trent yournelf to 
•trcamlitiedi comfortv 
luxury Booilo Doino
358 Dcmard Ave. 
Phone 3126
k  J» •.T •  Of •  F #
IN SAFE HANDS
When Your AAoving 
Needs are Handled by
Your Local Allied Van Uries
Phone 29!28
loMi
AT PEAO ilAM )
Suggestions For A Suitable 
Centennial Pro'ect Received
MISSIONARIES TO SET UP SHOP IN FAR A R aiC
At Frobisher Bay. in Canada's 
Arctic, this group of missionaries 
Vrill set up a workship for the 
benefit of Indians and-Eskimos, 
mie workshop is sponsored by the
Canadian Council of , Churches 
with the co-operation of the de­
partment of twrtbem affairs. Left 
to r i^ L  standing: Don Pipe, Ruth 
Pbeeney, Ray Farrell, Robert
Ross, Jack Snell, Alan Baker. 
Miriam Bennett, Heather Stewart, 
Prank Thompron. Seated: Elaine 
Thompson, Ruth Lor.
Glenmore And Kelowna Youths 
Attend Camp At Scotty Creek
GLENMORE — A Joint Glen­
more ■ and Kelowna Anglican Cub 
Ciunp was held , at Scotty Creek 
from June 29 to July 1. Under the 
capable supervision of leaders, 
Dave Pritchard. Harold Willett, 
Bon McKenzie and service Scouts 
Ken Munslow and Brian Willett, 
eleven Glenmore l a d s . i ^  seven 
ftopi Kelowna enjoyed a lively and 
interesting .outing. > .
As a camp project, the cubs spent 
Monday morning building a bridge 
over Scotty Creek ‘ in preparation 
for the arrival of parents who 
spent that afternoon visiting the 
boys.
The days were spent in interest­
ing hikes when the lads saw 
Iprouse, and found rocks turned 
over by bears. Many souvenirs of 
the outdoors were taken home to 
remind the campers of a wonder­
ful holiday.
Glenmore cubs attending were 
Ken Snowsell, Harvey. Merriam, 
Danny Gray. Bob LJpsett, Jim 
Robertson, Alex Hawkey, Dennis 
Hartwick, Ed Dickens, Doug Lay­
man, Donnie Corbin and Ken Kam.
Cubmastcr Willett was enthusi­
astic about' the outcome of the 
camp and is grateful for the won­
derful‘co-operation of parents and 
leaders in assisting to make this a 




SUMMERLAND K Last year was 
a big building year for Summer- 
kind but if the pace in the first six 
months of this year continues un­
abated 1957 will far exceed the 
year 1956 in business activity.
The regular monthly building 
report submitted by building in­
spector Roy Angus, disclosed that 
at the half year mark 75 permits 
have been issued to the amount of 
^10,900, as against 56 permits to 
the amount of 3183,120, issued in 
the first six months o f'1 ^ 0 ;'
In June 17 permits were insued 
for a value of $76,325 as compared 
with 14 permits for $47,510, issued 
in June 1956. Major Item in .the 
1957 June totals is the United 






SASKATOpN (CP) — Mrs. O. 
Kindrachuk has found abo"t SO 
four-leaf clovers and one five-leaf 
clover in her garden. A neighbor. 
Herman Blum, found one with six 
leaves.
' fUBPGSfi
ATWOOD. Ont. (CP)—Alexander 
MacKay. 91, Atwood's oldest resi­
dent. and Kathleen Smith, 7, one of 
its youngest, were on hand to help 
the community celebrate its cen­
tennial.
TRE KELOWNA COUBIER 
Tbara, Jaly 11. 1M17
In 1876 more than 100 thousand 
people were killed In India during 
J a  hurricane.
PEACHLAND — At the regular 
July meeting of the Pcachland Jub­
ilee a n d  Centennial Committee 
meeting held last Thursday many 
topics were discussed.
Chairman Topham expressed the 
view that in the absence of Mr.
Domi who was still a patient in the 
Kelowna Hospital, it was impos­
sible to complete the discussion on 
the project The suggestion boxes 
were opened and they were read to 
the meeting. The recomendations 
in the box proposed fixing and 
completing the Athletic Hall, ond 
improving the park. It was pointed 
out that these must be signed to 
be considered. It was decided to 
hold a competition to find a suit­
able memento of the ' Peachland 
Jubilee. Mrs. Neil Witt W’ill act as 
chairman of the committee.
Recent visitors at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ayres were Mr. and 
Mrs. Earl Donis and Dony. Cam 
and Colleen from St. John. Mr. and. Mrs. Moore's sister, Mrs. E. Bromp 
Mrs. Carl Downes accompanied! ton.
them. Bob Schultz /p e n t  sev- Vancouver and holi-
cra days a the home of his gr,ana- ,
mother, after visiting h.s mother. Hailstone, are
in Nelson #ince his graduation.
of Burnaby are spending the sum­
mer holidays at tlie home of her 
aunt and upcle, Mr. and Mrs. 
Archie Miller.
Rev. and Mrs. Gibson spent the 
weekend visiting at Ashcroft.
Rev. and Mrs. Norman and fam­
ily will UP residence in the 
manse prior to the first of August, 
at which time Rey. Norman will bo- 
tome the new United Church min­
ister. They are currently spending 
a few days holidaying in the dis­
trict.
Holidaying at the old . family 
home ore Mrs. D. Crockett and 
children, of 'Vancouver. Mrs. Croc­
kett is the former Noreen Gummow.
Visitors at the Trepanier Bay Cot­
tages are Dr. and Mrs. Smaill. of 
Vancouver. Other guests arc Miss 
Holly Holset. Ken Moore. Van­
couver and from Coleville, Sask.,
CHURCH SERVICES
' Mrs. B. Davidston and children.
CHRISTIAN 
SCIENCE SOGETY
Comer Bernard and Bortram S t
This Society Is a brandi of The 
M o th e r  CTuirch, The First 
Church of Christ Scientist to 
Boston. Massachusetts.
SUNDAY, JULY 14. 1957
Homing Sendee 11 ajn.
Lesson Sermon; 
•SACRAMENT"
Sunday School, 11 a.m. 
Testimony Meeting, 8.00 pjna. on 
Wednesday.
Reading Room Will Be Open 
on Wednesdava and Satordaya 
3.M to 6 . 0 0  pjn.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCS 
PROGRAM
Every Sunday at 9.15 PJB. 
over CKOV. 630 ko.
W. Lineham is holidaying at the 
totem Ihn. Holidaying at their Trepanier home are Mr. and Mrs. G. Finlyson 
Mrs. H. Watts, George and Mon- and Darleen. They will be joined
ica, accompanied by Mrs. Leach 
and daughter, all of Newton, were 
visitors at the homes of Mrs. Watts, 
RUTLAND — The two local Mr. and Mrs. A. Fhntoff. and Mr.
packinghouses, the KGB and Me- 1  and Mrs. l^ank (3ilham on
Lean & F it^atrick  have been Monica will spend the
working steadily on cherries since j summer holidaying with her grand- 
the beginning of toe month and i mother.
Miss Judy and Miss Sharron Bain
later by Heather who is attending 
the Calgary Stampede.
Mrs. C. C. Heighway and Mrs. 
Hunt arc both patients in the Kel-
The Queen of England has only 
toe negative power of disapproval 
of acts of Parliament. She can veto 
a bUl.
WESTBANK — Mrs. S. Mackay 
has returned from a short visit to 
Pincher Creek, Alta.
Swimming classes are to start 
next Monday at the packinghouse 
beach. In charge will be Kathleen 
Ingram and Pat Shetler.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paynter and 
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Paynter are 
at present on a holiday trip to 
Edmonton.
Visiting at the home of Mrs. 
Hjalmar Jonsson are the following: 
Mr. and Mrs. Buziafc and their 
three children, of North Battleford; 
Mrs. Emma Buziak, of Liliac, Sask. 
and Mr. Walter Waschuk, or Den­
holm, Sask.
The fair board met on Monday 
'evening and made arrangements 
for conducting their annual drice, 
which this year will be made dur 
ing toe week ending July 17.
In hopsital al present are: J. B. 
Wallace^ Edward Tolhurst and Mr. 
T f t t t  Sr.
Mrs. A. Stanley has ; returned 
from a trip to lOO-mile House.
Visiting at toe home of Mrs. John 
Basham at present are Mr. and 
Mrs. Jack Sullivari and family, of 
Vancouver, and Mr. and Mrs. J, 
Basham, Sr., of Penticton.
:6 m
. . . w i t h
SPRING HILL
BRAND
are beguining to pass the peak on 
Lamberts. The crop has been much 
heavier than last year.
In 1956 toe KGE did not have 
enough cherries to jurfify use of 
the cherry grader, but this has 
been operating with a fyll crew 
this season. Cherries from other 
districts are being brought here 
for packing and storing in the *‘CA’’ 
(controlled atmosphere) storage. It 
is expected that the crop will be 
completely harvested by toe mid­
dle of the month.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Dohan and 
their two, children are visiting at 
the home of Mrs. Dohan’s parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. W; Gray. Mr. Do­
han returned to Vancouver at the 
weekend, going by plane from Pen­
ticton, and wUl return later in toe 
month.
Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander and 
family are visiting relatives and 
frends in the Regina tostrict in 
Saskatchewan^
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Freeman and 
son, Douglas, arrived by car from 
Prince Rupert Sunday last to spend 
their holidays visiting at the home 
of Mrs. Freeman’s parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. A. W. Gray.
Mrs. Len Abraham and children, 
of Kamloops, are visiting at toe 
home of Mrs. Abraham’s brother 
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Steve Kornze.
Murray Campbell and Orval 
Sovic of Malllardville, B.C., have 
been visitng at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. F. Bleasdale.
CpL Ken Bond, of toe Enderby 
detachment, RCMP, was a visitor 
at the Boy Scout meeting on Mon­
day evening, when the boys met to 
complete plans for camp. Ken, a 
former Scout, patrol leader and 
assistant scoutmaster of the 1 st 
Rutland Troop, gave toe boys a 
short talk, and also took charge 
of a games period. Plans were 
completed for the three-day camp 
at Belgo Dam, July 14-16.
Visitors at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. P. Spackman are Mr. and Mrs. 
F. Laudan and children, of Van­
couver.
Alberta People 
V is it Relatives 
A t W infield
WINFIELD — Mr. and Mrs. N. 
Hoogers from Stoney Plain, Al­
berta, are guests at the home of the 
former’s brother, Mr. and Mrs. A. 
Hoogers.
R. Krebs motored to Vancouver 
over the weekend, and was accomp­
anied on the return trip by his 
wife and children who had spent a 
week at the coast visiting relatives. 
With them came their niece, Bev­
erly Williams, who will holiday 
here>
Mr. and Mrs. P. Dolsen.and son, 
Billy, and Mrs. Dolsen’s father, Mr. 
Borland, were visitors at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Green.
Mr. and Mrs. J. McCoulrey and 
family spent their holiday on a 




Comer Benuunl end R id ttn
Rev. R  S. Leltch, BA,, BJX 
Minister 
As8i>,^nt
Rev, D. M. Perley, BA„ BJO 
Dr, Ivan Beadle, MusJ)« 
Organist and Choir Directtn*
SUNDAY, JULY II, 1957
11:00 a,m.—
MORNING WORSHIP
Rev, D. M. Perley
7:30 p.m.—
EVENING WORSHIP
' Rev. D. M. Perley
PLANNING NEEDED
Humboldt didn’t grow by chance. 
It’s taken the work, planning and 
foresight of many men and women 
to make it Just a little better than 
the ordinary. Stop right now and 
ask yourself what you are 'doing 
to keep it a good t(^wn.—Humboldt 
(Sask.) Journal.
Spending the weekend in Van­
couver were C. Houghtelling. Don 
Topham and C. Leduke. ,
Holidaying at the Trepanier Bay 
Cottages and visiting at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. C. Leduke recently 
were Gordon Leduke and boys of 
Vancouver, and Mr. and Mrs. Irving 
and family, all of Vancouver.
Dan Blower spent several days 
at the home of his parents last 
week. He was accompanied by his 
cousin, Tom Maher, of Alberni. 
The boys have since returned to 
the coast. Karen Blower accompan­
ied them on their return and will 
spend a holiday at the home of her 
sister and her family, Mr. and Mrs. 
Robinson, of Coquitlam.
Billy Blower left for Alberta 
were he will spend the summer 
months. i
Mr. and Mrs. Pat * Gaynor and 
family are spending a few days in 
town. Mr. Gaynor is a former resi­
dent of Peachland.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gosnell and 
family, of North Vancouver, are 
holidaying at the home of Mrs. Gos- 
nell’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. 
Wilson.
Frorh Fort Assinaboine and visit­
ing at the home of Mrs. A. Wilson 
is her daughter and husband, Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank Williams.
Holidaying in the district and 
visiting his cousin are Mr. and Mrs. 




1165 St. Paul S t 
LIEUT, A. R. JABVIB
SUNDAY MEETINGS 
9.45 a.m.—Sunday School 





Home League Meetisf 
(for women) 
Toesday — 2.00 p.io.
1
m ..
HAS LIFE LOST 
ITS FLAVOR?
If to . . . Christ It thi 
answer. There it no bur* 
den that Christ will not 
help you bear, no tor* 






•‘The Church Without Steps!"
SUNDAY. JULY 14. 1957
MORNING WORSHIP—11 a.m. 
Sermon:
"RE-CREATION AND THE 
CHRISTIAN"
Minister:






and A U  ANGRS' 
CHURCH
(A N Q U e^
Ckmter R td ite r S i u iB  
Sutherland Ave.
Clergy:
VEN. D. S. CATCHPOLB 
REV. CYRIL eXARKE
SUNDAY, JULY 14, 1957
Services Broadcast at 11 a.m. 
on 2nd and Sto Sundays
8 . 0 0  am.—Holy Com'munlon —
(Each Sunday)
9,30 ajn.—Junior Congregation
11.00 aan.—(1st and 3rd Swtdaya)
Holy Communion
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundaya) 
Morning Prayer
7JI0 p.m.—liach Sunday— 
Evensoirg
TO THE.HEAVY-IADEN 
HE EXTENDS A 
SPECIAL INVITATION
Modem oil heel is easy to pay for 
with our Standord Budget Plan
-J‘\ (A. ■:
I
You can forget about seasonal heating bills when 
you iiio pur Standard s Furnace Oil Budget Plop, 
Your payments arc spread over ten months anjl m
k . .  '' . . . . .  . . . . . . . . a e Se f MMl a t
• I i‘
Iniemi or carrying charges are added. We simply 
estimate your total heating oil nreds and divide 
. the cost into ten equal payments.
Standard Heating Oils give you more heat for 
layout money btxauw they arc ipo^o distillcd—
, burn without waste. There's 
.an eoonomieal Stiindard
Seating Oil exactly suited I your reflluirerncots.
Per lATomittilPn on «ny Standord OH product, coll
A. BRUCE PAIGE
I,’-'' ‘ ' r  Mti iiHeoMMt Avo.
l i i m S I l t  Night m eae  BBlI • 7««r
''/S I’vA
Missionary Films 
W ill Be Shown 
A t Grace Baptist
One of the outstanding features 
of the Festival of Mission being held 
next Monday and . Tuesday in Kel­
owna, are the professionally-pro­
duced films of general missionary 
Interest, which will prove of in­
terest to many people.
Sponsored by First Baptist 
Ctourch, the festlval will be pre­
sented in Grace Baptist Ctourch by 
Rev. Orville E. I^niel, PhD, as­
sociate secretary of the Canadian 
Baptist Foreign Mission Board. Dr. 
and Mrs. Daniel have given many 
years of outstanding service in the 
mission field in India. Since 1952 
he has been associate secretary of 
the Canadian Baptist Foreign Mls- 
siojn Board. Last year Dr. and Mrs, 
Daniel made a trip to India for the 
purpose of effecting some great for 
will'd steps in the Baptist mission­
ary enterprise.'
Addre.ssea and films will feature 
colorful drama, stories ’ ih kodaf 
chh>me, and thrilling messages, be - 1  
sides which there will bo ap tof 
(creating ml.ssiona display covering 
50‘feeL of table space, on vow dur- 
ln(|; both afternoons and evenings.
A reception will follow the Tucs; 
day evening service,
ClIILUiREN’S BERVICE «
At 2:30 p.m. Monday a children’s 
service will feature stories, foreign 
songs and a film entitled, **A Boy 
who fell out of a tree In India." 
At 8  p.m. a public service will In­
clude a mbtslonery. nddresa, and a 
film, "EJmply Shoes,*' the bcat- 
prbduced life of William Carey. Mr 
Ciirey,' 1781-1834, was toe English 
Da'ptUt minister largely resport- 
siblc for the formation, in 1702,, of 
the cnrllcst English Foreign Mis­
sionary Society. Ho was the first 
minister Sent but by (he Society, 
arriving In India In 1794 nnd re­
maining there until his death. Wlillo I 
in, India h'c illstUnBulshed himself 
Inithp field of linguistics.
On Tuesday afternoon a service 
ofi special interest to Women wl)l 
bo held, during which the Engilsh- 
pnnduccd film, "From Scenes Like 
Thcse’M hc Wory of an African boy, 
will be shown. At 8  i).m. another | 
public service vrlU be held, with a 
mlssibhary service and the fllnn, 
"Regions , Beyond," after which 
thbro will be a rcccptloln.
FESTIVAL OF MISSIONS
An Outstanding Presentation of 
Foreign Missions
. Featuring: Sound Films, Interesting Displays,
Thrilling Messages
Monday, July 15—CHILDREN’S SERVICE
Featuring stories, foreign songs, and a film: "A Boy Who Fell 
Out of a Tree In India"
8:00—PUBLIC SERVICE
Missionary Address.
Film: “EMPTY SHOES” — best produced presentation of the 
. life of WILLIAM CAREY.
Tuesday, July 16, 2:30—WOMEN’S SERVICE
Special feature: English Produced Film "FROM SCENES 




A very interesting Missions Display covering fifty feet of 
table space is on hand throughout bqth days;
A reception will follow the Tuesday evening service.
Presented by: Dr. ORVILLE DANIEL, Associated Secretary 
of Canadian Baptist Foreign Mission Board. 





GREAT GOSPEL PREACHING 
SOUL-STIRRING MUSIC
SUNDAY, JULY 14, 1957 









Pentecostal Assemblies of 
. Canada





Sabbath School  ------ 9:30 a.m.













Rev, B. Wlngblade. BA.. BD. 
SUNDAY, JUtY 14, 1957
11:00 a.m.—Worship Service 
Presentation of New 
Denomination-wide Program: 
"YEAR OF BAPTIST 
ACHIE’VEMENT”
7:30 p.m.—Evening Service 
"A HIGHWAY FOB OUR 
GOD”
Monday and Tuesday,
July 15 and 10: 
CANADIAN BAPTIST 
FESTIVAL OF MISSIONS
2:30 nnd 8:00 each, day at 
Grace Baptist Church 
Sound Films, C o l o r f u l  
Dramas, Stories in Kodn- 
chrome, Interesting Displays, 
Thrilling Messages, presented 
by; Dr. Orville E. Daniel, As­




Comer Stockwell and 
Ethel Street
SUNDAY, JULY 14, 1957
~9:45 a.m^^Sunday School
(English)
11:06 a.m.—Worship Service 
(German)
7:36 p.m.—
Evangolistic Service (English) 
Topic for evening message: 
“SATAN’S WORK IN THE 
HEARTS OF MEN"
ALL WELCOME





(Next to High School) 
REV. E. MARTIN. Minister
SUNDAY, JULY 14. 1957
9:45 a.m.—








PASTOR — H. CATRANO
EVANGELIST 
JUNE HOOVER
of Spokane,. Wash. 
Sunday —. l i : 6 6  a.m. & 7:36 p.m. 
Tues thru FrL — 7:45 p.m.
Daily Vacation Bible School 
Starting Monday, July 15, 
6:45 p.m.
. WELCOME
How Christian Bclenoe Heals 
“GOD’S CHILDREN 
INHERIT HEALTH” 
CKOV, 630 ko, Sunday, 9.18 pjn.
ZION
Apostolic Church
Pastor: Rev. John D, Francis 
, SUNDAY, JULY 14, 1057 
AH ServlceB at
OK. MISSION COMMUNITY 
HALL
Mission Road 
1 1 : 0 0  a.m.—





Your Family will enjoy this 
family church.
PEOPLE'S MISSION
1 Block South of P.O . 
Rev. R. M. Bourkc
SUNDAY, JULY 14, 1957
l  l :6 0  a .m .-
MORNING WORSHII*
7:15 p .m .-
GOSPEL SERVICE
rev . a m r s .
HENRY KLASSEN
, Misslonarlea from Ecuador
•  KODACHROME SLIDES 
OF ECUADOR AT
ev en in g  serv ice
•  SPECIAL MUSIC
•  TOURISTS WEIX’OME
CKOV Mon,, Wed., Frl., 1:36
■ m P f '
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PRICES EFFECTIVE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY and MONDAY, 
JULY 1 2 ,1 3  and 15
No matter when you shop you w ill always find a complete variety o f ALL Summer Fruits in season at 
SUPER VALU . . .  SUMMER FRUITS are being RUSHED TO SUPER^VALU every day from the fore­
most growing areas. . .  As new crop fruits arrive on the market they w ilf be at SUPER-VALU FIRST.
CHERRIES Local Bings or Lamberts,
Peak e f  the Season .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .  . 2  lb s  4 9
SEEDLESS
Heaping Baskets, 
Fresh Daily -  - . . .  .  -  .  Basket
Sweet and tasty .  .  .  . lb . 2 9
CANTALOUPE »J5, 25c
TOMATOES^ -  2 lbs.45c 





y  /  .*■ f
Libb/s Pure, 48 oz. tin .  .  .  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - t in s
C D  A U T H i D  D i * i y | i y ! C D  vegetables, lean Beef and Gravy.
r i m V N  I  i C P k  V l l l i l w I i i R  Just heat and eat. 24 oz. tin .
' >lt i’l’' ’ 't I* ‘f t> }. li i 1> *' ’ • tl I 'i' t A u  lim, -i',!t!t i
Quartet, packed in handy 4  -  Ws .  .  . . .  .  .  >  .
MASON LIDS Bemardin Wide Mouth.......... . dozen 33c
MASON CAPS Kerr Wide Mouth        dozen 6 5  c
CERTO Liquid, jar ■...;...... ...........................i............ .................... 32c
PAROWAX , ,b pkg . .  19c
DIGESTIVE BISCUITS Peck Frean, 8 oz. pkg.   28c
COLORADO CREAMS Peek Frean, 8 « .  pkg.     34c
BOURBON Huntley & Palmer, 8 oz. pkg............. ...... .......... ; .30C
M ILK AND HONEY Huntley & Palmer, 8 oz. pkg. t . . . . . . . . . .  33c
Summer Drinks
KOOL AID All Flavors, pkgs. ... ....... ................  5 for 29c
TOM COLLINS M IX  Harry Homes, 16 oz. bottle....... . 9 9  c
LEMON BARLEY WATER Robinson’s, 24 oz. bottle ... 79c 
MALT D.C.L., Light, i y 2 lb. tin ....................  85c
Picnic Items
NAPKINS Scotkins, Regular, pkg. ............. ......  2  for 37c
DRINKING STRAWS Pkg oi loo 13c
PAPER PLATES Pkg of n  2  for 39c
DRINKING CUPS >kg 2 8 ... 49c
^  GROUND Fresh Mince^ Beef
or Roast, Grade "A'^ Beef .
2  lbs 6 9 c
lb 7 3 c
\ ' \
iThey's Cheaper by the dozen 2  d o z .  6 5 c
C O O K E D  M E A T S
GRADE "A "  BEEî FRESH SLICED BABY
6  oz. pkg. B L A D E  R O A S T B E E F  L I V E R
2  p k g s  4 9 c
PtM ili L<m^  M o d i C ia d h i%  M a c a ro id  dM M no*
\ lb . 4 9 ^
p •
lb . 4 9 c■ i4 -1 ' ■ ̂  i , ■ ■ ■ t ,
McGAVIN'S TREAT OF THE WEEK
POTATO BUNS




Big 33 oz. jar, only........................
Holds a full 48 oz. juice tin
E a c h  4 4 9 c
Pickles -  Olives
McLaren’s, •
12 oz. jar ............... ”
Libby’i), Ripe, 
5 oz. t i l t .....
Mt. Whitney Colossal, 
16 oz. t in ......  ......
Sweet Wafers McLaren*s, 16 oz. Jaî  .
Rose,
12 oz. Jar .
» ^  BRITISH OOaiMBIA'S OWN 
CHAIN OF rp O D  MARKHS
100% a x .  O W N O  ^ O H R A T O  
^
: I ........................ 1 , 1 , ,  '.' j w wiM"...
I ,
IftlMMlMMI, .lk| 4. *J« I
ATTEND JUNIOR RED CROSS PARLEY
Two girls from Kelowna Sen­
ior High School recently attend­
ed the Junior Red Cross Summer 
Leadership Training Reid at Uni­
versity of British Columbia.
Above picture shows Shairon 
Bunce, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
F. T. Bunce, 761 Leon Ave.', chat­
ting with another Junior Red 
Cross delegate. Also attending the 
conference was Cathie Clark, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. O. 
Clark, 830 Lawson Avenue. The 
girls arrived back in -Kelowna 
earlier this week.
The study centre at UBC was
the first of its kind, held in B.C. 
Some 45 senior high school stu­
dents from all points in the pro­
vince attended the seven day ses­
sion, along with seven students 
from Carmel, San Francisco and 
Oregon in the USA. Purpose of 
the study centre was to give high- 
school JRC members an oppor­
tunity to meet together and lean 
more about various programs of 
Junior Red Cross in order they 
will return to their respective 
schools in the fall and promote 
better projects in their own 
branches.
THE KELOWNA COURIER, Thurs., July 11, 1957
ART EXHIBrnON
The next exhibition in the library 
July 16 to 31 will be pastels, prin­
cipally of local scenes, by Mrs. M. 
A. Grigsby, of Oyairia. The work of 
this fine artist needs no introduc­
tion to her many friends and 
students in Kelowna.
Australian W ill 
Give Talk On
Mrs. C. E. Dickeson, from Aus- 
Itralia, owner of what has been 
termed the world’s most compre­
hensive collection of Wedgewood 
earthenware and china, will speak 
at the Okanagan Regional Library 
[this evening at 8  p.m.
Mrs. Dickeson’s extraordinary 
eollection is primarily comprised of 
pieces dating back to the mid- 
eighteenth century. Historical back­
ground of some of the pieces will 
Ibe given.
The collection is varied. Josiah 
I Wedgewood, born in 1730, at one 
p e r i o d  specialized in perfect, 
finely made white English earthen­
ware, and later derived his inspir­
ation from the European renais­
sance of classic art.
Wedding Rites 
Solemnized
Baskets of Calla lilUcs, delphin­
iums, and white daisies lent lovely 
pastel contrast to the interior of 
First United Church, Kelowna, 
when Lorrein Verna, daughter of 
Mrs. Elma Johnson, R.R. 2, became 
the bride of Mllwyn Donald Dug­
gan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald 
Duggan, of Peachland.
Rev. R. S. Leitch officiated at the 
double-ring rites.
Delicate net over white satin was 
fashioned into bouffant skirt, form 
filling bodice, and beaded bolero 
jacket for the bride’s gown. Red 
roses were her choice for a bouquet 
She was given in marriage by her 
uncle, Mr. Claude Johnson.
The bridal attendant, Mrs. Eric 
Johnson, wore a formal-length 
gown of pale lime green lace over 
matching taffeta.
Stan Duggan, brother of the 
groom, was best man. Acting as 
ushers were'Elbert Johnson and 
Chester Dillian.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs. 
Johnson chose a navy blue dress. 
The groom’s mother also chose blue 
in a paler shade 
Some 100 guests attended a re­
ception at the Aquatic, where the 
groom responded to a toast pro­
posed by Tor Touvilla. Presiding 
at the urns were Carol Ritchey and 
Deanna Carnish. Serviteurs were 
Doreen Duggan and Carol Curtis.
Out-of-town guests included Roy 
A. Janes and family. North Surrey; 
Mrs. Bradford, Mrs. Matenle, and 
Elmore Carlson, of Barriere, B.C.; 
and Pat Lamer, of 70 Mile House.
For their honeymoon, a motor 
trip to the United States, and back 
via Victoria, the bride wore a smart 
navy blue suit, with white acces' 
sories.
Barriere will be the newlywed’s 
home upon return.
Of Interest Here
GIJENMORE — A wedding of in 
crest to Glenmore was solemnized 
in Beulah Alliance Church. Edmon­
ton, <m Saturday, July K when 
Jean Roberts<^ daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs, Jack Robertson of that 
...j, uccame the bride of Floyd 
^tetter, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. E  
Stelter of Glenmore. Following the 
X'remony. a reception was held in 
Park HoteL
. Mr. and Mrs. Stelter left by car 
.or Kelowna where they arc vlsU- 
ng the groom's parents and friends 
n the district.
WESTBANK
WESTBANK; Edward Tolhurst 
lost his- left hand In an accident 
at Gorman Bros. SSawmill here 
Mmday.
His glove got caught In a planing 
machne and the hand became so
badly mangled by the saw that 
Dr. P. A. HuUema rushed him to 
hospital where it was later ampu­
tated.




O f Interest 
To Kelownians
A wedding of interest to I^elow- 
na, where the groom resided before■ vr - ■ .
MOTORING TO PORTLAND . . 
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Minettc return­
ed early last week from a motor 
trip to Portland, Ore, accompan­
ied by their daughter. Miss June 
Minctte, who is on the staff of the 
Rutland high schooL Miss Minctte 
played with the Crowhurst soft- 
ball team while Uiere, these players 
winning three games and the Port­
land team—two. On her return she 
proceeded to Vancouver where she 
will attend summer-school.
Mr. and Mrs. Minette’s daughter. 
Miss Alwilda Minctte, who last 
year attended UBC after teaching 
for five years, is on a motor-trip 
with two companions to Halifa^ 
where they are attending a physi­
cal ed. convention. Travelling via 
UJS., they camped en route, and 
will return the Canadian route.
TO ATTEND CELEBRATION . 
Mrs. C. Goodrich, with her son and 
daughter, will travel to Verden, 
Man. to attend the 75th anniversary 
of the town’s incorporation as 
city, and will visit relatives and 
friends for two or three months.
HERE FROM EDMONTON . 
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ponich 
are the former’s brother, his wife 
and children Paul and Lynn. Mr. 
and Mrs. “Laddie” Ponich, of Ed­
monton. They are also visiting Mr. 





Light . . . Refreshing . , . Pleasing 
Yardlcy Frcssia Cologne
T w o  s izes  $ 1 . 2 5  -  $ 1 . 7 5
New Casual Colognes by Coty . . . Tourbillon, o  AA
Lc Vertige, L’Origan, L’Aimant, each..................
Bourjois New Summer Colognes 
Spice in Ice . . .
Large size bottle.............  ...
On the Wind, Forsl Mist,
U 5
W . R. TRENCH itd
DRUGS — STATIONERY
289 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 3131 (Multiple Phoneii)
MR. AND ivms. CARSON WEISBECK
FORMER LOCAL RESIDENTS MARRIED




f o o d s
A  bouquet of pink carnations 
allied with bridal white created a 
lovely wedding scene within St. 
Theresa's Church, Rutland, July 1 
at 1 0  a.m^ the principals being two 
former residents of Kelowna, Nor­
ma Doreen Cowley and Carson 
Weisbeck. Rev. Fr. Harrison, of 
Rcvelstoke, conducted the double- 
ring nuptial mass for the only 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. Cow­
ley, Cambridge Avenue, Kelowna, 
and the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
M. Weisbeck, RR 2, Kelowna.
Enterhig the church on the arm 
of hci* father, |the bride -was 
radiant in, a full-length gown of 
white lace over bridal satin which 
extended midway down the billow­
ing skirt to a ruffle of net set, in 
scallops. Her bolero jacket of lace 
was fashioned with a Peter Pan 
collar edged with seed pearls, and 
lily-point sleeves. The finger-tip 
veil of illusion ,was held to a 
finely-seeded trio-scalloped crown 
of pearls. She wore her groom’s 
gift, a gold crucifix, with gold ear­
rings, given to her by her mother. 
COUSINS ATTEND 
Bridesmaids, both cousins of the 
grooip, were Misses Janet Sclzlci 
and Kathio Weisbeck, wearing 
wultz-lcngth gowns of net, similarly 
styled, in lime green an mauve rc- 
Bpcctivcly., The identical bolero 
jackets of lace were worn with 
Uower earrings each in the same 
tone as Uic dresses to highlight the 
contrast in color of the attendants’ 
costumes. Both wore wri.st-lcngth. 
flngcrles-s gloves and white pumps 
to cqmplcto their ensembles.
Mr. Ed. Holllzki, the ■ groom’s 
cdualn, ond Mr. Ted Knorr were 
the groomsmen, and Mr. Dnnny 
Weisbeck and Mr, Roy Costa ush­
ered. Ehhanclng the Impi-csslvc 
ceremony were the urgaulst and 
soloist.
After the Domonion Day wedding 
a reception for honqrcd guests and 
Immediate rcluUvca was held at the 
Royal Anne hotel where. Rev Fr. 
Harrison proiwsed tlic toast to the 
bride, to \yhlch the groom respond­
ed, w te r In the day a largo family 
gathering took place at a dinner 
in the church b;»somcnt, where the 
groom’a uncle. Mr., T. Fa'hlmnn. 
presided as loastmuslcr. and where 
a beautlfullyidccoratcd four-tlercd 
wedding cak,o cent reel ,tho bride’s 
table. Servltcum were chosen from 
among the gn»om‘B cousin^; MIseos 
Wilma, Marian and Eileen Woia- 
bcck; hla slatei', Mls-s Diane Wda- 
beck, and Mtoes Shirley and Mary 
llolltzki, Isabel Costa and Bev and 
Sharpn Selzlcr.
Mother of the hililc was attired 
In a duo-tone silk dress of brown 
and yellow, with which she wore 
yellow carnation corsage, while
moving to Alberta, was solemnized 
in Acme United Church. Acmfi, 
Alta, on June 28, when Gloria 
Bernice, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
L. R. Balderson, Carstairs, Alta., 
became the bride of James I^e 
Rosehau, . son of Mrs. Orville 
Schmelke, of Calgary. Rev. A. W. 
Magee performed theh.,4 p.m. cere­
mony.
Given in marriage by her fath­
er, the bride chose a full-length 
gown of nylon lace over white satin 
and' net, the bodice of which was 
fashioned with a Peter-pan collar, 
lily-point sleeves and a dropped 
V waistline. She wore a finger-tip 
veil, and carried a cascade bouquet 
of red rosebuds set in white 
gladioli combined with stephanotis, 
and tied with a nylon lace bow;
A. cousin, three sisters and a 
brother assisted the bride; her 
cousin, Mrs. Betty Bennett, as 
matron of honor, choosing pink for 
her gown; Bridesmaids were Misses 
Marlene and Phyllis Balderson, in 
dresses of green and yellow, while 
flowergirl Miss Gail Balderson, was 
in blue. All wore identically-styled 
dresses of nylon tulle over' glazed 
cotton, matching shoes and gloves, 
large . picture hats, and they car­
ried cascade bouquets of Esther 
Reed daisies. Gail carried a nose­
gay of white daisies. Master Grant 
Balderson was. the ring-bearer.
neckline trimmed in white, as also I
were the raglan sleeves. She wore (.gusins of the bride and groom, 
a corsage of pink carnations. ushered. They were Mr. J. Cecil
For her going-away outfit the Briggs, a cousin of the groom, and
sheath with, a'large bow setting off sang the "Wedding
the empire waistline, apd her ac- pj-ayer.” 
ecssorics all were in summery Acme Memorial Hall was the 
white. ,Mr. and Mrs. Weisbeck left geene of the wedding reception, 
for their honeymoon by car to the where Mr. D. F. McIntosh proposed 
U.S., and have since returned to the toast to the bride, Mr. and Mrs. 
take up residence at Rcvelstoke, pogenau will make their home in 
where both arc employed. | Calgary.
Out-of-town guests included Mr. BIG CELEBliSilbN
and Mrs. James Schaeffer, Sum- qAKVILLE, Ont. (CP) -  Hubert 
mcrland; Mi^ Nat; FaWman, of oldest descendant of Onk-
Vancouver; Mrs. Don Thompson ^  founder. Col. William Chis-
GARDEN PARTY
Lieutenant-6 overnor and Mrs. 
Ross have invted Mayor and Mrs. 
J. J. Ladd to attend a Garden Par­







and Mr. David Thompson, Kam-
was the groom’s grandfather, M r .  of native sons and daughters joined 
J. Fahlmiin. IHio celebration.
n < M
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There’s a man outside who wants 




1555 Ellis SL Dial 2285
HATS and SLIPS 
SACRIFICED
lor this Thurs., Fri., Sat., 
June 11, 12, 13! 
Hurry in!
HATS -  HATS -  HATS
Drastically reduceeJ. Lovely 
summer styles. Some models
“  ...... ....... . 2 .9 5
SLIPS
Broken lines. Sizes 32 - 42. '
1 .9 8  and 2 .4 9  1 ^ .  
B A T H IN G  S U IT S
A new shipment of small sizes Courtesy is our 
has just arrived. Drop in
Don't Forget Fri. Nite and meet  our
is shoppers' nite! fnendly stair.
453 Bernard Phone 2501
i l l l H
Now at Rockgas Propane Limited, the new miracle Gurney Range 
that is preferred by housewives everywhere!
Completely Automatic This 




W O N D E R F U L  
I N  C O F F E E !
•  Magic temperature control burners thai auloinutically 
heat at any desired temperature.
•  Oven-Vu window.
•  Sntoklcss broiler
•  Centre simmer surface burners.
•  A.G.A. and C.G.A. approved.
Enjoy This More Economical, Faster, 
M ore Convenient Range.
DOWN
24 months to 
pay on the 
biialiice.
Made lor Roeitgas or Natural Gas
Remember gas is our Wc have over 30 years experience st) deal wilh cimlidcnce
All licensed gas Utters.
' m
.. ... . . ... ,,




526 BERNARD AVE LIMITED
Largest Selection of Gas Appliances In Kelowna
p h o n e  2244
ft k
• - 1  ■ -rii
ly
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p t,’4s> • f ,
U'S'l: i
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l a r K ^ s
Exceedingly Complex


















old'foshioncd kitchen. You can take 
that from a group of modem house­
wives. Sure she had to pump water 
maybe from the well to do her was 
ing. She possibly had to saw her 
own wood and cart it to the stove. 
But that was a cinch compared to 
some rnodern housewife's troubles 
with a miracle, kitchen.
Manufacturers have given us 
beautiful looking products, but 
sometimes it seems you've got to 
buy a service man with every pack­
age. We’ve got the greatest assort­
ment of gadgets, small and large 
appliances assembled In one gener­
ation, but don't be surprised if "The 
Rise and Fall of the Modern Ameri 
can Kitchen” becomes a tome to 
charm future generations.
Why? Because you can’t exi.st 
without the service m an-but he 
can e.xist without you.
It sometimes taxes four weeks to 
get a washing machine back in 
service again, housewives testify 
A broken dishwasher esm mean 
six weeks back at the sink. Ovens 
have so many 'time savers" that can 
go bloey that one or another of them 
may be on the blink for nigh on to 
the life of the oven. The refriger 
ator has become a work of art (and 
almost as expensive as an old 
master) but some of its great talk­
ing points are its weakest links— 
plastic meat drawers, vegetable 
bins, cheese holders, egg bins, 
fashioned with what sometimes 
seem to be the most vulnerable 
metal fastenings ever contrived. 
One housewife has been waiting 
six-months to have a year-olU-re- 
frigerator refitted with new inner 
doors.
One local repairman I know has 
standard excuse for not repaining
A service man who was asked to 
look at a brand new • refrigerator 
that wouldn't refrig did so live 
times without dlKovering, as a com­
pany representative did. that he had 
forgotten to remove the batting 
around the freeilng compartment 
when he installed the unit. Such 
incidents are not rare.
'What’s the solution?
Should the company give every 
housewife a course in servicing ap­
pliances in her own kitchen?
Or should every purchaser of 
new kitchen equipment get a re­
pair ’robot thrown in the deal He 
could live in a trailer close by and 
be summoned by buuer for every
emergency. The only trouble is 
he'll need an a$.<ilstant.
The easiest - solution may be to 
go back to th(>se time-honored 
basement tubs that look pretty In­
viting after you get tha t'b ill for 
repair of a slight mishap to ,the 
washing machine.
Cooking outdoors has become 
such a hobby that perhaps we 
ebud learn to do without stoves 
completely. (Modem outdoor cook­
ery units have .warming ovens and 
roasting units as well as lovely 
spits.)
If dishwashers continue to be a 
headache, perhaps we could go back 
to the old wash and dry system or 
use paper plates for every meal.
Varied Program Presented By Guest 
Artists And Students At Academy
TEATIME TOPICS
No quitter is Kelowna’s Lady- 
of-the-Lake Doreen Serwa, when 
it comes to trying for $5,000. 
Above, she is catight in the act 
of trying to photograph the Ogo- 




Fifteen more local candidates 
have been successful in examina­
tions held recently by the ^ y a l  
Conservatory of Music of To^nto 
in Kelowna. Names have been ar­
ranged in order of merit:
Grade X piano. Heather L. Wat­
son. honors: Joan Carlson, honors; 
Lorraine Tupman, pass; Della Haig, 
pass.
Gtade V^II piano, Euphemia K. 
Fenton..
Grade VI piano, Sharon R. Nor- 
than and Karen Truss, equal, pass; 
Constance R. Morrison, pass.
Grade V piano, Elizabeth Mowat, 
honors;
Grade IV piano, Carol A. Patro, 
pass; Enid E. Bieller, pass.
Grade III piano, Judith Johnson, 
honors; Ntireen Hardy, pass.
Gcnde II piano. Linda L. Atkin­
son, pa.ss; Richard C. Long, pass.
Grade VIII violin, Clive Spiller, 
pass.
■ ’A',s- -.y. \ ,'y
A PALE IMITATION
hoping to pass it off as the real 
thing. The $5,000 prize is being 
offered through the courtesy of 
the Canadian Travel Bureau for 
an authentic picture of the friend­
ly denizen of Lake Okanagan, but 
the impressive list of judges
would probably never accept 
Doreen’s substitute,. any way. The 
Hawaiian background is the mofif 
for this year’s Regatta, August 
7-10,
—Photo by George Inglis
ianadian Consumers' Group Asked 




“Should I buy household equip 
ment on the instalment plan? Am I 
paying too much for small un­
secured loans? How dp I know ex­
actly how much these loans cost 
nruch can I afford to
>rrowr’
These are some of the questions 
relating to consumer credit that the 
Canadian Association of Consumers 
are asked.
In a news letter to The Courier, 
the association said that while 
they could not offer individual ad­
vice, the national executive felt 
that a statement of CAC’s policy on 
credit buying, and some general 
principles for guidance to borrow­
ers might be helpful.
CAC suggests the following points 
as a guide to more intelligent bor­
rowing by consumers:
Always explore the possibilities 
of borrowing^ from your commercial 
bank before 'undertaking an instal­
ment contract or a small loan from 
a finance company. Bank rates are 
much lower—if you can get a loan.
Always find out the price at 
which you could buy the article you 
are interested in for cash. Don’t be 
satisfied with a ’list price.’ The list 
price or the price tag often includes 
an amount to cover some financing 
something to 'knock off for cash. 
Insist thqt service charges be cal­
culated on the true cash pride and 
show'n os an 'effective' annual per­
centage rate based on that price.
Realize that you are in a strong 
position if you have made a large 
down payment. You pre entitled to 
ask for n lower rate of Interest be­
cause the merchant's loan to you 
is morp fully secured. You owe him 
less, yet he still retains title to 
your car or washing machine, and
itaelpo tor
SNOWBAUS
I c a p ^ ^loattitfisi
HMPtMfW-
’(«
•  Put tlBs. raUlna 
and A ll-B ran 
through the chop­
per. Add syrup 
end mix well.
•  Shape* mixture In­
to small balls 
about 1 Inch in 
diameter, ILoll in 
sugar. Store In 
tlgntly covered 
conlelner in cool 
place.
•  Yield tX dozen AH-
Bran Bn((WbalU.
•If mixture eeeme dry, 
add trMher tablespoon 
jdayvup.
stands to lose little or nothing if 
you fail to make payments and 
he repossesses the article. ,
If you can’t afford to pay 10 per 
cent .down, you probably can’t af­
ford this purchase. ■
If you need more thart two years 
to pay, you probably can’t afford 
this purchase. ,
Revolving budget ' accounts are 
expensive: Why are ‘ you willing 
to pay at least 1 2  cents extra per 
year on every $ 1  you owe for the 
privilege of running a budget 
charge account Don’t yield to this 
temptation to pay interest charges 
on tooth paste arid bobby pins 
In 1956, the letter, states, con­
sumer credit reached an all time 
high in Canada, amounting to 12 
per cent of disposable income. The 
daner point is considered to be 2 0  
per cent and this, in many cases, 
has been passed.
Here are facts that turned up in 
a lecture before a CAG group: 
Unless your total debt exceeds 
2 0  per cent you w ill. usually be 
extended new credit for instalmen 
buying.
Sixty-nine per cent of credit is 
granted on non-porishable goods 
which are reclaimable.
Rates of interest vary from 18 
per cent per annum up.
n ie  letter continues: “CA<p de­
plores advertising based on at? 
tractlng the customer by so-called 
‘•easy termis’̂ rather than by good 
merchandise. We also consider 
highly misleading advertising which 
quotes prices only in terms of 
monthly payments with no refer­
ence to total price or the number 
of months to pay. Also to be con­
demned Is the high prtjssure solic­
iting of business by small loan 
pmpanles. Again, however, it ts 
uesUonablc whether control by 
legislation would be effective or 
desirable here. We believe that in 
the long run public education is 
the only real solution;"_______
Social Credit 
Picnic July 17
Okonagon Social Credit Group 
is planning a picnic at the new 
Summerland-Pcachland park next 
Wednesday, July 17, when ten and 
coffee will Im supplied. .Those, at­
tending are asked to take along a 
basket lunch, and If transportation 
's'required, to phone 231't or
Tea Proceeds 
To Help Guide
By MARY BURKE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
How would you like to make a 
hit as a speaker at your next meet­
ing or sparkle as a conversation­
alist?
Mrs. Earl Baker, a Bostonian who 
IS active in Toastmistress Inter­
national work, recommends house­
wives to speak up—preferably in 
public — for confidence, success, 
poise and knowledge.
As soon as you get up in the 
morning you should start express­
ing yourself, first by catching little 
slips in grammar. Begin to expand 
your vocabulan^. Enunciation and 
pleasing voice, not too high- 
pitched, are important,” she says.
Whether you’re in the butcher 
shop or on the podium, by using a 
catchy punch line, clear, concise de­
livery and a strong closing sentence, 
you’re on the way to making a hit.” 
The ultimate, she says, for a wo­
man speaker addressing more wo­
men is to appear in a smart en­
semble. Make your speech leaving 
the women wondering what you 
wore
"This outlaws dangling earrings, 
rattling bracelets arid gaudy jewel­
ry and makes room for a plain 
dress and an attractive hat—effect­
ive but not distracting.”
For the«timid woman, Mrs. Baker 
suggests she keep up-to-date. Check 
current events, sports, and politics.
, Then, in talking to people, you 
start hi on something and if you 
draw a blank try another topic. As 
sooif as you have caught their in­
terest they will take over and think 
what a fine conversationali^ you 
are!
COLORFUL GARB
If you want your menfolk to look 
fashionable at the factory and on 
the farm, you can cast aside the old 
blue overalls and give them some 
of these ensembles that are part of 
"a new era in men's work
Airs. Percy .Andrews music pupils 
gave a pleo^ng recital in the Oka­
nagan Academy auditorium recent­
ly when Leonard Andrew’s, his 
mother's first music pupil, now a 
third-year theology student at 
Canadian Union College, Lncombe. 
Alta., played his baritone horn, 
arid also the piano. ■ Dr. A. W. N. 
Druilt was master of ceremonies.
Other artists included Mr. Jamc^ 
Vcitch, Okanagan Academy prin­
cipal. and' band conductor, gave 
selections on his euphonium, and 
Mrs. Lee Rae-Neilson, of Brandon. 
Man., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy 
Schram, (^rtsmar Road, sang vocal 
selections. Floyd Saylor, piano and 
piano-accordion instructor, also en- 
tertain()d with several .selections.
The program consisted ‘of the 
following . numbers; a group of 
piano and vocal duets by the Nairne 
twins, the former being, ”A Jap­
anese Toyman” and “Sunrise Trail." 
arid the latter, “When You’re 
Smiling” and ’’’Let’s all Sing as the 
Birdies Sing."
PIANO SOLOS
Donna Burgey played two piano 
solos, “Hide and Seek” and “The 
Surf Rider,” and these were fol­
lowed by Leonard Kapinick, -who 
played “’Indian Wigwam” ns a 
piano solo. Pianist Shirley Bunting 
played, “In a Goldfish Bowl” and 
'The Unfinished Symphony,|^ fol­
lowed by Sharon Blaskovits in a 
solo, "The Butterfly, and Sharon 
and Lynda in a duet; “Hey, Diddle 
Diddle.”
A trumpet quartette came next, 
after which Eleanor Armbruster 
gave a piano solo entitled, “In 
Dreamland,” followed by ■ Beverly 
Duritt’s piano solo, “Irish Harp” 
and Vicky Loran, who played “Star 
of the Sea;” Donnabelle Harrop, in 
The Spinnirig Song” and another 
pupil who played “Minuet.” 
Yvonne Glanzer was next, play­
ing hCT piano- solo, 'Waltz of the 
Flowers,” after which Mrs. Rose
TltE RCLOWNA COtBltR 




The department of trade and 
commerce announces that, stand­
ards have been set up for measur­
ing cups and spoons.
This marks the successful c<n- 
elusion of the combined efforts of 
the Canadian Dietetic AsscKlation. 
the Canadian Home Economics As­
sociation and ’ the Canadian As­
sociation of Consumers 'to  secure a 
standard for manufacturers of 
these articles.
Canadian cooks, both in families 
and institutions will be able to have 
cups and spoons of standard size, if 
manufacturers follows recommend­
ed • standards.
Local Socred Women 
Welcome New Members
Social O edit group of Kelowna 
held Its regular meeting at the 
home of Mrs. Roy Owen last week. 
After the usvlal business several 
new members wciT welcomed and 
a social ewning followed.
Mi'S. W. Perkins won the door 
prize. Serving of ix'frosiunenis 
brought the meeting to a close.
FOB QUICK RESULTS 
COURIER CLAS8FIKP8
& e s t i o n
T A B L E T S
MAD« IN I NOt A HO




Neilson. sang “Home” and “Smllin 
Through." A group of piano solos 
were played by; Betty Gustavsen, 
“Black Hawk Waltz;" Lynda An­
drews, “Merrie Oldc England" and 
Leonard Andrews.
Mr. James and I.eonard Andrews 
played two b.nitone horn duets; 
‘ Memories" and ’Can’t You Hear 
Me Calling. Caroline?" after which 
Floyd Sayler gave piano and horn 
solos, and Len Andrews’ piano solo 





WeIs t b ANK -  On Friday after- 
aodn the Girl Ouldea held n ten and 
>nke sale in the Youth Centre. Tlie 
iroceeds of the tea were presented 
o Marilyn Mnddock as pocket 
noney for her trip to the World 
tuldo Camp to be held at Doc 
Lake, Ontario, in August.
Mrs. Marsh, of Kelowna, commls- 
iloncr for the district,, presented 
hr AU?Round Cord to Joan Ingiram 
ntd the Ooli Cord to Marilyn
. Aiiother feature of the afternoon 
vvaa the •'rijrup’’ wremony, in 
/vhich live Brownie* flew up to the 
Guldea. They W|6 re: Joyce IIop- 
kln#, OInny Maddock, Judy. Jolrn- 
ton, jSharon Drought and Hazel 
Taylor.
clothes,” according to the'National 
Garment Manufacturers Associa­
tion which staged a fashion show 
in Toronto.
The work clothes included a lime 
green outfit, and a zippy deep- 
brown, black and white shirt with 
trim’ short sleeves, going with 
brown corduroy trousers flecked 
with black.
A black and white striped jacket 
was shown with white ducks for 
the flashier look. A, boon to house 
wives, the red-checked slacks had 
stitched-down creases, requiring no 
ironing.
SAUCip FOR CHICKEN
Ingredients; 1  egg, beaten; J-i cup 
salad oil; Vi cup butter, salted; 1  
cup cider vinegar; 1  tablespoon salt;
teaspoon paprika; 1  teaspoon 
seasoning, teaspoon pepper.
Add oil and butter , to beaten egg 
and bent until blended, Combine 
with other ingredients. (Seasonlnga 
may be varied to suit the tastC;) 
Yields (lufficient sauce to baste two 
to three broilers, or four to six 
halves, ,
Let broilers stand in, sauce, re­
frigerated, 1  to 2  bourse? before 
cooking, If desired. Hot pan drip­
pings may be iwurcd oyer hot 
chicken or served separately. 
DFSBERT TIP 
To add piquancy to your dessert 
of (r«‘Hh berries or peach slices, add 
a dollop of sweetened sour cream
LAKE LEVEL
Lake Okonagon level was 102.07 
Monday, Alderman Treadgold told 
council, This is the lowest since 






GLENMORE — *Stephen Willett 
left recently for Smithers wThere 
he will be employed by the B.C 
Forestry Dept, for the summer 
months.
Mrs. R. G. McTaggart and young 
son, Kerry, are holidaying in Tim­
mins, Ont.
Mrs. F. R. Brown is a patient in 
the Kelowna General Hospital.
Mrs. John MacDonald, of Van­
couver, is a visitor at the home of 
her father, Chas. Henderson.
Mrs. M. Maciejewski and. young 
son, Kelly, of Vancouver, are 
ispending two weeks at the home of 
the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
G. H. Reed.
Hi Stuart, of Nelson, has visited 
the past week At the home of his 
brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and 
Mrs. W: R. Hicks.
Mri. and Mrs. Murray Brown, of 
Prince George, are renewing ac­
quaintances in the district.
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Sauer left on 
Sunday for their hoipe at Red Deer, 
Alta., after spending three weeks 





Summer flowers decorated Rut­
land United Church for a lovely 
afternoon wedding uniting Shirley 
Jemima Church, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. J. A. (jhurch, of Rutland, 
and Svend Emil Chrisiansen, whose 
parents, Mr. ad Mrs. C. Christian­
sen, live in Denmark. Rev. P. H, 
Mallett officiated.
Given in marriage by her father, 
the bride chose a gown of white 
lace over taffeta, and a fingertip 
length veil She carried a bouquet 
of red roses.
Mrs. Marjorie Neiser, the bride’s 
sister and attendant, wore a. pastel 
blue gown, fashioned of net and 
taffeta, and carried pink carna­
tions.
Best man was Mr. Paulmer Hodg­
son. Mr. W. P. Mackie and Mr, 
Darrel Hodgson acted as ushers.
During the signing of the reg­
ister, Mrs. Pearl Slater sang 
’Wedding Prayer,” accompanied by 
the organist, Mrs. E. C. Mugford.
For her daughter’s wedding, Mrs. 
Church wore a blue dress of nylon 
and rayon, with white accessories 
and a corsage of pink carnations.
Follbw i^ the cererriony,' some 
1 . 1 0 0  guests’ attended a reception in 
the United (ihurch. Hall, where 
clusters of.red roses decorated the 
bridal table which was centred by 
a three-tiered wedding cake.
Serviteurs were Mrs. Jean Fitz­
patrick, Miss Sharon Elliott, and 
Mî ss Donna Anderson.
The groom responded to a toast 
proposed by Mr. Art Green.











y O U R O P lf^
A S A  TRADB-IN O N  A
SUPER DELUXE MODEL 7303
COMPtETBLY AUTOAMTIC
30 ' GAS RANGE
Take advantage of this money­
saving offer to modernize your 
kitchen with Findlay’s latest, 
most up-to-date gas range. Fully 
automatic •— with Thermal F.ye 
Control; Oven Time Clock Con­
trol and completely automatic 
ignition with lOO'̂ ii safety shut­
off in oven. Guest-size oven; 
finger tip elevator broiler; in­
dividual removable burner grids 
and drip bowls.
Save dollan and gef the finest in controlled cooking
THERMAL EYE
Left front burner equipped with 
Thermal Eye r-watebes cooking. 
Maintains exact beat desired for 
frying, boiling, warming. All 
pMs automatically controlled.
AUTOMATIC OVEN TIME 
CLOCK CONTROL
Set your temperature, set your 
time and leave it. The control 
does your baking and roasting 
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Straws In your choice of colors. 
To go at
one price ................ 1.95
BELTS Values to .3,0.1HATS ■All our better summer hats.
1 .0 0  and 1.25
COTTON SHORTIE
PYJAMAS
Variety of shades 
and patterns .. ....
SHORTIE
Night Gowns 
3 .95  to  5 .9 5
Still n good variety of
SUN TOPS




1% c. •iirtM iftM i all- 
flaiMT




% Hp. Itallnfl soda
I c. Ona arMHitolMl •offat
Add
V̂i c. (ob ihartsnlnfl 
Prepara
I X. wall-ma«liad dps 
babana
and odd half to floor mixture 
okmowMb 
aogtt
Boot 3(X) tirokat by bond, or 
wBh stsetTk ndxer at 
ipood for 2 mint.
Add ramoMno tnoibed bononoi* 
I ' MiHp. miiM« /
'ji{ Vt t*p>. olmaiMl SKiratt
I  a  itopt. mlA
i  andboot 150tlrok*sor I mini
EoMh
Mi «. ciMiptwd poem* op
Turn Vito orsotad  tool pan, 
X 4%' iBsIdi* 
nwowraL lliivd wMi opHMiMi 
woxod prifNir or hiAlkilMtVt 
modorol* ovwv 350*# cOtoul
1 hotirfa
YteWi One loof coke.
f Over 4 0en«Hillont
I of Gmqdbns hav0  
I depended m  Magic 
I for fin*r*l«Ktured 
I  baked goodi. You 
I  can always rely M 




0  TOE KELOWNA COUEIEI. Huui^ ia lr  11. 1S97
SAVE BY THE CARTFUl SAFEWAY'S
I
Mayonnaise T "  45c
39cTuna Fish
C s i m # % n  Pink Dover Leaf, 
^ a l i n U n  Fancy, 7 ^  oz. tin ......
Fruit Salad Hunt’s Choice, 15 oz. t in s .....
Instant Coffee'4 ’
Shredded Wheat 
2 for 43c Grapefruit Juice
Edwards 15c Off Deal, 6  OZ. jar .  . ^1.36 J u l y  1 2 ,  1 3 ,  1 5
Nabisco, 12 o z .p k g .. .  L  f o r
Peaches S™ f  2 for 49c Toilet Tissue
Town House, 48 oz. tin .  i t  f o r
Purex . . . . . . . .  f t  r o l l s  f o r




Canterbury Orange Pekoe Q Q
and Pekoe, Pkg. of 120 .....  ^ l e O #
Town House Choice, 
28 oz. tin 27c
Detergent
Maple Leaf Liquid. Free Coaster Offer.
24 oz. tin ........... ................... ....................... .
Juice Containers
Plastic.





12 oz. pkg. .............. ........... ..............
Potatoes
French Fried Frozen.
Bel-Air, 9 oz. pkg. ....... ........ ....
Orange Juice
Frozen Bel-Air,
6 oz. tin ........:.... ............... .............
Ice Cream
2  for 3 7 c
2  for 3 5 c
2  for 2 9 c
LARGE EGGS
, Breakfast Gem, Farm Fresh, |







Quarts.... ............ ........ ........ ....  each 4 7 c
H A W A IIA N
Large, Medium, Small.
Each ........ ................ .......... .........
NYLONS—Adorable Brand.
51 Guage, 15 Denier. All Sizes....
Taste Tells, ft
11 oz. bottles ............ ..... .....  ..... A for 0 3 C
....... ..pair
$ 1 . 4 9  
5 9 c
CampbeU’s Tomato or Vegetable.
IT) oz. tins............. .....1................:....... 4  for 4 9 c  t Medium ......
BAMBOO WEAVE
. .... 2.95 Small ..........
.... 1.95 Set of Three .......
A T T E N T I O N !
ENCYCLOPEDIA OWNERS
All volumes from to .i 25 have now been ofTered for B.ile, Please 
check your set for improperly printed or missing volumes. All books 
will soon be removed from sale . . .
ROUND
h's BARBECUE rn»
See our complete line of Meats for your Barbecue. . .
Cut just the way you want it.
l b .  7 5 ’A real barbecue treat - -
Cut Extra Thick,
Grade Red . . . A 16 8 9
G ro u n d
Union Brand, I  lb. cello pkg.
PORK SP ARE R IK
5 9
Lean. For Hamburgers outdoors.
lbs,
Come in and see our Barbecue
n«monstration on Friday and Saturday
A must for your Barbecue . Ih. \s
r  ■
, ' ' ■  I, ■ , . ,
A p r i c o t s
Moorparks. . .  Juicy and firm to e a t . .  for canning too!
Pound 18-ib. Case.
Field Tomatoes
Local . . .









2 ii„ . 4 9 c
lb. 1 9 c
......11). 1 5 c
1 0 ,(„  5 5 c
IVo ttservo Ilu9 right to limit quantities.
'v
' ' I
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Electronic A ge W ill See M an y  
Changes W ith in  N ex t Few Years
It’s a case of “when in Kelowna, 
do as the Hawaiians do” these 
days, with the International Kel­
owna Regatta going on an Island 
jag, and the motif from the glam­
orous Pacific tourist heaven 
dominating the water show. No
PLEASE, NO HULA
one ’'i s '  Mfe ffbm th e ' influence, 
either,. as one of Canada’s top 
divers found when he arrived in 
Kelowna last week to begin 
training under Dr. George Athans, 
Kelowna’s diving doctor. Above, 
Lome Hale of Peterborough,
third-ramking Canadian diver, is 
seen being introduced to the 
Ogopogo, the Regatta dates and 
Hawaian lei all at the same time 
by the gracious reigning Ladyrof- 
the-Lake, Doreen Serwa.
—Photo by George Inglis.
RENOVATE FORMER MISSION
By DOROTHY GELLA1LT
Lakeview Heights, the VLA post­
war project across the lake from 
Kelowna, has grown so fast that for 
some time now residents have found 
thcriiSelves sadly in need of a cen­
tre in which to meet, and to hold 
social activities, but 'Lakeview 
Heights Women’s Institute, with 
the generous help of business firms 
and individuals, plans to do some­
thing about it as a centennial pro­
ject."
. This Institute b y  thc^ way, meet­
ing in convention this year, found 
the group the second largest Wo­
men’s Institute in the South Okan­
agan, Ifom Oyhipa to O^yooa and 
ns far wcM<i(Si'K|tiremcos.̂  Penticton 
•iiylth 43 members,' surpassed it; 
now  ̂ with a memborshiij of 43 
Dnkcvlcw Heights may be in first
{lINsioN DDILDINb
 ̂ Sotne months ago, thanks to the
Surveyors' Errors 
Led To Piscovery 
Of Rich Resources
WINNIPEG (CPI — A giant Con- 
adiun mining industry has grown 
because of two big mistakes.;
The Industry Is responsible f,or 
Canudo’s role ns the world's larg­
est nickel pjxKluccr. And R. D. 
Parker, vice-president of the In- 
ternntifliuil Nickel Company, said 
in Winnipeg recently that the mli- 
takes were these:
1. A survey party locating a new 
line for the Canadian Ihiclfio Rail­
way went miles oft course lit 1083; 
and us a result construction men 
had to blast thihugh a strange out­
crop of ruck. The peculiar reddish 
outcrop was copper-nickel, an d  
prcrapcctors followed to s t a k e  
claims. The area now Is tho site of 
Inco’s Sudbury mine, which pro­
duces nearly 16,000,TWO tons of ore 
6 ycttr.
2 . A decision by a group of Ohio 
capitalists to build tho . Central 
Ontario Railway lo ojwu up Iron dc- 
p<wHa III north Hastings County, 
Ont. IctI to the dls^vcry ihai the 
magnetic iron ores were unsuitable 
R»r slneUlng. To Wilvage the In- 
vestment, lh« line was cxicaidcd lo 
a new ihlnlng oren.’
Tho wandering survey parly, and 
H w  line ilial might havci bwn » 
financial flop, conibincd to build 
luco. The glanl llrm now la launch­
ing « |IWAKRMK» phOwsl projccl In 
Norlltera Btaoliob*. ,
thoughtful generosity of S. M. 
Simpson Ltd., who owns the pro­
perty at the mouth of Bear Creek, 
the W.I. was offered the old Carlyle 
mission which stood on this land, 
at a very nominal sum. Grateful for 
this offer, members promptly ac­
cepted it. and with the'hope of a 
community hall as a centennial pro­
ject for Lakeview Heights, made 
plans accordingly.
The only stipulation in cojinci:;/ 
tlon with this offer |s thpt'^omc- 
thing of the historical significance 
of th o . building or its background 
bo retained, and this the Ihstitute 
ia eager to do'. For some years 
Father. Carlyle carried on mission 
work for the Roman Catholic 
church here, though it is under­
stood that the house originally was 
built for,, oC by, a map named 
Childers, brother of the wcll-kno\vn 
writer of that name. Of pre-fubrl- 
ented construction, the house was 
shipped, in sections, as a wedding 
present to Mr, and Mrs, Childers 
from his parents. It was lost cn 
route however, and strayed to a 
Bear Cixckiln Alberta, but ovenlu- 
ally ending up at Its rightful de­
stination, By that time'winter had 
set in and pouring concrete for tho 
planned basement was aU impossi­
bility. As’ a consequence, it was 
Placed en cedar beams, right on the 
ground, and it is interesting to 
Icnrn that these beams, or logs, 
were as good ns ever when the 
hou.se was torn down.
pears that this isn’t going, to be 
much of a problem cither. A con 
Crete basement in which the kit 
chen will be situated, is planned 
and already bulldozing work for 
this basement has been donated by 
VLA resident Roy Sandberg. Sec 
tions, and lumber from the old 
building, were hauled by Hans Peter 
son, who freely offered his three 
ton truck for the job. Others help 
cd, too, and In.stitute members and 
their husbands loaded and unload 
cd the material. At present Institute 
members are holding nail-pullihg 
sessions three times u week, with 
a view to getting the lumber ready 
for use In re-building. Many offers 
of future help olready are forth 
corning, even to volunteer labor in 
the installation of the plumbing.
With such enthusiasm evident 
among rcsident.s generally, ther 
seems little doubt that this com 
munity hall will open next year as 
the worthwhile cciitennlnr project 
of Lakeview Heights 'Women’s In 
stituto. ■
(EIDITOR’S NOTE: This is the 
third in a scries of three articles on 
Electronic Age career opportunities. 
The firs,t an introductory, was an 
interview with Vancouver NES of­
ficial Leslie C. Morrison. The sec­
ond, in last Monday’s Courier, by 
Mr. Morrison himself, concerned 
business office automation. Courier 
staffer Norman Gotro, in this final 
article, surveys, generally, the fas­
cinating shape of things, job-wise, 
to come “BEYOND TOMORROW.”)
By NORMAN GOTRO
“What may seem fantasy today 
can be realistic fact tomorrow.” 
These are the words of a noted 
physicist of the General Electric 
Company.
His attitude is prophetic.
The world has listened to other 
prophets for decades, among them 
the brilliant, who said Of steam 
engines, automobiles, flying ma­
chines and atom splitting—“it can’t 
be done.”
PLANNED CAREERS
But B.C. federal officers picture 
an age where careers have three 
basic lasts. They contend their con­
cept is supported by impressive in­
dustrial evidence, and add “if those 
with eyes to see will stop to look.” 
Vancouver government man Les­
lie C. Morrison, declares modern 
careers should be aimed at plan­
ning, designing, management. Any­
thing else is incidental. Chief rea­
son, he offers, is a swiftly-expand­
ing Electronic Age.
But he makes no comment about 
the Age of Space.
Science says the Age of Space is 
the product of the Electronic Age.
Starting this year in the United 
States, President Eisenhower’s 
Earth Satellite Vehicle program is 
beginning to pack a wallop for the 
imagination.
It’s creiating^a headache for per 
sonnel officers, to find men and 
Women suitable for advanced work 
in;
Engineering, craft specialization, 
technology.
Research science, physics, chem­
istry, radio-astronomy.
Managing super-colossal projects 
Teaching designers the new 
“astro-design looks.”
Space medicine, nursing, psy­
chology, bacteriology, biology.
Chronology— t̂he diary of man’s 
effort to conquer space, 
Eisenhower’s ESV pi*6 gram has 
been hailed by moderns as man’s 
greatest triumph, heralding new 
life for all.
Supporters say ESV will:
Bring peace; prevent disease; 
cure plane and .car crashes; keep us 
younger; harness the weather; save 
money and work for homeowners; 
trim taxes; make multimillionaires 
out of millionaires: and wipe out 
unemployment forever.
SKILL AND TALENT 
Whether ESV does all of these 
things or hot, certainly, it’s pro­
viding a lot of work for a lot of 
people.
The clamor for skill and talent 
is greatest in scientific and in­
dustrial history.
It’s costing Americans billions. 
And it looks like somebody, may­
be soon, is going to explore the 
Moon.
But important here is tho fact 
ESV is a program of research, ex­
perimentation, development, plan­
ning, managing man's eventual ex­
ploration of deep space. Americans, 
Russians, British and West Ger•̂  
mans are involved in the race to 
be first to launch artificial satel­
lites of earth.These will act as
“jumping off' stations for journ­
eys to outer space.
The program caught mankind not 
too well prepared:
While experts maintain space 
science will bring us more benefits 
than the entire 2 , 0 0 0  years of 
Christian civilization,” giant cor 
porations are trying to find more 
experts to implement the program 
Fantastic?
Not quite. The Kelowna Courier 
a week or so ago, pointed up in a 
news story, the fact, that for just 
plain, old-fashioned, multimillion- 
dollar industrial development, right 
here in B.C.. job men are crying 
for skilled help.
In fact, a number of big indust­
ries, every once in awhile, raid one 
another for good men—and women.
One reason the civil service is 
shorthanded, says a Civil Service 
Association spokesman, is because 
industry is enticing personnel away 
with top pay offers and double the 
security of government jobs.
ESV, industrial trends, profes­
sional and government services sup­
port NES officer Leslie Morrison’s 
contention: work is moving into a 
simple, three-pronged arrangement 
of planning, designing and manage­
ment
The Electronic Age, doorstep to 
space, must be the training ^hool 
for the men and women who live 
beyond tomorrow.”
Misfits will be outlined sharply 
in 1965.
And that gives today’s high 
school graduates a three-year 
break, because, say personnel men, 
just five years from now, life as 
we know it in 1957 won’t be re­
membered too clearly.
NEW WORLD
This is because changd is due to 
come so fast from now on, all 
civilization will undergo a complete 
transformation in the next half­
decade.
Meanwhile if somebody should 
crack outer space barriers before 
1962, speed of changes will be ac 
celerated greatly.
Conquest of space will jolt aside 
all human concepts overnight says 
educators. One item, astronomy, 
will face a shattering overhaul.
Crystal ball gazers have set their 
sights on the “brave, new technical 
world” all the ‘way from five years 
See ELECTBONIC AGE Page 2
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GIANT EAR FOR SIGNALS FROM MOON
Professor Harold D. • Webh • of- 
the University of Illinois in 
Champaign, inspects a 28-foot 
aluminum radio wave reflector 
being constructed for experiments 
in 'moon signal reception. The 
signal^ will be transmitted by the 
U.S. army signal corps near Fort
AT OYAMA
Holiday Season 
In Full Swing 
As Guests Arrive
OYAMA — With the holiday sea­
son in full swing, Oyama is having 
its share of visitors, and here as 
guests for the past week were Mrs. 
E. Held and two chidlren, visiting 
with Mrs. Heid’s mother Mrs. F. 
McLarens; Mr. and Mrs. R. Taylor, 
Langley Prairie, visiting with Mr. 
and Mm. G. Sproule; Mr. and Mrs. 
Harvey Horsborough and son, Wey- 
burn, Sask., guests at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs; R. Bingham; and from 
Berkley, California, is Mr. H. Isgar 
who is spending several weeks 
with the K. Gingells and Mr. and 
Mrs. E. Gingell; Mr. and Mrs. R. 
Ovens and Mr. and Mrs. A. Rexim, 
of. Surrey, visiting with Mr, and 
Mrs. Nairne.
Leaving Oyama on vacation are 
Mrs. }T. Allingham and children, 
to spend several weeks at Portage 
la Prairie, Manitoba; also Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Stevens who have motored 
to the coast. In hospital this week 
is Mrs. Alma Pothecary, and just 
returned from Field after a visit 
there is Mrs. T. Straga.
‘Monmouth, N.J., bounced off the 
moon and received to the uni­
versity, all in 2>i seconds. The 
experiment may pave the way 
for sending television and radio 
signals to half the earth at one 
time.
Dairying is the leading agricul­
tural industry in B.C., with a pro­
duction value (1954) of over $31 
millions, approximately 30 per cent 





VERNON — Announcement of 
new store closing and openlDg 
hours by Canada SMeway Ltd., has 
caused a furor among retail mer< 
chants in the city and may blow 
the lid off a gentlemen’s agreement.
Safeway has announced It >wlU 
now open Monday from 0 a.m, until 
noon.
In addition, the store will remain 
open each Wight of the week until 
6  p,m., except Saturday when clos* 
Ing’ wUl be at 8  p.m.
Both these provisions adhere to 
the new municipal act and subse­
quent city l>y-law which came into 
effect last Monday.
However, local merchants had 
agreed previously to close each 
night of the week at 5:30 pjn. and 
hot open Monday at a ll
The terms agreed upon by more 
than 80 local stores in the Retail 
Merchants Association were solely 
a “gentlemen’s agreement”.
Speculation is now rife whether 
Shop-Ea.sy Stores Ltd. will follow 
suit.
At the moment Shop-Easy and, 
other city chain stores arc sitting 
tight
They say they’ll honor the agree­
ment
But if Shop-Easy follows Safe­
way in declaring new store hours 
(which it has been indicated the 
head office has done on past occa­
sions), other city stores feel they 
will be forced to change their hours 
as well.
XZZT̂
Between you anii . . .
your Problems
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Mr. and Mrs. W. II, Hewlett of 
Woatbnnk, who occupied it for sev­
eral years, and othchi, think there 
arc some inicresting sldt^Iighls 
connected with (he history qf this 
old house, and therefore Institute 
members ;do endeavoring to un­
earth this hUntory. rrcsident Mrs, J. 
St. Denis seeks historical data con­
cerning It, ond also snapshots.
Members, and residents generally 
have wasted no cffCrl in plans to 
provide a community hull fqr Liike- 
vlow Heights, and already are well 
on their way to succeeding in this 
proposed centennial pn>Ject. First, 
u site had to be provided on which 
to build life hall. No difficulty wus 
encountered here. Lakeview Heights 
Irrigation District promptly offer 
Inrf to leaseThree aert# of land™ 
ugain at a nominal figure—on 
which Iq erect the hall. This land 
may be purchased dt a, later dale If 
id dcsir^ . Qravrl fur eminent work 
will be no ppqblcm, as there Is. un 
abundance rlgbl on the, site.
fur the' hilUdJiitf Ruelf, it ap-
foa la VANCOUVER
Just **wemight** 
by G f i m
X
Bustling Vancouver offers a 
.gay variety of entertainment 
for holiday fun. . .  
activities to suit every 
age, every taste.
Go CN.R.’s con'^ient. 
[overnight‘̂ Through Sleeper’*. 
•  No train efranges 
n  No bus rides 
It’s the pleaunt» relaxing 
w*y to Vancouver.
( g A N A D lA N  N A T IO N A L
OM k temdlhA ju n  a4NF 1
City Ticket Offloo, 310 Bernard Avc. — Hiono 3220 
Agent CNR Station — Phone 2330
Like to drive the svireetcat buy that ever saved you a pretty penny? Then try DODGE 1 Here's tho car that's 
getting the BIG raves in the low-price iiold. . .  and it's tagged with a price that's a  real pocketbook-pleascrl
Thnt lo w  p rlo o  y o u  p a y  lo 
on ly  tho  o y e -o p o n in g  o f  rt of 
th o  ou rp riooo  y o u 'll d io o o v o r 
Jn D odgo l
Round up the family and try a Dodge road trial 
r-you'll Boon Icam what wo'ro talking about. 
For nowhere else will you find a low-priced car 
with Buch a high-priced look . . .  plu$ tho most 
powerful standard V-8 in its class, teamed
with the lightning-quick reflexes of torrid Dodge 
Torquo-FIlto drivel
Watch what happens when bumps and chuck- 
holes loom ahead, too. Dodgo Torsion-Aire Ride 
puts thorn all "on the level" . lets you corner 
without lean • • * stop without a hint of brake 
"noso-dive’V
So why wait a minulo longer? Take a look at tho 
moifey-saving figures on our Dodge price tag. 
You’ll SCO why Dodge ts the deal for yout
You're alwaya a  atop ahead In cars  of The Forward Look
D oslao a o a rn  u» n o w  p o p u la r lly . . .  w llii F llahl- 
S w o o p  *07 e ly lln a  . . .  puah-tsuN on Tpreiuo«Flllo 
d n vo...T orolon «A lrii R ldo...pow orM p«olno V-0*o ondl 
0 ix .. .f fa a lo r  p topp lna
Tntal»Con8acHi Prakeiol YQU G £T M O RB IN  A
CIIRYSUR CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED THE BIQ, BEAUTIFUL BUY IN tHCiOWPRfCC FIElOt
R E L IA B U B  M O TO R S  &  T IR E S  L T D .
W f$  fmOaA  SLs AjC*
Cl
f ;' f  i< ,« J tA < if, ; v
-4' *’:i.,*'
^,‘ U‘ A^
AGE W ILL SEE AAANY CHANGES
A U ro ilU T IO )l IH V A K S  IH t  F M M
Automation makes hay In the 
^fiald of farming, where this new 
'machine eliminates lifting and 
stacking. The elevator system in 
background carries bales of hay 
to the loft, where a horizonUd 
conveyor drops them for storage.
In addition, the device, consists 
of a ' baler which , automatically 
btmdles up the hay and tosses It 
bade into a wagoh, like the one 
which the farmer is unloading. It 
is in use*ori'a farm at'IMoline, 
1 1 1 ,
Cantinard from Page One
hence to 1B87. But, all of them urge 
today's teenagers to condition 
themselves with training for elec* 
rohlc pursuits, or. pursuits geared 
«fi an advanced Electronic Age.
Meanwhile, carthbound electron- 
ci roll on.
Ih e  Canadian Pacific Railway is 
pondering Rocky Mountain central­
ized traffic control. This is a system 
of push-button control for- the 
movement of trains'by electric sig­
nals. It eliminates old-fashioned 
train orders, speeds up train move­
ment. guarantees safety, opens up 
jobs in signal maintaining.
Canadian Pacific has had auto> 
matic, block signals for years and 
CTC is just one more step. CTC has 
been a fact in Europe and the 
United States since the 1920's and 
the Canadian National uses it in a 
good many places in Eastern Can­
ada.
Civil engineers have studied Can 
adian mountain routes for a long 
time. Grave difficulties must be 
surmounted. Terrain, weather, gra­
dients. communications, trained per­
sonnel ai’e awesome challenges.
But, engineers declare Canadians 
achieved the Connaught Tunnel. 
Quebec Bridge, Spiral Tunnels— 
they pierOed the Rocky Mountains 
themselves—and, they confidently
controllers, but there's no jroem 
here for laziness, half-knowledge, 
or an attitude of "sit-back and 
walt-for-a-pension."
“Average" controllers and “aver­
age" efficiency isn’t  wanted: quick 
co-ordinated, thinking is a must.
Also, transportation e.xperts will 
have to add to their knowledge of 
power, tonnages, geography even 
merchandising oroblems.
RAILWAY JOBS
‘There’s no room in tomorrow's 
railroading for the man who ia just 
satisfied," a CNR official told The 
Courier. “Sitting back and watch­
ing the hot shots roll by is useless."
A CPR man urges young men to 
seek a career in modern railroad­
ing “based on high school maf-icu- 
lation, technical training or even 
scientific equivalents.”
Officials of the American .\s- 
sociation of Railroads laugh' loud 
and long at the idea railways arc 
finished. They state 60.000 Jobs an­
nually opt'U on U.S. roads. There’s 
room for brains and management 
ability.
In Canada, while railways talk in 
terms pf CTC, they cty for tele­
graphers.
■•‘Don't be fooled." a chief di.s- 
oatcher warns, "because from the 
ranks of young telegraphers Will
-and as quickly 
provide
of what we need 
as possible."
Vocational schools  a 
ready answer for a number of 
pressing job problems, he con­
tinues. He says Canada, notably 
B.C., needs more of these institu* 
tions.
Ontario leads in the field of vo­
cational training. Her publicly- 
supported technical schools turn 
out thousands of graduates into 
good-paying futures.
Two of the best are Hamilton 
Technical School and Sudbury 
Mining and Technical School, lo­
cated in Ontario's two most import­
ant industrial districts.
But even with these two big 
schools. Mr. Morrison said. Ontario 
is shy of adequate training facill- 
'.ics. ■
“If that's true for Ontario." a 
Kelowna official argues, “what of 
B.C., now regarded as the world’s 
unopened treasure chest?”
•PHONE COMMUNICATION
Taking the romance out of the 
pretty telephone operator’s eyes 
and looking squarely into the photo­
graph of what 5he sees when she 
hooks-up your long distance call 
to China, we can contemplate an 
astounding picture.
In a recent issue of The Courier,
safeguard that right, r&ourcos streamlined kids will learn tlieir
between Banff and Vancouver: 
Jasper and Port Mann.
Rail officials state some work­
men are bound to be eliminated, 
but new fields are at once opened 
for trained persons willing to learn 
more and prepared to accept re­
sponsibility.
Train dispatchers will become
National Employment Service in 
Kdowna has placed 69 physically 
handicapped persons In suitable em­
ployment during the past 1 2  months.
Manager Alex Haig said today 
banclicapped cases range from de­
fective vision and hearing to am- 
puhitions.
He said NES experience reveals 
a . person may be physically handi­
capped, bui not necessarily occupa­
tionally handicapped.
Mr. Haig expressed appreciation 
for an encouraging response from 
local employers and cooperation of 
provincial and city welfare agen- 
clet.
‘There is no denying,” he said, 
“that if placed in the right kind of 
job, physically disabled persons 
can be as equaMy efficient as fit 
workmen.”
He said widening of the branch, 
office’s interest in placement of 
handicapped persons spurred the 
sending of placement officer Alan 
P. Bigland to a special training 
course in rehabilitation of such 
people held in Penticton.
Mr. Haig said it was the first 
course of its kind ever held in 
Canada and lie  felt confident with 
regard to its end results.
These he told included a much 
greater cooperation between NES 
and local, provincial and federal re- 
habilltat^ion and social welfare de- 
partmfentST-'- -
FEWEB JOBLESS
Only 265 persons are drawing 
benefits In Kelowna, compared 
■with 455 a month ago and 402 a 
yfar ago, Mr. Haig said.
Although demand is not as great 
as 1950, growers are asking for thin- 
ners, male and female. A few ex 
perienced construction carpenters 
now unemployed will be absorbed 
In near-future building programs 
LbCgeni and bush workers are 
finding work readily, he added.
SllghUy more than 50 per cent of 
all women registered for Jobs in the 
KelbUma office are married. Mr. 
Haig reported. He said this is the 
some a4 for Pacific Region, which 
has more married women registered 
than alnglt.
S im f tllS  CtBBKB 
KeHiowna has a surplus of female 
off leg clerks, sales clerks and can- 
neiy workers, l l ie  cannery Is ex­
i t e d  to resume operation In mid- 
Jttly. .
A number of vacancies exist for 
eiqperienccd domestics, but the 
Ipcul office has no registrations in 
this category.
Meanwhile, Mr. Haig revealed, 
regional officers have advised Pac' 
'ific region’s emplojrment picture In 
May waa encouraging.
Number of Joblesa In B.C. de­
clined S8 percent.
In logginJi, large operators built 
capacity production, but seme smal­
ler companies remained QV>sed.
A number of Lqwer Mainland 
mills maintained average produc­
tion. The industry is gradually re­





INTERNATIONAL PA1X8, Minn 
(CPL — CommunitUsi In this bon* 
def area of Minnesota and ' North- 
' western Ontario are planning to 
a |q ^  more than 3JN)0,000 guTlopa 
of a papermill by-product to vlUago 
and country'rood^ this summer. '> 
The tdf-li^im t, i  road binder* Is 
manufsctiHpsd by (he Minitcsota 
and Ontario Paper Company’ 
paper and iMullte fibre board mil 
at IntematicHnal Palls.
, During the last two yean, .lk< 
KNUIKIQ gallons cd the road binder 
batm been used to strengthen a: 
stablltaa nbethem Idlnhewfia. k 
, Ckitarlo roedsL
W, II, Scdilafgov gnxeral manager 
Um 'Mlsipscny'O operaUona here 
m M ' ' ' ‘fjtwdwf'* If' aR' BOiMg 
d molting from tm d chips 
CPfOptpild Into pmp lor i^pcr
come technicians, .supervisors, con- i the Okanagan Telephone Company's
expansion was highlighted in a 
Page One banner s‘ory. This is just
claim, they|ll yet make fact CTC j (rollers, traffic e:vperts and officials, i
True," he adds, “telegraphers 
are being eliminated, but while 
these jobs last—and that’ll be quite
a while yet—they remain one o f! lively small OTC is a vas 
the best sources of personnel for j prise in itself.
other rail industry avenues.” | When the long distance operator
Railroad engineering alone is a hooks you to your trans-Pacific
a small part ot the big field of 
communications, yet, the compara-
enter-
BEAUTY TRIES CAR RACIN(|rONCE
Ruth Carrier is carried off the 
Canadian National Exhibition 
track in Toronto after the car 
she was driving^ in a stock car 
race crashed into another. It was 
Miss Carrier’s first try at stock 
car racing and she is sure it is
going to be the last. She went 
into the .race when she was chal­
lenged to do so and escaped 
serious injury only because of the 
safety helmet she was. wearing. 
She was Miss Toronto of 1951.
Over 125,000 Feet Of Natural 
Gas Mains Laid In Interior 
During Iasi
Construction crews laid more shipped from that point.
than 125,000 feet of natural gas 
mains in Interior B.C. communities 
during the last two weeks in June, 
Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd. pro­
gress report, showed.
At the same time clean-up work 
from Savona past Komloops and 
from the Kettle River almost to 
Grand Forks was completed. More 
than 2 0 0  miles of pipe has now been 
welded and backfilled and right 
of way clearing is within ten miles 
of being complete.
By the time the Inland system is 
finished this summer 304 miles of 
main line will have been built and 
distribution systems -completed In 
communities from central British 
Columbia to the Kootenays.
During the past two weeks of 
construction the distribution sys­
tems in Vernon, Osoyoos, Oliver, 
Kamloops and Nclwn reached 
points near completion and almost 
1000 Individual services were con­
nected.
T AITRAL IJNE
Crews welded pipe for 20 miles 
west of Grand Forks and mien and 
machines came behind and filled 
lr<mches aa fast as welding was 
complete. Clean-up crews worked 
on 30 miles of main lino between 
Savona and Monte Lake and ad 
vnnee crews brought total mileage 
of cleared right of way up to 2 W. 
Grading was completed over al 
most 260 miles, while 209 miles 
had been ditched.
The lateral line io Salmon Arm 
reached a point* tvUhln five miles 
of its goal and yardcoqting of dis 
tributlon ppo passed the 0 0  per 
cent con''|>leto mark.
M u^  of tho pipe for the Inland 
distribution systems is being done 
in yards in Kamloops and the pipe 
ready for, Installation 1̂  .: boln^
In a few days crews will move 
Into the Cariboo to begin the Ques- 
nel distribution system and pipe 
is already either stockpiled or be­
ing delivered for that job.
During the past two weeks crews 
were at work in the Sacona-Kam- 
loops area, between Kelowna and 
Penticton, both east and west of 
Grand Forks, west of Rossland, in 
the Castlegar area and at Nelson. 
Also in nearly 20 communities 
whose distribution systems are at 
present under construction. 
COMQEARABLE RATES 
When the huge project of brings 
ing natural ga^ to Interior B.C. is 
completed. Inland will have spent 
more than five years of planninng 
mapping and actual construction. 
Natural gas will be available from 
small communities in northern B.C. 
right through to the Kootenays at 
rotes comparable to Vancouver and 
other major const centres.
Engineering and supervision I.s 
being done by Ford, Bacon & 
Davis Canada Limited and Dutton* 
Williams Brothers Liihitcd are 
construction contractors Local 
f ilrms are subtcontraoUng much of 
the work, and supplies of pipe ani 
other miitetlnl arc almost cntircl; 
Canadian.
, Natural gas will be used to im* 
prove tho ; efficiency of industrial 
plants, in public, buildings and in 
homos, and will mork tho first 
time In British Goliimblo’s history 
that a fuel was nvallablo at all 
iwints from the north to the south 
at' one price, overcoming the Inp* 
qualities bnmght nltoui by difticul': 
ti-an*|M)rt of solid fuels.
big field—building rail routes . in 
Can.ada, or speeding them up. is no 
finch. Even oid-fashioned types of 
rail maintenance have died: many a 
roadmas’er today is a qualified en­
gineer. though he is required to get 
practical experience on sections^ 
Even ticket agents, for rail, 
steamship, bus and airlines are 
being grt)omed in “world" know­
ledge. This was always so. but it’s 
more so today. Communications are 
too fast—the public knows at once 
when a ticket agent is competent 
or incompetent.
And if that builder of great na­
tions, the rnilroad industry, is cry­
ing for men in a motoring and fly­
ing and spaceship age. what must 
it be like in other industries?
Hark to the words of a XJBC 
leader—he cries “we need mining 
engineers—desperately!” And when 
he says mining engineers, he is 
generalizing. ^
The field of metallurgy has ex­
panded beyond all recognition.
Hardrockers can tell you great 
tales of the days of the “muckstick." 
But the International Nickel Com­
pany of Canada, in its Frood and 
Creighton mines, Sudbury district. 
Ontario, dropped it long ago.
Now they use mucking machines 
to get ore out of mine... There's 
still a lot of hackwork, but mining 
men say they’re eliminating manual 
labor underground.
CHANGING RIVERS 
Mining engineers reveal they are 
on the hunt for metals to be used 
in building rockets and space ships 
to help usher in the Age of Space. 
Coupled to this, steel fabricators, 
researchers, craft specialists are 
answering the call of the rocket 
scientists for newer alloys, elec­
tronic devices, fuels of the future.
Another sign job. placement men 
are right in their concept of future 
careering based on planning, de­
signing, mahagem'ent:
Men move rivers today.
They’ve been* diverting them for 
quite a spell.
Now, helped by electronic de 
ices, and new plans,- government 
managers are changing whole river 
courses;' freeing land for other arid 
more productive uses!
B.C.’s hotly-debated Columbia 
tUver development woo’’t have too 
much use for the guy who only 
wants to "make a stake"—but when 
it gets rolling, say politicians, 
there’ll be a hue and cry for all 
the skill and brains and ability and 
initiative project managers can get 
And the cry will be heard ‘round 
the world,, because Canada is one 
of the nations today which admits 
the immigrants with special skills 
promptly.
It’s not enough for Canadians to 
complain Europeans are snapping 
up jobs under their noses: Canada’s 
technical schools and universities 
are among the world's beat. If Can 
adian youth is too lazy, or too 
shortsighted, or both, to get after 
the knowledge provided, then the 
country isn't going to stand s)tlU in 
this Electronic Age while others 
pass us by, an industrialist declares 
“It’s riot a question of what we 
have now,” says NES officer Les 
lie Morrison. “But it is a question
Canada's newest, province. Now 
foundlaridi prodneea enough fluid 
milk for itil own use. However, ol 
canned milk, butter and cheese 
afo Imflrirted.
PIPE-TUBING-VALVES
................. i  I » » ti>iii iii>n»iii»Mii» ii | ' i i i i  ' ■ ■
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conversationi.^t. she docs so in a 
matter of minutes, or oven seconds. 
Yet to do it, she must have at her 
command a network so great and 
so precise as to stun t!ie imagina­
tion.
Think of the work that goe.s into 
it!—exclaim telephone engineers. 
Even these practical, hardworking 
men—and women—are sometimes 
astonished at their own handiwork.
Here, electronics is the big thing. 
But all jobs today in the telephone 
industry require knowledge and 
skill—and sometimes a lot of 
patience. There's lots of room in 
the new microwave ‘phone industry 
for technicians. Telephone company 
executives hope schools and col­
leges will turn them out for the 
future and if the schools don’t, the 
communications companies will 
train them. i
Back in the United States, with 
ESV, aeronautical engineers are re­
orienting themselves; many a prom­
ising flight engineer has had to get 
back to the schoolroom, because 
now accent is on astronavigation 
and astronautical engineering.
In Canada, a stir in the direction 
of radio- astronomy can be de­
tected—the science that takes much- 
abused “static,” analyzes it, finds 
newer and better radio waves, such 
as microwaves, and even determines 
from what planet, or what distant 
galaxy the new waves emanated 
millions of light years ago!
Does all of this big, thrilling 
picture of startling change in the 
rnaking mean there s no more 
quiet living, slower-paced work, 
intellectual pursuit?
Emphatically no!
WIDE OPEN FIELD 
Three government leaders. Presi­
dent Eisenhower, Pririie Minister 
Macmillan and Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker recognize their own 
nations, this mud-ball of an earth, 
have lots of territory to be settled, 
developed, stabilized. They offer 
planning, designing, management 
programs tp that end.
They speak of human rights and 
stress “have-nots” should be 
helped by “haves” after they’ve 
cleaned up their own backyards.
There’s . room, they argue, for 
peace and quiet in the Electronic 
Age. Governments are quick to 
snatch every opportunity for per­
sonal happiness and quick to offer 
a place for the nian, or woman, 
who can quietly conjure up pro­
grams for just plain living.
Canada’s own national develop­
ment is stressed with good reason. 
Her settled area is 4,000 miles 
long, but only 2 0 0  miles wide,.
Canadian development, her sta­
bility, say Ottawa politicians, with­
in or without an Electronic Age, 
depends upon a belief •, in man’s 
right to live as he c'aooses. But to
need careful, wise handling and 
development
Heto again k  .the Morrison 
argument; planning, designing, 
management
But even men and women en* 
gaged in the thrills of interplane­
tary research and conquest need to 
relax. Off duty, they require com­
fort, east, pleasing leisure.
Here Is the field for planning, 
designing, management in archi­
tecture. city arrangement horticul 
ture, fo ^ try , recreation, home 
economics, parks and playgrounds, 
education, information ser\’lce.
Docs this sound like a compact, 
one world welfare state?
A Kelowna lawyer this week re­
marked the world is working to- 
v.’ards such a state. Planners dis­
agree. They say we may be making 
towards ONE WORLD a UlUe fast­
er. but everybody's in the swim 
individually.
And that brings u* back to the 
idea of “misfits” in the world of 
1965 and beyond.
GREATER SKILL
One educator's opinion is that 
we’ll always have those wlm don't 
want to work, who refuse to plan, 
design and make decisions. And 
these will continue to plague the 
world.
But job placement officers. 10 
years hence, won’t turn thorn away. 
And even in the Year 2009, when 
the Age of Space may be rushing 
into full bloom, there’ll be a spot 
for apathetic workmen.
However, tlioy’ll be sharply out­
lined in the world of tomorrow, 
dimply because skills will be 
commonplace in a technical civili­
zation. It is this group of “ misfits” 
which causes the Kelowna lawyer 
to remark the world is headed to­
ward a welfare statism 
Regardless, counter NES officers, 
emphasis remains on the trinity of 
planning, designing and manage­
ment. Even welfare workers must 
strive for greater knowledge, 
greater skill in the future.
And this rings in a question con­
cerning llmenial” labor.
Will there be any at all, 30 years 
from now?
“Oh, sure,” say employers abreast 
of the times. “There’ll be some 
forms of menial labor all right, 
But even this, will require skill 
Efficiency, organization will have 
greater accent than today. Thus, 
so-called menial labor will require 
planning; the work will be fitted 
into an overall' design; it will be 
closely managed. As a result, skilled 
people will have to do the hum­
drum jobs.”
But builders argue old-fashioned 
ditch-digging, hod-carrying and 
floor-sweeping is going to be wiped 
out. Automation will care for all of 
these tasks. The lowly janitor will 
push a button to clean up a stream­
lined office building and an hour 
later will hit for the beach, his 
day’s “work” done.
'Teaching itself may become so
ABCs electronically.
Can anyone hazard a guess about 
the time of complete change?
An American science writer 
makes the following statement: 
‘•Streamlined electronic civiliza­
tion, from the urban point of view 
at le.'ist, depend.^ upon how fast 
creative intellects can get enough 
skilled people, in efficiently-man 
aged organizations to do the job.
THE KEL01VNA COURIER
Ttmnki la ly  i i .  IMY
“This entails targeting major .ed­
ucational establishment toward en­
gineering. research, technical skill 
and craftsmanship.
“If youth today answers the call 
of science and studies hard for the 
job to come, the Age of Space will 
arrive in fulness that much stumer."
According to Job prophets, this 
seems to be the plan, upon which 
is being designed, the job for man­
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W ar Prisoners 
Help Build 
Lumber Centre
BRULE, Alta. (CP> — E.-̂ capados 
such as a German prisoner-of-war 
doctor's 150-niilc trek on a stolen 
horse are among incidents recalled
Question of civil defence emer-j by ..esidonls of” this ...........
gency feeding wm diKu.ssi^ ^®^®lsite of a prisoner-of-war camp dur 
last week, when N. Ashworth,; ^be Second AVorld War. 
chief dietician at Kelowna General Brule, a hamlet at the foot of the 
Hospital addressed the meeting. Rocky Mountains 230 miles west 
Miss Ashworth recently attended Edmonton, became a booming 
an emergency feeding civil defence lumber town after 200 German pri- j 
course at Arnprior civil defence souers were transferred here from 
collep. K . . J • i j  u Lethbridge camp in 1W3.
Kelowna, it wak stated, could be Yhe pri.soners, who had volun- 
expected to receive ^  to l-WlOj to work in lumber camps for
evacuees |wr day in the event of jq cents a day, were divided into 
enemy action in other parts of the; three groups and assigned to plan- 
province. This number could be ex-j in„ mills. Those who escaped in- 
ix'cted for a period of about seven variably wandered back |to camp
f  AMOV9 IMtNIirr
A man wboee name naa lx«ein«
a legend in the western United 
States was Jesse James, the notor­
ious outlaw. The Ekxik of Know­
ledge says that he was bom in Mis­
souri in 1847. During the civil war 
he joined the guerilla band of the 
confederate renegade Quantrell. Af­
ter the war he was outlawed and 
after another 16 years of banditry, 
he was murdered by two members
community, i ^  J''®
Rtsuhs In Fine '
PENtICtON — For hoi iiavlng a 
ntojper muffler on his car. Oeorge 
Icnorr eg I^nticton was flned $1S 
and costs.
Also in court Saturday two Pen­
ticton Juvonlles were fined fof driv­
ing without proi>er insurance. One 
was fined $15 and the other $10.
HURRICANE LEAVES THOUSANDS HOMELESS AS WELL AS UNCOUNTED DEAD
After Hurricane Audrey, follow­
ed by a 2 0 -foot tidal wave, had 
howled out of the Gulf of Mexico 
and acros-s the southern U.S. it 
left behind an unknown number
of dead and an estimated 40,000 
homeless. In this town of Cam­
eron. a tiny fishing village of 
Louisiana, 40 persons were count­
ed dead and dozens missing.
Houses were lifted from their 
foundations and cither smashed 
to matchwood or transported far 
from their original sites. Large 
sections of Texas and Louisiana,
hardest hit by the hurricane, have 
been declared disaster areas and 
soldiers and airmen have moved 
into the area for the grim job of 
recovering bodies.
AT WESTBANK
Summer W eathgr 
Attracts M any 
Holiday Visitors
WESTBANK—- Visiting recently 
at the home of Alma Vaughan were 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rochotzki with 
their two boys from Marsden, Sask., 
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Ruchotzki, of 
Rosthem, Sask.. and Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert Beschler, of Kootenay Bay, 
B.C.
Mr. and Mrs. 'AI l^dryga, of 
Monte Creek, were in town for a 
visit at the .weekend. .
Ronnie Campbell is spending the 
holiday months with the forestry 
park crew at Hohlne?, near Nelson
Mrs. Paskell and Joyce Hopkins 
are both in hospital at present.
Visiting at the home of his mo­
ther has' been V. W. Gaskell, of 
Agassiz. A guest there at the same 
time was Miss Frances Scot, of 
Deroche.
Robin Drought, with his three 
children, has returned from a 
w’cek’s visit at the coast.
Constable and Mrs. Willms left 
on Saturday to attend the Calgary 
stampede and to visit relatives in 
Alberta.
Mrs. Bert Johnson, accompanied 
by her husband and daughter from 
Trail, spent the weekend with her 
sister, Mrs. H. Heibert. •
Terry - Hopkins, who recently 
Joined the RCAF, has left for SL 
John, Quebec, where he is to enter 
upon basic training. Jerry Hopkins 
and Ronnie Derickson are at pre­
sent attending the cadet camp at 
Vernon.
Mr. W. H. Watson, assistant to 
the Rev. Northrop, has returned 
from a week's visit to Vancouver.
While chopping a tree recently, 
Rodney Heibert cut three tendons 
at the base of his thumb. He will In 
consequence have to wear a cast on 




After entertaining Mr. and Mrs, 
Alex Watson for a short, holiday 
from Vftneouver, Mr. and Mrs. F. 
A. Dobbin themselves had a week’s 
holiday at Canal Flats. .
Visiting at the home of Mrs. W. 
Ingram are Mr. and Mrs. Dave 
Cross and their two boys, from 
North Vancouver.
Miss Pat Hopkins is home for 
holiday from Essondale hospital, 
where she is toklng a course in 
psychiatric nursing. ShO' has with 
her foir two weeks* holiday, her 
cousin, Mjss Janet Taggcrt, «f Edge 
water, B.C.
M aking Violins 
Is Great Hobby
NEW CARRIER BERTHS AT HALIFAX
Heavy fog closed in on Halifax 
as HMCS Bonaventure as she 
slipped into her berth there, for 
the first time. She is Canada’s 
new aircraft carrier, replacing 
the Magnificent which was re­
turned to Britain. On board the 
Bonaventure were over a score 
of bridegrooms, sailors who had 
married Irish girls while train­
ing to sail the warship home.
MONTREAL (CP) — Robert 
James Brander, 84, says violins and 
old-age pensioners have something 
in common—the older they get, the 
mellower their tone.
An electrical engineer, he retir 
ed 25 years ago to make violins by 
hand.
I've had a lifelong interest in vio­
lins, but never had much chance to 
do anything about it until I retir­
ed,” he says, showing his violin 
collection including a perfectly- 
tuned, two-inch model.
The Lord gifted me With good 
hands, so I decided to put them to 
good use.”
To learn how to make violins, 
Mr. Brander studied copies of old 
manuscripts by the greatest violin 
maker of all time—Stradivarius. 
Developing his own technique, he 
uses the sharpened edge of an old 
tin ash tray to gouge and scrape 
his specially-processed wood—̂ It^- 
ian sycamore, sugar pine and Can­
adian maple—and varnishes them 
with his secret formula.
He says each violin, made of 52 
pieces, has a personality of its own 
It takes a keen musical ear some­
times to hear the difference, 
though. His family has a long musi­
cal background.
“If you are productive and accept 
reality,” says the octogenarian, “old 
age has its reward.”
days.
Meals would have to be prepared 
on a very large scale, she said. This 
would necessitate improvisation- 
oil drums might have to be split and 
used as boilers. Two meals a day 
would be served with no menu 
choice, as the main object would be 
to sustain life.
HOTMEAI,^
In England during the war. Miss 
Ashworth explalAei survival was 
in many cases greatly assisted by 
the serving of hot meals, consisting 
chiefly of tea and stew.
She also advised citizens to lay 
in a reasonable stock of canned 
food, warning that it would be 
come scarce when it might be 
necessary for civil defence to take 
over all wholesale and retail sup­
plies.
Food, particularly milk and water 
in time' of emergency, which might 
possibly be contaminated in time 
of emergency due to fall-out drift- 
ting in from attacked areas, would 
be tested by civil defense health 
units.
AVAILABLE FOOD
Miss Ashworth recommended that 
the emergency feeding cpmmittee 
make an immediate survey of all 
wholesale and retail outlets to de­
termine quantity of food available, 
and, how long it could be expected 
to fast.
Restaurant and hotel facilities, 
she maintained, should also be in­
cluded in the survey to ascertain 
the numbers they could handle in 
case of emergency for a one-course 
meal.
Among local civil defence work­
ers in attendance were the ladies 
auxiliary of the KelOwna branch, 
Canadian Legion who comprise the 
civil defense welfare unit, emerg­
ency feeding section, under the 
chairmanship of Mrs. M. B. Wills.
after a few days oi* weeks in the 
surrounding wilderness.
The doctor, a young German, was 
well liked in Brule. He was credit­
ed with saving the life of an aged 
Indian who was dying of tubercu­
losis. Later, when the doctor dis­
appeared, he travelled on horse­
back for two weeks over moun' 
tain trails. Then, riding the same 
horse, he returned to camp.
Thriee other prisoners spent most 
of one winter at nearby Jarvis Lake 
in a log shack so well concealed 
that one trapper, who had been in 
the area for years, had to be shown 
the cabin before he knew it exist 
ed. Even now, the covering of moss 
the prisoners placed on the roof 
provided excellent camouflage for 
the cabin.
The Germans left other souvenirs 
Including a model of the German 
battleship Schamhorst, carved by 
a prisoner and presented to a lum̂  
ber camp foreman. It’s still there 
in the foreman’s home.
Patches of red cloth hanging from 
trees and bushes are other traces 
left by the prisoners, who discard­
ed the idenWying marks.
After the war a few of the ex 
prisoners returned as displaced per 
sons and immigrants to live in the 
Brule area.
GRENFELL, Sask. (CP) — Bert 
Lamb found a milk token in his 
garden, inscribed “Samuel Scott 
Dairyman, Grenfell, Assa.” Good 
for one pint of milk, it is thought 
to have been used around 1887.
HIDDEN FAULTS
Judging by the number of vehi­
cles found in need of repair to one 
or more mechanical parts during the 
inspection carried out on the road, 
some motorists attach greater im­
portance to the outer appearance 





M any Visitors 
A t W infield
WINFIELD — Mr. and Mrs. A. L. 
Teel and daughter, Sandra, of Van 
. . . . , . . .  .couver, spent the, weekend visiting
Industrial push-button prodMCtlon with the former’s mother. Mrs. M, 
and business office control is being|xeel. 
studied by Kelowna labor union] 
members. Mrs. L. Stowe is. visiting her. bus
This is because automation has I Kitlmat where he is em
become widespread enough to war-
rant serious conslderaUon of it» jjr . Funk is a patient in Kelowna 
threat to uninformed Job-holders, Qpne-ai nosnital 
Teamsters officer Russell Leckie ^
said today. Recent visitors at the home of
Labor headquarters arranged for Mrs. B. Cordett were Mr. and Mrs 
a labor workshop over the week- C. Hutchinson, of Calgary, and Mr, 
end. Automation was the principle and Mrs.'F. Woodman and son, 
(heme. | Robert, of Port Moody.
Mr. Leckie said the conference
was sponsored by the Canadian 
Labor Congress.
ELECTRONIC AGE
CLC British Columbia represent­
ative Tom Gooderham, Vancouver, 
supervised p roc^ ings.
Labor officials in Kelowna 
thought the workshop was timely 
since profound changes are taking 
ploce currently in the world of 
work.
Workmen, spokesmen added, are 
in need; of accurate intormallon 
concerning automation and what 
they can do to fit themselves Into 
a widening ojcctronic age.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Green motor 
ed to Vancouver for the weekend.
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280 BERNARD AVE., KELOWNA, B.C. PHONE 2332
NOT INTERESTED
The poor response to a public 
meeting sponsored by Barrie town 
council at Codrington School with 
the object of explaining the busi­
ness of annexation to the rate­
payers may prompt second thoughts 
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MAAT TWINS ADJUST QUICKLY
Ronnie Snd Richard Maat quick­
ly lapled themselves to their 
new home and to their mother, 
Mrs. Trudy Maat. when they were 
returned by their/foster father, 
Austin Hepton of Cooksvllle, Ont. 
The boys, were returned after the 
Supreme CDuYt of Canada ruled 
they should be raised by their
natural parents even though they 
had been adopted by the Heptons 
two months after their birth. 
Mrs. Maat said the twins fought 
back tears when Mr. Hepton left 
them at the Maat home in Tor­
onto, but soon they were playing 
with the neighborhood children.
T H E  W E E K  A T  O T T A W A
By Roy LaBerge
Canadain Press Staff Writer 
OTTAWA (CP) — Completion of 
the cabinet was high on the list of 
business awaiting Prime Minester 
Diefenbaker on his return last 
weekend ■ from the Commonwealth 
prime minester’s conference at
London.
Five cabinet portfolios were still 
vacant when the cabinet held 
meetings during Mr. Diefenbaker’s 
absence in London. These are agri­
culture, defence production, mines, 
citizenship and immigration, and 
health and welfare.
Mr. Diefenbaker himself holds the 
external affairs portfolio .as well as 
the prime ministership, and it was 
considered likely he would retain 
the former post for the time being 
at least.
On his return. Mr. Diefenbaker 
faced a heavy agenda of domestic 
business. The . cabinet likely will 
tackle spon the legislative pro 
gram to be presented to Parliament 
this fall. Mr. Diefenbaker indicated 
while, in London that the Queen 
will open Parliament in mid-Oct­
ober. during a brief royal visit to 
Ottawa.
Reduced taxes and higher old age 
pensions are expected to be in­
cluded in the government’s legisla­
tion. Finance Minister Fleming has 
said in an interview that these will 
be items in his first budget.
UVING COSTS RISE 
As li\dng costs in Canada rose to 
! an all-time high, the Canadian As­
sociation of Consumer last week 
called on the chartered banks to 
expand their small loan business as 
a mcasui’e to lower the present '’un­
necessarily high" costs of consumer 
credit.
T ^  consumer price index-rthe 
yardstick for measuring changes in, 
living costs—increased by one-halt 
point to a record 1 2 1 . 6  from 1 2 1 .1 , 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
reported July 4. This was 3.2 per 
cent higher than a year ago. The 
index is based on 1949 prices cqual- 
, ling 1 0 0 .
The rise, due mainly to higher 
food prices and housihg costs, was 
the third consecutive boost in the 
Bureau's monthly index reports.
The CAC said in its bulletin that 
Interest rates vary from 18 per 
cent a year and up. During 1956 
Canadians bought more goods on 
credit than ever before—by the end 
of the year borrowing had reached 
the all-time peak of $2,469,000,000.
"CAC would like to see the char­
tered banks much more involved in 
the in.stalment and small loan busi- 
modcraloly the maximum interest 
ness, even if this inenns Increiising 
rate of six per cc'u they now are 
. permitted to charge on cash per­
sonal Imms," the st4 itemenl said.
The bureau, in its report on liv­
ing cost.s said price.s were higher 
in May for meats, fresh fruit, some 
fresh vegetables and milk. Also up 
were bents, homo-ownership costa, 
train and inter-urban bus fares and 
the prices of newspapers, rlrugs, 
home furnishings, dry cleaning, 
laundry, shoo repairs, men’s wear 
and footwear 
, These rises generally outplaced 
declines for coffi'o. some canned 
and fr’esh vegetables, coal and wo­
men's and children’s wear.
The food coUipin rose by ono|CommunUtm.’.’
point to a record 117.7. The shelter 
column hit a peak of 134.8, up three 
fifths of a point. The miscellaneous 
column of commodities and services 
rose by one-fifth of a point to a re 
cord 126.5.
Clothing and household opera­
tions each declined by one-tenth of 
a point—clothing to 108.4 and house­
hold operations to 119.1.
Finance Minister Fleming says 
the government is "deeply aware” 
of the problems facing Canadian 
fruit and vegetable growers. It is 
pledged to consider imposing dum­
ping duties and restricting imports 
if heavy shipment of fresh fruit 
and vegetables at low prices threat­
en the marketing of Canadian crops.
In a statemeiit issued July 4 fol 
lowing representations by Canadian 
growers who fear low-price compe­
tition from United States exporters 
into the Canadian market, he said: 
“Should fresh fruit '  and vege 
tables be imported into Canada at 
abnormally low prices and under 
such conditions as to cause or threa­
ten serious injury to Canadian 
growers, the government intends to 
give immediate consideration to 
the use of the powers to fix the 
value for duty contained in sec­
tion 38 of the Customs Act as well 
as to the special provision of Art' 
icle XIX of the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade which permit 
the limitation of imports to deal 
with any emergency which may 
arise." •
The statement by the new Pro­
gressive Conservative government 
followed action by the outgoing 
Liberal administration hast month 
which ordered the tariff board to 
begin a comprehensive revision of 
the fruit and vegetable tariff. Hear­
ings are to start July 29. The J.S. 
is virtually the only country that 
would be affected by any change.
Observers in the capital said last 
week they thought it highly un­
likely the Progressive Conserva­
tives will risk inviting a degree of 
unpopularity by moving towards 
diplomatic recognition of R ed  
China.
However, informants said they 
were convinced the Liberals would 
have extended diplomatic recogni­
tion to Rod China th|s year or early 
next year had they been returned 
in last, month’s general election.
But they say a minority govern 
ment, ns the Conservatives ore, 
would be unlikely to risk Commons 
seats in a pos.slble early election 
on an issue that has always .been 
more or less dormant in this coun­
try; A government with a large 
majority cOuld, however, afford to 
take a cl)anco and recognize the 
Chinese Communist regime.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker, ask­
ed July 4 in London about recogni­
tion, .said there has bden no change 
in the Canadian policy of non-re­
cognition but tivere is no finality 
in that stand.
Ho added: "Recognition is some 
thing,more than a concept based on 
juridical principles. There la still 
a large body oj Canadian opinion 
which feels that the action of recog­
nition would bo taken by people in 
various parts of the World as a 
victory for Communism and ns 
having a detrimental effect/>n some 
>f those who arc in oj^posltion to
Circulated 
During June
During June a total of 8,423 books 
were borrowed from the Kelowna 
branch of the Okanagan Regional 
Library. Of the total of 7027 books 
loaned to adultsi, 1928 were non­
fiction and 5099 were fiction. Ju­
veniles borrowed 1396 books.
'Total, registration in June, 1957, 
was 63, compared with the li^ 6  
figure of 75.
The film room in the library will 
be closed all July and August It 
will re-open Tuesday, September 3.
Here are the tites of books added 
to the Kelowna Branch this mouth.
NON-FlCnON
zReadings in general psychology, 
Dennis; Auto conditioning. Hart: 
The reptile world. Pope; Scalpel, 
Young; Let’s have healthy children, 
Davis; First lady of the Seeing 
Elye, Frank; Around the world in 
Wanderer III, Hiscock; Born in a 
crowd, Braggiotti Modest Mussorg­
sky, Mussorgsky.
To the four winds, Sheridan; 1 
burned my fingers, Simpson; The 
first our Georges, Plumb; A watcher 
on the Rhine, Connell; Native tribes 
of Canada, Leechman; Great river, 
the Rio Grande, Horgan; The fourth 
way, Ouspensky; The call of the 
minaret, Cragg; More modern won­
ders and how they work, Leyson; 
The hidden persuaders, Packard.
Modem furniture you can build. 
Popular mechanics; The twain have 
met, Chula; Holiday from life, Car­
negie; Captured in Tibet, Ford; Re­
turn to the Irrawaddy, Ward; Men­
tal illness, a guide for the family. 
Stern; The square dancer’s guide, 
Gowing; Milestones . in Ogopogo 
land, Lyons; Gallery on the green, 
Wahhburn; Made in Italy, Toor; 
One hundred hours to Suez, Henri- 
ques; A companion to ‘The art of 
fugue” J. S. Bach, Tovey.
Champion in exile, Drobny; The 
three Germanics, Newman; The 
school in our village, Goldman; The 
haven-finding art, Taylor; The 
wild and the tame, Beamish; The 
life of Hilaire Belloc, Belloc; Left 
over life to kill, Thomas.
FICTION
Her Grace present . . . , Cost; 
Method in madness, Disney; From 
Russia, with love, Fleming; You 
can’t believe your eyes, Fleming; 
Fire and morning, Leary; Bunny 
Lake is—missing. Piper; Danger 
under the moon, Walsh; The last 
fling, Blake; Autumn comes early, 
Breslin; The wonderful way, Clar- 
voe; The nettle and the flower, 
Goolden.
Weep for a blonde, Halliday; One­
way ticket, Hitchens; Warm wind, 
west wind, Matthew; The feast of 
Lupercal, Moore; Pnin, Nabokov; 
Miss Boto is sixeteen, Runbeck; 
Satan’s secret, Stacey; The woman 
from Sicily, Swinnerton; The girl 
in the blue pinafore, Bassett; Love 
and money, Bentley; The case of 
the extra man. Bush; Doves in my 
fig-tree, Ferguson.
Hings over Labrador, Hambleton; 
Shadow of the moon, Kaye; I shall 
maintain, Knight; Little brother 
fate, Roberts; Conquer the winds, 
Rydberg; The Litmore snatch, 
Wade; There is a happy land, 
Waterhouse; First love, Turgenev; 
Consider the lilies, Aipsworth; 
Anne Boleyn, Anthony; The happy 
ones, Edelman; Tatting, Mackenie; 
Pity the innocent, Mannin.
NEWS SPOTLIGHT
, ust before he flew back to OttaWk. 
said Canadian officials will draft 
a plan for Commonwealth trade ex­
pansion as a “preliminary basb lor 
discussion.’’ It will be submitted to 
other Commonwealth governments.
Whatever doubts may exist on 
trade possibilities, Mr. Diefenbaker 
was seen os scoring something of 
a personal triumph at the London 
conference. The Times said there 
was “general admiration for the 
part played by Mr. Diefenbaker, 
pitchforked into the conference 
when he had scarcely had time to 
form his own government." 
RUSSIAN SHAKEUP 
Russian Communist party boss 
Nikita Krushchev last Saturday 
publily accused Georgi Malenkov 
of being the “worst" of the anti­
party group recently ousted from 
Kremlin leadership.
Krushchqv made the accustation 
in a speech at a factory meeting in 
Leningrad, broadcast by Moscow 
radio. He acused the three ousted 
first deputy premiers—Malenkov, 
V. M. Moltov and Lazar Kagano­
vich—of having attempted to 
"change tlie p.arty line." He ad­
ditionally accused them of opposing 
the Soviet Union foreign policy of 
peace.
This was the first public denun- 
.elation of the three ousted govern- 
ment and party leaders by l^rush- 
Guidc meetings at Okanagan Mis- <>jiev since they were dismissed a 
Sion closed for the summer months few days earlier. Also ousted was 
with a mother-daughter beach D. T. Shepilov, former foreign min- 
party at Hawkln’s beach. ister. An earlier radio broadcast.
The guides donned uniforms later however, termed “absurd" reports 
in the evening when the colors that Kagonovicb, Malenkov and 
were brought on for the presenta- Molotov had been placed under
By HABST ECCLE8
Canadian Preaa Slaff Writer
Commonwealth prime ministers 
fortnally closed their eighth post­
war conference in London last 
week with a communique call­
ing for “constructive action’’ to 
strengthen the United Nations.
The sunomary of the discussions 
also showed they will encourage 
outside investment to promote 
economic development. Common 
wealth finance ministers will confer 
in Ottawa, at Canada’s Invitation, 
following the September confer 
ence of the World Bank in Wash­
ington.
London commentators agreed that 
one of the chief points of interest 
emerging from the conference is the 
Canadian plan for a Commonwealth 
economic conference, perhaps next 
spring. Prime Minister Diefenbaker,
AT OK. MISSION
Guide Season 
Closes W ith  
Beach Party
OKANAGAN MISSION -
in the Second World
tion of badges to some 2 0  guides by jh ^se  arrest or were subject to 
Captain Mill§
The beach party ended with skits 
and a sing-song around the camp­
fire.
other "repressive measures.
Khrushchev accused the group of 
hatching “cunning schemes.” He de­
clared: “In the sphere of foreign 
policy, this group, and particularly 
Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Brown and I Molotov, impeded in every
children, Robin, Priscilla and Lew- the carrying out of measures
rence, of Vancouver, are spending 
three weeks vacation at ‘Pandora’ 
the home of Mrs. Brown’s mother, 
Mrs. Dora Baillie.
easing world tension and
Mr. and Mrs. E. Blacke spent the 





OYAMA — Recently opened for 
its second season here in Oyama, 
is Camp Hatikva, with some sixty 
children enjoying the many sports 
and activities available on the 
sports fields and beachos.
Leo Marcus, the camp supervisor, 
reports that a new hospital has been 
built and several more cabins erect­
ed, increasing the capacity to ac­
commodate the some two hundr<|d 
youngsters expected this summer.
The camp plans an "open house" 
in the near future, and the date 
will be announced.
strengthening peace throughout the 
world
The found more convenient 
policy of tightening all screws 
which run counter to the wise 
Leninist policy of peaceful co-ex­
istence of the socialist and the 
Shirley and Dorothy, daughters of I capitalist regimes.”
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Auster, Buck- m EDITEBRANEAN MOVES 
land Ranch, left last week for Win- Suspicion is reported growing in 
nipeg, where they will spend the official quarters at Washington that 
summer months with their grand- Russia may be well started on the 
mother. The girls will return home way to becoming a limited naval 
in time for school in September, power in the eastern Medilerran
ean. This may be the meaning be 
Patrick Crowthers, son of Mrs. hind Russia’s recently disclosed 
Monica Crowthers, is spending the sale to Egypt of three submarines, 
summer months at Westbridge. His One of Egypt’s purposes in ob 
brother, Andy, plans to join him taining the undersea craft lie 
this week. | using them to try to prevent pas
sage of ships through the gulf of 
Aqaba to the Israelite port of 
Elath. Egypt and other Arab states 
contend that the Gulf is Arab ter 
ritorial water and that shipping to 
Israel can be legitimately stopped 
GREATEST BLAST 
The biggest atomic explosion of 
the six-year test series in Nevada 
was fired last week. Dr. G. M. 
A series of orchard field tours isl Johnson, test director, announced 
now being organized by the dist- the explosion was “well over” the 
rict horticiflturists of the B.C. de- power of the previous record for 
partment of agriculture in cooper- device set off at the'atomic test 
ation with representatives of the site- That probably would make 
BCFGA locals. between three and four times the
The tours will be held during I of the atom bombs dropped
late July and early August. Calls 
will be made to orchards to observe 
latest cultural methods, Specialists 
in the fields of insect and mite con 
trol, plant diseases, drainage and 
irrigation will be in attendance to 
answer questions and to explain 
points that are brought up. Grass 
control in orchards will be featur­
ed on most field days.
The dates and districts for the 
field tours are as follows: Oliver- 
Osoyoos, July 29; Keremeos-Caw- 
ston, July 30; Penticton district,
July 31; Kelowna district, August 
1 ; Vernon district, August 2; Sal­
mon Arm.'district, August 5.
on Japan
War.
Th only report of offsite damage 
by the blasts’a shock wave came 
from a mine 25 miles northeast of 
the detonation site. Windows there 
were broken, window frames, doors 
and casings blown in and metal 
buildings were bulged.
DEWUNE READY 
The U.S.-Canadlan DEW (Distant 
Early Warning) radar line is ex 
pccted to be put Into test operation 
this month. The 3,009-mlle system 
designed to detect the approach of 
enemy bombers runs from Point 
Barrow, Alaska, to Baffin Island, 
facing Greenland. It is the farthest 
north of three such systems guard­
ing the trans-polar approaches.
Main construction phases of the 
$400,000,0(X) system now have been 
completed, and final installation of 
the electronic and power equip 
ment is expected shortly. The U.S 
Navy at Washington said it is 
massing ships at Labrador and 
Greenland to vary army transpor­
tation corps personnel, construction 
materials and supplies to the radar 
network. Prolonged testing opera­
tions are expected to continue 
through the summer.
LOST IN BUSH
A surveying project in the wild 
bush country of northwestern Que­
bec ended in tragedy for a five- 
man party. Three were drowned 
and two other are believed to have 
suffered the same fate. Reports 
from Amos, Que., said the bodies of 
three men were recovered last 
Friday from the Harrican River 
600 miles northwest of Montreal. 
The five, in the bush for two weeks, 
were employed as linecutters on a 
surveying and line-cutting project 
for the Mining Corporation of 
Canada, Ltd.
COSTLY STORM 
A sunny weekend in Ontario was 
sharp contrast to one of the worst 
weeks of bad weather in recent 
years, during which 30 storms were 
raging simultaneously at one per­
iod. Worst of the series was a storm 
of hurricane force that ripped a 
40-mile path of destruction south 
of Lake Simcoe, five days after the 
tail-end of Hurrican Audrey had 
caused damage in Uprthern On­
tario.
Heavy rains left the strawberry 
crop in the Algoma district of 
Echo Bay under a foot of water. 
The breaking of a dam at Larder 
Lake near Kirkland Lake sent an 
eight-foot flood crest south for 50 
miles, flooding many cottages. In 
cities throughout the province 




cleanup Is Vital 
For Forest Fires
THE KELOWNA COURIER
Thnro. Jnly 11. 1»S1
HALIFAX (CP) — Not aU the 
dirty work involved In a forest 
fire is in the actual fighting.
The Ib r^ t department said that 
the Ponhook Lake pulpwood dis 
trict near Windsor, N5., where 
embers still smouldered from a two 
week blaze, wU have to be patrol 
led by air three times a day until 
August.
‘To some people,"' said deputy 
forest minister G. W. I. Creighton, 
a forest fire is just another fire 
in the woods, but to forestry of­
ficials it is a much more serious 
matter."
The 'deputy minister said all 
equipment used at the Ponhook 
Lake fire now must be checked and 
cleaned. This involves collecting, 
washing. Inspecting, m c n d i,n g 
checking, drying and rolling about 
1 0 0 fX) 0  feet of hose, for instance.
Tha fire charred about 10.000 
acres of spruce and fir timbcrland 
in Hants County.
HAPPY TIME
Nothing in life is more precious 
than youth . . .  A forinallve time, 
a time of learning, a happy time 
when there is so much to be done 
Uiat Is interesting and worthwhile, 
youth is seldom appreciated until 
the Individual b4^mes older.— 
Virden (Man.) Empire-Advance.










“Dad says having fun is part of growing U p.•• 
and so is saving. It’s never too early— 
or too la te—to save, he tells us.
So Vicki and I both have Savings Accounts 
at Dad’s bank. We’re all saving 
gegularl^at C A N A D IA N
B A N K  O F  C O M M E R C E ”
765 BRANCHES ACROSS CANADA RUDY TO SERVE YOU
KEL6wNA branch  — A. D. GRYDERMAN, MANAGER
F o r
BIG ATTRACTION
TATAMAGOUCHE, N.S. (CP) — 
A colorful pageant ot all the arts, 
the Nova Scotia Festival of Arts 
will be held August 9-12 this year. 
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FOR OUTHOUSES
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T O R O N T Okllig-EIIMS........ C A N A D A
POSITIVBLY. O UAKM ifiND
iiLmS. f
C j - a . © o l ± r T L O S
 ̂ TWs ■weekend you’re at the beach . . .  next weekend it’s a |aui« 
to Uncle Ed’s . . .  and in between you’re depending 
upon your car lor the10 daily drivinjg ŵ e Canadians arc growing 
ac^ tom ed to. That’s why it’s so important you use ^
modern-day gasolines . . .  gasoUpcs that can give you all 
the power, all the performance your car can offer. Use U-A 
88 or 98 Gasolines— Aloif Modern Gaiotinet,. •
Meet Mr. B A
. . .  b$*s always glad  
#9 serve yoft %
T H E ^ ilitm S H  A M E R IC A N  O H . C O M P A N Y  U M IT E D
o.sits<l
r<? K E L O W N A  C O U R IER  B O A TIN G  PAGE
NOTtBOOK
Booming
A lack of knowledge about the I 
burgeoning outboard motor mai -j 
ket has resulted in an insufficient! 
investment of private capital in the! 
country’s fnsu*st growng recreation- 1  
al industry. This is the opinion of;'  
C. B. Neal, President of Outboaidi 
Marine Corporation of Canada,! 
Limited. Mr. Neal said that the out-1 
board industry, in a growing state j 
for the past five years, offers an , 
unlimited opportunity for invest- 1  
ment in the facilities to handle < 
such craft. The Industry also of-| 
fers an oppjirtunity for investment! 
in retail outlets for marine equip- 1  
ment and in services boats and mo­
tors.
Mr. Neal pointed out that the 
total number of boats now in use 
far exceeds the number of
MOTION SICKNESS IS CAUSED 
BY "LOOKING" -  NOT EATING
Here’s a new one for boating enthusiasts just dug up by re
searchers.
Motion sickness, often suffered by those who lovf to go boat 
ing, can be wiped out.
Scientists say motion sickness is not all in the mind.
It's largely visual, having to do with what your eyes arc fix 
cd upon.
Since the average person is used to looking at stationery ob­
jects. seeing things move rapidly can throw a person off.
To avoid motion sickness, hold your head in a fixed position 
and slightly tilted. Eating, drinking, lack of fresh air, or failure to 
keep your mind occupied do not cause motion sickness.
Enjoy Vacation 
W ith Children
THE KELOWNA tXaiRIKH c  
ThMrfc. July 11, 195? 3
for phy.sicBl effort. Excellent out­
lets stvn to be whistle. ,̂ horns 
drums, or anything else your ear­
drums can idke that will permit the 
children to let off that boundless 
steam we’ve been talking about, 
••Boundle.ss energy” may be a 
cliche but it’s the only term. Af­
ter 500 miles of driving in one day. 
we've had our kids demand, and 
get a motel with a playground so 
they could swing and climb for a 
few hours w hile we recuperated 
from the trip.
ST. JOHN’S Nfld. (CP) — Larg­
est single pipe organ in Newfound­
land, a four-manual Ca.savant organ 
was dedicated at a public recital in 
Cochrane Strt“et United Church 
here.
We’re ready, if you are, with 
our more-or-less-.':emi-annuaI study 
of How to Travel with Children 
and Survive. !
For those of you who may be 
ramps | new here, we've been travelling
berths, docks and marine facilities | with our two young.sters since the 
needed to accommodate them. It i older was 3 months old and report- 
is the construction of these facili-! ing back periodically on what it 
!ies, he said, which offers a long- 1  takes to make the mo.st of it and 
term investment for private capi-;even have a good time.
tal.
WATER SAFETY
ency and safety, what with a pranc­
ing youngster unguarded in the 
front seat.
Part B calls for a .large station j 
wagon, and the success of this also 
is negated by more than two chil­
dren. Above that, the only thing 
that will allow a row of seats for 
each of the two or more children is 
a bus.
Thus the . ultimate solution is the
1 Wc found that the problems! second way: keeping them amused, 
'change rapidly as the children pro-1 At the ages with, which we’re deal
SLEEK LINES ARE BOATING'S HALLMARKS
It’s only a matter of time before | gross, so here’s what it’s like with 
a swimmer is hurt or killed as a Claudia at 4;/j and Jonathan at 3: 
result of swimming off the park t It's amusing and possibly signi- 
dock. There have been some hair- fieant to their future development 
raising near- misses already from as individuals that the. kids are 
motor craft and aircraft approach- sophisticated travellers by now. 
ing the dock to tie-up only to fin^ BEEN AROUND
Sleek lines are common in the 
boating and swimming world as
the photograph above well shows. 
Many enthusiasts now join the
two sports together and young 
women are becoming as adept as
men iri boatmanship.
WARNINGS FOR SKIPPERS
There Are No Substitutes 
For Safety In Boat Sport
There is no substitute for safety 
in the operation of a boat. Regard­
less of whether your boat is the 
tiniest outboard or an ocean' going 
yacht, there are certain safety prin­
ciples to be observed, if your cruis­
ing is to be a pleasure instead of 
a pain.
A too frequent cause of accidents
is the result of overloading. The 
impot;tance of this has been recog­
nized by the Outboard Boating Club 
of America, and participating man­
ufacturers are installing a plate m 
their boats advising the owner as 
to its safe load capacity. Such mar­
kers are also an excellent guide in 
purchasing a boat. Knowing the
Engine lubrication whether for i Irouble, check the type of oil being 
an outboard or inboard motor is ' used. Since oil is burned in the com-
seldom given the consideration it 
desreves. Two of the most import­
ant functions of a- lubricating oil 
arc to reduce friction and to keep 
wear at. a minimum.
Lubrication of most outboard mo­
tors is accomplished by the once 
through system. Being two cycle 
engines the lubricating oil is mix­
ed with the fuel and supplies the 
necessAry lubrication of engine 
parts as it is drawn through the en­
gine along with the fuel. Since the 
lubricating oil is burned in the 
combustion chamber along M'ith the 
fuel, it does not require jnany of 
the features that are necessary 
when oil is continuously recircula­
ted ns In a 4-cycle engine. In fact 
some of the additives contained In 
a recirculating typo of oil might be 
detrimental to the luhctioning of 
theoutboard motor. bU containing 
such additives is usually referred 
to ns a detergent type lubricant. It 
is usually n premium grade de­
veloped for automotive use and Is 
more exp(:n8 ive than the non-de­
tergent types that arc better suited 
to outboarci operation,
These'd<^t«rgcnts may in some In­
stances' cause burning of the spark 
plugs of promote faulty o|>eration 
In other ways. If you have been 
experiencing . such spatk pl ug
bustion chamber of the outboard 
motor, some spark plug fouling .can 
be expected. 'The same thing occurs 
in an automobile engine when worn 
rings permit the entrance of exces­
sive amounts of pil into the com-, 
bustion chamber.
Experiments are now being con­
ducted to determine the desirabili­
ty of an additive for outboard mo­
tor oil that would reduce spark 
plug fouling by the lubricant. Most 
of the larger oil companies are 
selling a special outboard motor oil 
or specify which of their regular 
grades are best suited to such use; 
It is best to follow their recom­
mendations or those of the motor 
manufacturer when purchasing oil 
fpir your motor.
In 4-cycle engines the lubricating 
oil is u.sed over and over, recircu­
lating through the system until its 
desirable qualities arc exhausted 
or it has becomo) so loaded with 
extrapebus hnattec atid So diluted 
with fuel that it is of no further 
use. It is then drained and replac­
ed with fresh oil. Most engine man­
ufacturers recommend an oil change 
at the end of each 50 hours of op- 
erotion. The oil change instructions 
in the manual that is supplied with 
the engine should be carefully 
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number of persons you intend to 
carry, the weight of your motor 
ahd all other gear to be supported 
by the boat, simple addition quick­
ly (ietermines the required load 
carrying capacity.
Accessory gear is usually under­
estimated. Every piece of gear 
should be accounted for, including 
the picnic basket and its contents. 
Don’t forget the anchor, fresh 
water container, and the auxiliary 
gasoline tank. The purchase of this 
latter item is often postponed un- 
till the second season and there­
fore not included in weight calcu­
lations. Consequently, when it is 
installed, an overload condition re­
sults. ■
Load values for boats have been 
detremined on the distributed 
weight that the boat can safety 
carry and maneuver properly, uh- 
der somewhat adverse weather con­
ditions. Because the boat handles 
so nicely with its normal load, 
there is frequently the temptation 
1 0  invite an additional guest on a 
particularly nice calm day. This is 
often a fatal mistake. It is on ,just 
such days that a sudden thunder 
squall comes from out of the no­
where, and leaves behind a- flock 
of newspaper headlines telling 
about smaped boats anil drowh- 
ings. A normally loaded boat is the 
best insurance against siich dis­
aster.
Another item where carelessness 
IS not unusual is life preservers. 
Every weekend, I read of needless 
loss of life due to lack of proper 
life preservers. There should be a 
life preserver- for every person 
aboard.
BU9 YANT VESTS
•Regulations require that the 
owner or operator of a pleasure 
motor boat of classes A, 1 , and 2 , 
not carrying passengers for hire, 
have abroad approved life saving 
equipment of one of the following 
types: life preserver; buoyant vest; 
ring buoy; buoyant cushion. Ring 
buoys look shlppy. Buoyant cush­
ions wi t h, their faneSy covers are 
most decorative. But the buoyant 
vest will give the greatc.st satis­
faction and a much higher degree 
'f safety.
There new buoyant vests, of the 
lacket typo design, are more com- 
eortnblo and will allow greater 
freedom of .movement than the 
regular life preserver. Buoyancy is 
obtained from . kapok, or fibrous 
<{Iasa contotited in sealed waterproof 
olostlo pads. Safety featilres np 
Jroachlng tho.se of the larger ap 
proved type life pre.servors are 
obtained. Three sizes are available, 
adult size, child’s size for children 
of 45 to 90 . pounds,, and 0  small 
:hUd's size for children weighing 
•ess than 50 pouhds. They are pro 
Aded with adjustable straps to In 
sure proper ,fit for each member 
of the family.'
Like all other approved life sav- 
ug e(|i)ij'ment, buoyant vests are 
•cquired to be plainly marked with 
» marking tag. ,
Reganlless of the typo life pro 
lervei; or life saying equipment 
you may select, makesur e there h 
one nvallablo for each and evei’,> 
person aboard before casting off 
Also make sure everyono knowf 
where they are stowed and how ,to 
lut them on. It U much better to 
')o safe lhap to sink.;
CHANOINfl TIMER
Wo view w;tth some alarm the 
)e,ws that the school fair may Im 
'IscTin Imied after some '40 year#, 
’hanging view# and changing In- 
ereat* #cem to have relegated this 
efy usefud institution to the same 
crap heap on which we placed the 




Canadian Press reports from 
New York Canadians can sail to 
Europe this summer in a ship 
with cabins designed and furnish­
ed by a king’s son.
Count Sigvard Bernadotte, 50, 
designed 1 0  swanky staterooms 
on the new 23,000-ton Swedish 
liner Gripsholm. She will make 
regular trips from New York and 
Halifax.
The Count is a son of King 
Gustaf VI of Sweden.
a swimmers head bobbing up al­
most underneath them. W a t e r  
skiers, too have a dangerous habit 
of racing about close in to shore in 
front of the park’s congested swim­
ming area. Such boats should oper­
ate further offshore, or even better, 
in a,more secluded section of the 
lake. As it is, the area in and 
around the park dock is extremely 
hazardous; apd likely to grow more 
so as the season advances.
We would like to see town police 
enforce the “no swinaming” ban 
from the park dock, and the Moun- 
ties pinch a few of these close-in 
water skiers. While we’re on the 
subject, is it true that the life­
guard at the park will not be on 
duty on Sundays? Surely nothing 
could be more foolish than to re­
move the lifeguard on the busiest 
day of the entire week. Say it 
isn’t so!
Boats and Films 
Pep Your Holiday
Small boating offers exceptional 
opportunities for good pictures as 
this pastime swings into its lively, 
season. .
The fun, romance and adventure 
of varied boating activities com­
bined with the pictorial ingredi­
ents of sky and water add lip to en­
close subject matter for the boater- 
camera fan. At the same time, the 
elements that contribute-to off-beat 
pictures present some special prob­
lems in protecting equipment, pre­
venting spoiled or over-exposed 
film and out-footing the motion of 
wind and wave in marine photos.
Being a seasick-green land-lubber 
myself in these matters, I steered 
a course to a photographer, who is 
also boating expert.
This gentleman informed me 
that aboard any boat, film and 
cameras must be protected from 
both spray. and heat. Spray will 
gum up cameras and vvorklng parts 
and rhay, even corrode a lens sur­
face if it’s salty and given time to 
do its worst. >
A hot sun beating down on a 
boat may affect or fog even factory 
scaled film if it’s not protected and 
kept in a cool or shaded spot.
Extra film should be wrapped in 
) tightly tied oilskin or pj^stic bag, 
then packed in an air-tight con­
tainer like ah empty coffee can 
which is scaled with masking tape. 
On a wooden-hulled boat, find a 
shady, di^ place for the film and 
equipment. If you’re planning more 
than a same-day trip on a metal- 
hulled boat, you cun keep the film 
in an icebox if there is one aboard.
Tips On Touring
from Carol Lane
- “The Best Things In Life Are 
Free” is a lot more than a pleasant 
song as far as the motorist is con­
cerned. Some of the best things in 
his life are services he gets free 
whenever he stops for gasoline or 
oil; '
Never say No when the man at 
the service station offers to check 
the oil and air. Free services like 
that protect your safety and pro­
long the life of your car.
A check of the radiator will 
show if the system is clean (espec­
ially important in hot weather) and 
if there’s enough water to keep the 
engine cool.
. A check of oil in the crankcase 
shows if there’s enough oil to give 
the engine all the lubrication it 
needs. This can be done only by 
means of the dipstick under the 
hood. (The gauge on your instru­
ment panel records pressure only— 
and that depends on you having 
enough oil in the crankcase.)
Remember, the average service 
station sells only about one gallon 
of oil for every 50 gallons of gas­
oline—so that oil check means as 
much to your driving safety as to 
the station’s business.
Take advantage of frequent bat­
tery checks in summer. Hot wea­
ther makes the water evaporate 
fa.ster. Watch tires closely in hot 
weather, too. It’s better to have 
the pressure a little on the low 
side as you begin a long drive on a 
hot day.
And don’t forget to say Yes to 
every offer you get to have these 
things checked. , The checks are 
free—and they arc amohg the be.st 
things in your life on the road,
They know all about hotels and 
motels, “family units”, the differ­
ence between a booth and a table 
in a restaurant. They’ve been diz­
zied on the rides in Disneyland, 
pounced on ponies in Arizona, 
dunked in glamorous Florida swim­
ming pools, and awe-striken at zoos 
from Golden Gate Park to Central 
Park. All this should represent. a 
useful backlog of experience with 
people and places when they start 
making their adjustments to school.
One value of travelling with two 
or more children seems to be in the 
fact that Jonny, the younger, has 
developed almost to a level with 
his older sister as a result of being 
pitched into social situations where 
he’s had to act as grown up as she 
or be over-shadowed and thought 
a baby. Tnat’s strong medicine for 
a tough and independent 3-year- 
old.
SOCIAL PROBLEM
A few years ago all the.problems 
of travelling with infants were 
physical—equipment and supplies 
to lug, diapers and clothes to wash 
and change, baby food to prepare 
and serve. Now it’s all social and 
psychological.
Claudia does everything for her­
self and Jonny everything but bathe 
and dress himself. Most of the pro­
blems these days stem from keep­
ing them amused and happy. Some­
times we think we’d exchange the 
wet diapers for this one.
The older children get, the more 
room they need and demend for 
living space and letting off steam. 
Since the back seat of a car is only 
so big, the inevitable result is a 
series of sporadic little wars that 
would drive even Dulles to the 
brink of desperation. Only fellow 
parents can appreciate what it 
means to suffer the battles of small 
children.
SEPARATE .
There are two ways of licking 
this: one, part A, separate them— 
one parent In back with one, one 
in front with the other. This plan 
has serious drawbacks, such as be­
ing ineffective with more than 
two children and causing serious 
interference with driving effici-
ing. they're too old for dolls and 
simple toys, and too young, for 
the most part, for games and sight­
seeing amusement. In betwfiten lies 
the median of constructive toys.
TOY ASSORTMENT
These include the Tinkertoy type, 
consisting of spools with holes for 
sticks and pegs; blocks with fitted 
cutaways and snaps for assembling; 
pegboards; and almost anything 
else that requires simple, lengthy, 
and imaginative labor, if not neces­
sarily a recognizable result. “Magic 
slates”, coloring books, and the like 
also work.
Another urgent necessity is that
LEARN TO 
WATER SKI
•  EXPERIENCED TEACHERS
•  RENT SKIS . . . BOATS
F R E D ' S  
. BOAT RENTAL
PHONE 4G.52
AT FOOT OF BERNARD
FRANK'S
Novelty and Gift Shop
For Your Vacation Needs
Sports Gear for Dad
Amusements for the Kiddies
•  Fishing Tackle
•  Diving Equipment
•  Camping Supplies
•  Trick Toys
•  Novdties
•  Bench Games
Souvenirs and Gifts for the Folks Back Home
•  Cigarettes - Tobaccos * Comic Postcards
•  Magazines - Comics * Beach Hats
241 BERNARD AYE. PHONE 3502
(Opposite Board of Trade Office)
PHILLIPINE MAHOGANY
W A T E R  S K IS  -  $ 1 6 .5 0
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT APPROVED
STANDARD LIFE JACKETS 
....................,.3 .95Regular 4.95. SPECIAL ...
F I N S - G O G G L E S  
B O A T S  -  O U T B O A R D  M O T O R S
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IV ejm taro tm dth e  
com er. . .  PN E  time at 
Exhibition Parle, Vancouver! 
Eleven daye and niphtH to 
see 1000 thrillinp siphts! See 
fashions,'foods,,furnishings 
and farm  fare; s^e autos 
and boatn> prize cattle and 
goals. The plitterinp 
Gamuay, Sensational 
"Mings, Magic Poles and 
plenty more ym*ve never, 
seen licforet So, go — and go 
AGAIN! See every trlngla 
sight a t the *57 PN E!
■' \ ,  ‘ . 
VANpOUVRB„CANADA
/■
THE SEIXIWNA COIJIIEB. T h w i, Jofy 11. IfSI
THRIFT PRICES are a few Doors Down The Street! 
Shop at Your Friendly PURITY STORE - and SAVE
CATSUP LIBBY'S
Hdlf Chickon Bonus, 30 oz. tins .  .  89c
Queen Olives York, 12 oz. jar .  .  33c
U n i t e d
13 ounce
T a ^  Malkin's White Label, 125* Individual Bags, 1  ^ 0  
1 6 i l  W ith Free Cup and Saucer . . . . .  . ■ • 4# I r
Shrimps Cocktail, Clover Leaf, 5 oz. tins
T o m a t o  o r  3 , „ 3 9 j  5 a | . j j n e s




16 oz. pkg. .  .
Kellogg's,
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Valencia,
5 lb. cello bag .  .  . 4 9 c







Heads. .  .  - 2  for 2 5 c Delta -  2-lb. pkg.










M aple Leaf .  -  -  -  .
S t o r e s
V  ' ^
Specials For 





12  oz. tin
McCoirs
16 OZ. ja r
1 -lb. packet .  .  .  .. .  . . . .  .  .  .1 .  .
FREE DELIVERY AT ALL 
UNITED PURITY STORES







\  1953 Pcndozl St.
NOTON & SIMKINS
2091 Richter SI.
PEH M A N  BROS.
1302 SI. . Paul St.
NEWTON'S GROCERY
857 m h  SI.
CENtRAt STORE
U n i t e d
o r e s
I ' (‘ ii"'i' u *
WINHELD
■' \
HALL BROTHERS LTD. ^
Ohnnaotui Mlfshwi 1705 Rfchtcr 81.
ROBIN'S GINERAL STORE HARDIE'S GENERAL STORE
WESTBANK R U flA N P — PHONE 2552
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